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The Businesslike CPC6128 An Expanding System

By including a disc drive and I58K or RAM with the CPC6128,

Amstrad has elevated the budget price computer beyond being primarily

a games console into the realm where serious business applications may

be tackled with ease.

Digital Research's famous CP/M Plus operating system keeps your

CPC6128 disc filing in order while programs like Microscript and Amsoft

Business Control system (dual disc systems) keeps your business affairs

in order.

The Amstrad CPC6128 is the ideal computer for the small business, and

what with rates, mortgages, HP, income tax, insurance etc just about

everyone can benefit from running their personal affairs with the aid of a

low cost computer.

Give all your correspondence the professional touch. Plan your

domestic budget, file names and addresses, organise your time more

effectively. Amsoft has programmes already available to do all these

tasks and manv more.

The Entertaining CPC6128

With over 300 colourful games already available covering everything

from advanced flight and combat simulation to slick examples of all the

arcade classics, the CPC6128 has an unfair advantage over its

competitors.

There's shoot-outs, adventures, brain teasers, card games, 'simulations'

- enough to keep the most agile and inquisitive minds busy indefinitely.

As part of the CPC612S package you will also receive CPM' plus, GSX
and Dr Logo, the world famous teaching and graphics language that

introduces the concepts and ideas behind writing computer programs.

High Performance-Low Cost

The one thing you won't need a computer to work out is that the

Amstrad GPC6128 represents outstanding

value for money. You only have to check the

cost of buying all the elements separately,

128K RAM computer, disc drive and monitor

to realise that the Amstrad package is very

hard to beat.

Wordprocessing and Amsword can

improve the productivity of everyone

from unskilled typist to trained

secretary.

There is a complete range of peripherals available to CPC6128 which

plug into built in interfaces. These include a joystick and printers. The

Centronics compatible parallel printer interface connects to a vast range

of printers, from low cost dot matrix through to daisywheel printers

giving superb print quality.

The expansion connector at the rear of the CPC6128 contains all the

signals necessary to implement a wide range of add-on peripherals.

Modems, light pens, speech synthesizes and serial interfaces are amongst

products already available or in development by either Amstrad or

independent vendors.

Compatibility

1*hd!

The Amstrad Serial Interface (RS232C) is much more than just a

complete means of connecting serial printers and modems. It's a

complete extension and expansion system that incorporates its own ROM
software to emulate terminals so that your CPC system can work in

conjunction with mini and mieroframe computer systems.

There's a full PRESTEL mode with graphics and colour.

The built in ROM BASIC for the CPC6128 is in the tradition of

excellence established bv the CPC464 and CPC664. Programs written

using the CPC464/CPC664 BASIC will run on the CPC6128.

Amstrad Join The Club

As a member you will enjoy regular magazines, competitions for

valuable prizes and contact with other Amstrad users.

Whether you're a games fanatic or interested in serious business

applications, you'll want to join the

club.

Figure analysis

made easy with Microspread.

GnnnwTAnD
I'd like to know more about

the totally 'professional ,CPC6l28

Complete Computer System

NAME: __
ADDRESS:

POST TO: Grandstand Computers Ltd, CPO Box 2353, Auckland

21 Great South Road, Newmarket, Auckland. Phone: 504-033 res 72a
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Buy this NEW Personal Computer

with more confidence,because...
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Only theNEW &a»fc
NCRmodel PC4i -fag
Provides- /^

Unique 12-month Guarantee*
Proven, 'self-teach' free tutorial

programme* 'Help' aid on all

functions Full operational

compatability with industry-standard

software* New Easy-use keyboard
Powerful, expandable RAM with

virtual memory One-piece
VDU/disc drives High

resolution screen (even on
monochrome graphics)*

Manufactured with 100
years' tradition for quality.

BACKED BY A NATION-
WIDE, LONG-ESTABLISHED
SERVICE NETWORK*, UNIQUE TO NCR
"Features which answer user priorities, as surveyed

by Hoby & Assoc. 1984.

You can always grow with

NCR
NCR (NZ) Ltd, 46 Wakefield St, Auckland, PO. Box 5945, Wellesley Street

Telephone 796-920, Telex NZ2621
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Now ... the IBM computer
for the business that thought

it could never afford one

The IBM JX is the newest and

most affordable IBM computer

incorporating some of the latest

technology ever built into

personal computers.

Advanced technology that pays

The IBM JX did not achieve low cost by

reducing function, it achieves its outstanding

price/performance through some of the most

advanced component and production

technology ever offered on any personal

computer at any price

Designed for businesses with

work to do
Think of all the different things your office

has to do in a day

There's mail to answer, information to organise,

memos to write, data to analyse, reports to

generate

Or perhaps you have books lo balance, sales to

forecast, or a payroll to calculate.

When you put an IBM JX on your desk you'll

start io enjoy a powerful advantage in

productivity right away.

Because the JX provides a high degree of

compatibility with the IBM PC family, giving it

an outstanding software library to draw from

including the IBM DispIayWrite Series, IBM

Assistant Scries and lotus 1-2-3.

The wide range of easy-to-use IBM software

helps novice users quickly become productive.

IBM JX can grow with your

needs

The new IBM JX is not only easy enough

to be your first small business computer — but

powerful enough to be the only one you may

Tlx new IBMJX: not only easy enough

to be your first small business

computer— but powerful atougb to lx>

the only one you tmiy etw need.

ever need.

It's designed to grow with you with

standard interfaces that enable it to

accept a wide variety of add-ons — including

future technology yet to be realised.

You can grow memory — up to 512KB. Add

data communicatioas capability and create an

economical cluster of JX's with an IBM PC XT
or PC AT.

It's also easy to attach any of a wide range of

printers for correspondence or graphics.

And because the IBM JX has numerous

ports and interlaces, you can add a 5.25 inch

PC-compatible disk drive, a light pen, joysticks

or a mouse to help you control your cursor on

the JX screen.

Most importantly, you can be confident that

because this computer comes from IBM it will

adapt to your needs as they change and grow.

New 35 inch diskettes

The JX is the first IBM computer to use the

advanced new 3.5 inch diskettes — hailed as

the storage medium of the future.

They may be only one third the sisse of a

conventional diskette, but they hold the same

amount of data.

And just as important, the diskette itself is

protected inside a rigid plastic case safe from

dust, scratches and fingerprints.

High-Resolution, 16 colour

display — standard

The IBM JX monitor provides a bright,

clear image for both text

and colour graphics. IBM

achieved this by treating (he

screen with a special non-glare material

that doesn't reflect room light. The

dots that make up the image arc very

small, so the resolution is very clear.

In medium resolution mode the IBM JX
monitor produces 16 colours at one time for

impressive colour graphics. In high resolution

mode it produces four colours.

A triple-chord speaker is built in.

Choose the keyboard that suits

you
The IBMJX offers you the choice of two

precision-touch keyboards. They both use the

proven IBM Selectric typewriter layout to help

make typing quicker and more comfortable;

both have an infra-red remote option.

Choose the power and

performance you need

Your authorized IBM dealer can show you

how easy it is to put together a JX system that

meets your needs now and as far into the

future as you want to plan.

Remember, whatever you decide, you'll always

value the assurance and support that owning

an IBM product can bring.

The IBMJX Personal Computer.

The waiting is over. See your authorized IBM

dealer now.
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PC World show: We Were There§
A show of successes,
promise...and despair

PAUL CROOKSjoined the 70,000people that crammed into
the Olympia Stadium in London during the five days of the
Personal Computer WorldShowin September. He reports...

The smell of success and, if not fai-

lure, at least decay, lingered around dif-

ferent stands in the stuffy atmosphere of

the Olympia Stadium.
In the first category three A's domi-

nated— Atari, Apricot and Amstrad.
The latter category included Acorn,

Sinclair and MSX.
Commodore fitted uneasily into a

neutral category.

Atari dominated as far as floor space
and the show's hardware highlight was
concerned.

That highlight was the Atari 520 ST—
and Atari was making every effort to

ensure nobody could doubt it was going
to be a success.
On hand were all the Atari top brass

from Jack Tramiel down, and by my
count, at least 24 software companies
demonstrating software for the ST.
The fact that most of that software,

which included word processors,
spreadsheets, utilities, languages,
games and even some vertical pac-
kages, would fall over if you pressed a
couple of keys seemed almost irrelev-

ant.

Conviction

Tramiel has succeeded, at least in

England, in convincing many of the

major software houses {Atari claims a
total of 80 are working on software for

the ST) that the ST is going to sell in

large enough numbers to justify them
racing to write software for it.

A representative of a mail order house
told me they had sold 60 STs in the first

One of scores of Atari 520 ST com-
puters at the PCW Show.

three weeks of its launch— with next to

no software available and with only

monchrome monitors, as colour

monitors were in short supply.

Nevertheless it is too soon yet to say
the ST will be a success. (Readers can
expect the ST to be available in NZwith
a price tag of around $2500 early next
year).

Atari also displayed a 260 ST {256K of

RAM) with a built in disk drive, and a
Winchester hard disk for the 520 ST. But
these were kept in a large glass case—
indicating they were only prototypes.

Not far behind the ST in terms of

crowd attention was a much more down
to earth hardware product— a word pro-

cessing system.

Irresistable

Boring you might say, but a price tag

of £399 (NZ$1000) for a 256K CP/M
computer, one disk drive, monitor, word
processing software and a printer is sure
to prove irresistable to many people.

At that price level the PCW 8256 could
oniy come from Amstrad — a company
that has turned the low end computer

• market in Britain upside down in the last

year.

White the PCW is configured to suit

word processing (the bundled software,
Loco Script, was written especially for

the computer and uses to full advantage
dedicated keys, printer features, the 90
x 32 screen and other hardware fea-

tures), it runs the CP/M Plus disk operat-

ing system — which means any CP/M
programs converted to Amstrad's
unusual 3 inch disk drive can be used.

The number of these programs is sure
to increase as Amstrad also had on dis-

play a 128K CP/M Plus version of its

home computer range. The CPC 6128
also costs £399 with a built-in 3 inch disk
drive and colour monitor.

However the CPC 61 28 (which should
now be available in New Zealand) has
raised controversy here as originally

Amstrad stated it would only be sold in

America and the existing 664 (which has
only 64K of RAM and an inferior version
of CP/M) would be sold elsewhere.

Rubbing salt

Then Amstrad announced it was
dropping the C64 and replacing it with

the C128 which, to rub salt into the
wounds of C64 owners and dealers car-
rying C64 stocks, would also be
cheaper.

Nevertheless, as a result of its

aggressive pricing, which started with its

original micro the CPC 464, and
technique of bundling peripherals in the
one price, Amstrad is now number three
behind Sinclair and Commodore after

only 15 months in the marketplace —
and appears to be going higher.

To try and compete, Sinclair has
slashed the price of the QL fromn £399
to £199 (NZ$500) and has announced
bundled deals for the Spectrum Plus
(computer, data recorder, speech synth-
esiser, joystick, for £149).

Sinclair also finally reached agree-
ment with its creditors over its £15m
debt (the newspaper baron Robert Max-
well withdrew his offer) and reportedly
sold 1 60,000 computers to a large retail

chain (although this is only part of the
stockpile of unsold Sinclair computers).
The Sinclair stand at the show, even

with half price QLs, was hardly a hum of

activity and rumours of a 128K Spec-
trum and a portable micro (the Pan-
dorra) aren't going to save the company
from even tougher times after the Christ-

mas selling season.

Acorn out

One company that is already finished

as a mass computer manufacturer is

Acorn — now owned 80% by Olivetti,

which recently rescued it for the second
time this year.

This Christmas should see the last of

its stocks of Electron and BBC comput-
ers sold off and after that it seems Acorn
will concentrate on educational and sci-

entific markets for its BBC Plus compu-
(ContinvedonpageS)
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(Continued from page 7)

ter, which has 64K of RAM (a 128K ver-

sion is also on the way).

To this end Acorn launched at the

show a 32 bit co-processor lor the BBC.
Called the Cambridge co-processor

and based on the National Semi-Con-
ductor 32016 chip, Acorn claims in ben-

chmark tests it performs as fast as popu-
lar supermini class computers.
A one megabyte RAM version of the

co-processor costs £1700 (NZ$4300)
while Acorn has also launched a stand

alone version called the Cambridge
Workstation (which is faster again). A
one megabyte of RAM model with

monitor and twin 640K floppies sells for

£4395 {NZ$1 1,000).

Amiga

Commodore decided to launch the

C128 in Europe at the PCW Show —
and its staff were deluged with ques-
tions., .not about the C1 28, but about the
Amiga (see separate story), which
wasn't displayed.

One question that did come to mind
abouttheC128thoughis,at£450witha
disk drive, how is it going to compete
with the Amstrad 6128 at £399 with a
disk drive and a colour monitor?

Also, software houses don't seem to

be rushing to write software for the 1 28
mode — which means the only
immediate advantage in buying a C128
over a C64 is access to CP/M Plus

software. This advantage isn't going to

strongly appeal to home users, so the

computer is aimed at serious or busi-

ness users.
At least Commodore recognise this

fact and state they are aiming it at a bus-
iness market.

Hotel giveaway

Amstrad has also forced Commodore
into price cuts and bundling. One recent

C64 package included three nights hotel

accommodation. ..as well as the C64,
data cassette and programs, for £200
(NZ$500).
More drastically, the Plus 4 has been

halved in price to £99, inclusive of data
cassette— Commodore recently admit-

ted the Plus 4 and C16 would be drop-

ped after Christmas here.

There are rumours of Commodore
launching a Unix-running computer but

none were on display.

The prize for the most boring stand at

the show must go to MSX. Sony,
Toshiba, JVC and Mitsubishi all dis-

played MSX models on the stand, but

left it poorly staffed.

Apricot's brightly lit stand dominated
the business computer section.

With the release at the show of two
more models in the "F" range, Apricot
(formerly ACT) now has a range of eight

PCs costing from £700 (NZ$1800) to

£3200 (NZ$8000).

Apricot down

Apricot PCs are clearly second
behind IBM PCs in U.K. sales but soon
after the show Apricot announced it was
expecting a considerable drop in earn-

ings for the past six months— indicating

that not just the home micro makers face
problems here.

Philips arrived in force from Austria to

display its new ":Yes" personal compu-
ter range.

The low end model with 1 28K of RAM
and one 720K 3.5 inch disk drive is

expected to retail for £1000 (NZ$2500).
The :Yes was launched in NZ this

month, the base price being just above
$3000, without a monitor.

Digital Research's Dos-Plus operat-

ing system is supplied with the :Yes,

which uses the 80186 processor. The
:Yes can also run MS-DOS but Philips

emphasise that its not "another clone"

of the IBM PC.

SEKONIC XY PLOTTER

• 6 colour automatic pen change

• On board Centronics interface

• 200 mm/sec axial pen speed

• 0.1 mm step size

• 8 directional position keys

• 24 stored plotting commands
• RS232C& IEEE 488 interface adaptors available

SPL-400: an extremely competitively priced digital X-Y plotter for the

home enthusiast draughtsperson or the latest in C.A.D. systems.

SOLE NEW ZEALAND AGENT

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

E.C. Gough Ltd

Auckland: Phone 763-174
Wellington: Phone 686 675
Chrisichurch: Phone 798 740
Dunedin: Phone 775 823

E C GOUGH
ELECTRONICS & INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION
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PC World show:

Look out for WIMPS!
WIMPs have arrived in force— if the

personal computer world show was any-
thing to go by.

But for once computer users and
potential users should welcome this new
technology.

WIMPs are Window, Icon, Mouse,
and Pull down menus — also variously

known, in typical computer industry jar-

gon, as system user interfaces, user
environment managers and front-ends.

System user interface is probably the

best description as, with the use of win-

dows, icons, pull down menus and a
mouse, the programs provide a
friendlier interface between the user and
the computer's disk operating system.
The concept is not new (the first

implementation was on a computer
developed by Xerox in the seventies)

and in the Macintosh it has sold well,

despite other limitations.

Now the rest of the computer
industry seems to have finally concurred
that users should have a friendlier

operating system and the ease of use of

a mouse — rather than the sometimes
complicated and hard-to-remember
commands of traditional disk operating

systems like CP/M, MS-DOS.
The WIMP leader is GEM (Graphics

Environment Manager) from Digital

Research, which can be implemented
on any 1 6 and 32 bit computer running
CP/M, MS-DOS, PC-DOS or Concur-
rent DOS operating systems.
Thus at the show GEM Desktop was

being demonstrated on a wide range of

micros, including Apricots, the Philips

Apricot's new F2 model— 51 2 K of
RAM, twin 720 K 3.5 Inch disk drives,

a mouse and GEM for £1495
(NZ$3750)

:Yes, the IBM PC and compatibles
(more than 20 manufacturers have now
been licensed to use GEM with their

computers).

But to get the full benefit of WIMP,
applications software has to be written

to take advantage of it.

Digital Research say more than 50
software houses have stated their inten-

tion to publish GEM-based application

packages by the end of the year.

To set the ball rolling Digital Research
itself has written and released a number
of GEM application programs, including

GEM Write, GEM Graph, GEM Draw
and GEM Paint, while its DR Logo also

uses GEM,
The popular integrated package

Open Access has also been released in

a GEM version.

GEM Desktop comes as standard on
the Atari 520 ST and virtually all the

applications written for that computer
will take advantage of its windows and
icons, and the mouse also comes as
standard.

World Show
Software

Competitors for GEM include Mic-

rosoft's Windows, IBM's Top View,
Epson's Taxi and Commodore Amiga's
WIMP called intuition.

The first two have had development
problems although Windows has finally

been released. However, it reportedly

makes heavy demands on the compu-
ter.

Intuition incorporates windows, icons

and pull down menus but also allows

those who wish to (such as software
developers) to revert to the more con-
ventional command line.

Among the other software on display

at the show was a new development in

training software for the IBM PC.

Called PC Automator, the program
allows the insertion of special teaching

instructions into popular application

programs.
For example Wordstar is a popular

word processing program, but it can be
difficult to learn.

Using PC Automator, extra or

enlarged explanations and instructions

can be implemented on to Wordstar to

help new users.

These instructions are activated

either by the touch of a certain key (or

combination of keys), or if a certain

Wordstar screen message appears.

A simple example is if an "i" is typed
before an "e" after a "c". A message is

GEM Paint running on the Philips
.Yes computer — one of the new
range of applications packages
using WIMPs (windows, icons,
mouse and pull-down menus).

activated to tell the user of his/her mis-

take.

A number of large companies in the
U.K. are already using the package to

help train staff in applications software.

It is expected to be available in NZ
soon.

Regretfully I didn't have time to try out

a lot of the new games software on show
but I was disappointed visually with

much of the offerings.

The exceptions were the few games
programs running on the Atari 520ST—
the graphics were a level above any-
thing else on show. The only problem
is how many people are going to be able

to afford an ST to play games?

Award for OPD
The One Per Desk (OPD) from ICL

(reviewed as Computer Phone in last

month's issue of Bits & Bytes) was the
winner of the Micro Business Hardware
Award announced at the PCW Show.

Other hardware finalists were: Omni-
reader, a low-cost text reader that allows
typed pages to be entered into a compu-
ter without re-keying: ComNET 900, a
local area network; and the Seiko Wrist
Terminal, a watch-size device which can
display information downloaded from a
personal computer.
The winner of the software award was

the Priority Decision System, a program
that helps managers make decisions
based on consistent priorities and
policies.
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We
Were
There

Amiga kept
While the PCW Show attracted a lot of

visitors, only a select few were invited to

Commodore's demonstrations of the

Amiga at a nearby hotel.

Reluctant to steal the limelight from its

own C128 computer. Commodore
showed the Amiga to only a few
software writers, dealers and jour-

nalists.

I was not among them, but I have seen
an Amiga briefly since.

All I can say is that the graphics and
sound capabilities of this computer live

up to the word everyone has been using
— stunning.

Last month I asked whether the

Amiga is worth twice the price of the

Atari 520ST?
For those who require such sophisti-

cated sound and graphics and/or those

who can afford the likely NZ price tag of

closed doors
$5-6,000 for a 51 2K system with colour

monitor, I would say yes.

For those wanting straight business
applications, the choice is less clear-cut.

The Amiga does support multi-tasking,

that is, you can run several programs at

once, but it is questionable how useful
this is to most users.

The Amiga is due to be released in

Britain early next year— and if anything
it has created more interest here than in

the US (one Amiga review was headed
bluntly "Get Lost Macintosh").

This is partly because the Brits have
claimed the credit for Amiga DOS. It is

an adaptation of an operating system
called Tripos, developed by a British

company called Metacomco.
Metacomco is entitled to produce

similar software for other computer
manufacturers — leading some writers

to predict if will become the standard
operating system for 68000-based com-
puters.

But the real strength behind the
Amiga is the three custom designed
chips cutely named Agnus, Daphne and
Portia.

These chips handle functions such as
memory control, input/output, graphics
and sound, freeing the 68000 central

processor to operate much faster.

Interestingly, among the peripherals

that Commodore intends to offer is a
5V4 inch disk drive and PC-DOS
emulator software that will allow the

Amiga to run IBM PC software, including

Lotus 1 ,2,3, Flight Simulator, etc, with-

out modification. Talk about trying to

coverall bases!

Announcing the NEW.

INNOVA-RAM512K
A SHORT MEMORY BOARD FOR THE IBM PC AND COMPATIBLES

256K installed

$475
'Compatible with Commodore PC10/PC20
'Compatible with Sanyo 775 and theNew Executive

'Supplied standard with 256K installed
* Upgradeable to 5 1 2K by installing more ram chips
* Fits into short slots of Portable machines
* Local support with 1 2 month Warranty

5 12K installed

$572
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER

or

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SYSTEMS LIMITED

DEALER INQUIRIES ARE WELCOME
MANUFACTURED& DISTRIBUTED BY INNOVATIVECOMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD

BOX 78-053, GREY LYNN, AUCKLAND. PH (09) 766-487
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First shots of

price war

The first shots of a predicted price war
in the home computer market were fired

in early October when Commodore
Computer NZ Ltd announced heavy dis-

counts and consequent retail price cuts

of up to 45%.
The C64 was reduced to $549, and

the 1541 disc drive came down to $485
(from $749).

It seems the momentum for a show-
down had been building since March
when Commodore gave notice to Foun-

tain Information Services that its sub-

distributorship (to mass merchandisers

like Farmers) would end this December.
An orderly withdrawal however, didn't

happen.
Commodore Computer NZ managing

director Dick Anderson says an essen-

tial element to the decision to cut prices

was the retail market "going dead" and
the increasing price competition from
Atari since July.

"We had been hoping to launch the

C128 about July to enable a reposition-

ing (repricing) of other products but the

C128 had still to arrive so we were even-
tually compelled to go ahead with repric-

ing anyway," says Anderson.
The initial result was October's unit

sales increasing 100% on September
sales.

At Fountain IS, general manager Paul

Williams refers to the price cuts being

reflective of the market reality, and of

Fountain's desire to exit from the home
micro market.

In step with impending name changes
to the organisation, Fountain is planning

to concentrate on Altos processors and
various modems and peripherals for

multi-user computer systems.
Meanwhile Fountain was continuing

to buy Commodore gear from Australia

to supply its retail chain customers until

the year's end.
Other micro brands also came down

in price, but not as drastically

P.O. justifies monopoly
The Post Office's monopoly of the

availability of Computer Phone is jus-

tified by product manager Norm Nicholls

on the basis of the department's invest-

ment in "tailoring" the device to the local

telephone system.
"Because there is no accepted stan-

dard for telephone devices worldwide,
we have to put this kind of effort in and
that is why we must retain control," he
said. When international standards
arrived, as they have in the computer
world, the post office might have a diffe-

rent attitude to a range of competing

devices.

This investment was required to be
recouped from a relatively small market,

and this further encouraged the PO to

retain all distribution rights of Computer-
Phone.
Some users however could be

expected to be unimpresed with the

PO's structures on the device's availa-

bility.

Customers cannot, for instance,

purchase the device as they can in Bri-

tain and Australia.

5.3 Gb disc drive

Data General has announced a 5.3

gigabyte (Gb) disc package for large

mainframe and mini configurations. The
disk package consists of nine 592MB
discs and three intelligent disk control-

lers mounted in three meter-high

cabinets.

The Australian purchase price for

ComputerPhone is about A$3000
(NZ$4000).

Mr Nicholls however asserts that the

rental-lease plan reflects the "continu-

ing commitment" of the PO to support
ComputerPhone.
He added that ComputerPhone would

not be a static entity (meaning it would
likely be enhanced) and there was the

possibility of similar but more advanced
devices being introduced within the next

few years.

For the monochrome Computer-
Phone the cost will be:

Rental only - $350 a month
Two year term - $230 a month or

$2000 plus $120 a month
Three year term - $190 a month or

$2000 plus $1 00 a month.
The colour monitor rates are about 40

percent more.

New AT & T
deal
Microprocessor Developments Ltd

(MDL) has renegotiated with Olivetti

Australia its contract of supply of AT&T
micros and miniprocessors.

(American Telephone and Telegraph

owns 25% of Olivetti worldwide.)

MDL marketing manager Ken Eagle

says the new deal enables his company,
as the NZ distributor of AT&T comput-
ers, to offer retail dealers the usual 30%
margin.

Previously, says Eagle, no dealerwas
interested in the slim margin offered

under the initial arrangement, and MDL
was having to sell direct — selling only

two AT&T systems up to last August.
Olivetti Australia agreed also to a

lower pricing schedule to enable retail

price cuts for AT&T equipment.
Since the revised pricing, eight AT&T

systems (each costing upwards of

$50,000) have been sold and retail

dealerships signed with Skellerup Mic-

rosystems and Business Computers Ltd

(Chch), says Eagle.
Regarding rumours of financial trou-

bles at MDL, Eagle says the company's
biggest problem was in arranging

adequate finance for the manufacture of

EFT (electronic funds transfer) termi-

nals next year— that contract, he says,

being worth $3 million.

Plans stalled
Microbee NZ's new Auckland centre

will be temporarily unmanned and its

operations centred in Wellington until

January.
Manager Shane McKeown is mean-

while returning to Australia to help pre-

pare the opening of a few more Austra-

lian branch offices.

McKeown says customers, mainly

schools, would not be affected as all but

one of Microbee's school users were in

Wellington, and that was where support

had to be concentrated during the next

two months.
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Printer

premiere
The NZ distributor of Star printers,

Genisis Systems, was conferred with a
world first in launching Star's latest high-

density dot matrix printer.

The only other outing for the 24- pin-

head printer (the usual density has been
nine pins) was at this month's Comdex
Show in Los Angeles.
The launch here was acknowledging

Genisis' claimed 70% share of the local

printer market.
Officiating at the launch last month

were Star sales managers Masanobu
Takano and Masao Yamakazi, who told

Bits and Bytes that dot matrix printers

would retain the lion's share of printer

business.
They say the "page printers", includ-

ing daisywheel and laser-jet types, had
less than 4% of the total market
because of high price and slow form
feed disadvantages. Although predict-

ing this share would increase, to 1 7% by
1990, the number of dot matrix units

would then total 12.5 million.

In step with slowed computer sales,

printer sales growth subsided to 1 0% on
last year's totals but they predict sales

being spurred by more advanced pro-

ducts such as the higher density "multi-

pin-head", faster printing dot matrix to

be launched by Star in the latter half of

next year.

Amstrad cuts
Amstrad's tape-driven 464 micro was

reduced 30% in price in mid-October fol-

lowing the Commodore discounts.

Included were $300 bundles of 464
software and joysticks cut to $1 95.

Meanwhile the disc-driven 664
Amstrad sold out last month, according
to distributor Grandstand Leisure.

Its successor, the disc-driven 6128
(with 128 K ram) was recently launched
with a $500 discount offer being made to

schools.

In the US, the giant Sears-Roebuck
chain recently launched the 6128 on to

that fiercely price-driven market.
Amstrad's newest machine, the 8256

, was expected to arrive here in

bulk from Germany in mid-November,
and will be priced at $2400 (including

printer).

Atom images
In Zurich IBM scientists have made a

new scanning-tunnelling microscope
which can "zoom in" on atomic surface
structures and make images of them.

NEC multi-uses
Low cost multi-user and integrated

accounting software from M L Systems,
of Auckland, enables three-user config-

uration, complete with computer,
printer, terminals and software, to cost
$16,500.
A single user NEC APC 1 1 1 could be

expanded to multi-user capabilities, with

each level of software able to be
returned for a full credit when purchas-
ing a more comprehensive level.

Another NEC development is the
availability of Attache business
software, previously running only on
IBM computers.

Computex
live'

Computex went "live" on October 21

.

Initial services include a 300-frame
notice board, and a teleconferencing

ability for subscribers wanting to "talk"

to each other.

Computex has mailed, to more than
3000 respondents, information on
modem and software options enabling
linkage to this videotex service.

Presenting The... TRJX Range of

COMPUTER FURNITURE

* ErogonomicaUy Designed to beat repittve strain

injury (rsl) andprovide greater comfort and efficiency.

* Simple operator V,D. U. height adjustment.

' Instant stable keyboard adjustment.

' Simple operator tilt mechanism (2 way)

JUST SOME OF THE MAGIC YOU CAN
PERFORM WITH OUR

7RTX

CUDBY & MEADE LTD
The Quality Furniture Manufacturers

FACTORY & SHOWROOM AT 69 PHARAZYN ST
RQ BOX 44-096, LOWER HUTT PH: 660-962
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The Spectravideo 738 "X' press"

The X'press is almost there
By Mark James

I had originally intended to write this review on the Spectravideo 738
using the machine itself, and therein lies both the excitement and the

disappointment of this seductive computer. That I should consider
using this machine to edit a serious document shows that the 738
aspires to be more than an MSX "games computer"; but the fact that I

am now back to Wordstar on an MS-DOS computer indicates how far

Spectravideo still have to go in order to achieve their objective.

The Spectravideo 738, nicknamed
X 'press (or Express), is the first home
computer on the New Zealand market to

provide both MSX and CP/M.
As an MSX machine, it has very few

faults. It adheres to the full MSX
hardware configuration; its MSX Basic
in ROM is complete; its graphics and
sound capabilities are both satisfying

and flexible; there is a full 64K of user
RAM.

Its single cartridge port can run any of

the growing range of MSX-format game
cartridges. In addition, a 3V2 inch disk

drive (360K of formatted storage) is a
standard feature of the machine, and it is

this that sets the X'press apart from
other MSX computers.

Like the Amstrad 664 and the Com-
modore Amiga, the X'press is attempt-
ing to bridge the gap between home and
business uses.

Intelligent design

The X'press comes in its own carrying

bag, intelligently designed with both
hand and shoulder straps on the outside

and pockets on the inside to hold car-

tridges, diskettes and documents. There
are also compartments for cables and
the rather hefty external power supply.

The computer itself looks somewhat
like a white plastic version of the Hew-
lett-Packard 110- you almost expect to

see an LCD screen flip up.

The keyboard has 73 full-travel keys
arranged in professional typewriter style

except for the fact that the F and J keys
are not dished. There are five prog-
rammable function keys, shifted to give

ten.

The cursor control keys are large and
have been arranged in an unusual I-

shape. The caps-lock key has an LED
indicator.

There are also keys marked "Graph"
and "Code", each of them shiftable but

not lockable; with these, 152 extra

graphic, mathematical and foreign sym-
bols can be produced on the screen
from the keyboard. These, however, fol-

low only the MSX standard; which
means that you need to buy an MSX-
compatible printer in order to print them.
The single floppy disk drive is located

on the right side of the computer, along
with parts for dual joysticks and a cas-

sette tape.

Most of the interfaces, however, are
found on the back, protected by a long

handle that pops out for carrying, or
down for tilting the keyboard to a com-
fortable angle. Here are the on/off

switch, the DC power input, a channel
switch, and ports for sound, video and
VHF output, as well as both a serial (RS-
232C) and a parallel interface, and a
port for an external disk drive. The only
fault in this arrangement lies with the

serial port, a nine-pin "D" connector,
which sits right next to the disk port, a
25-pin "D" connector. Since the 25-pin

"D" connector is also the most com-
monly-used RS-232 interface, people
will likely confuse the two.

Strange Dos

Apart from MSX Basic, which resides

in ROM, the X'press supplies two other

operating systems on diskette: CP/M
and MSX-DOS.
The latter is a rather strange animal. If

its name recalls that of MS-DOS, it is

because both DOSes (as well as MSX
Basic) were designed by American
software giant Microsoft.

MSX-DOS has had a low profile in

MSX literature, perhaps because Mic-

rosoft had assumed that there is no mar-
ket for DOS-level hacking among those
who might buy MSX computers.
The amount of effort that has gone

into the design of MSX-DOS certainly

does not reflect an immense respect for

the "low end" of the computer scene.
MSX-DOS has been likened to an

MS-DOS for the Z-80, and there are the

familiar file-handling commands and
programs (DIR, COPY. DELREN, FOR-
MAT), and MSX-DOS file format is iden-

tical to that of MS-DOS; but sub-direc-

tories are not supported, and there is no
CHKDSK program — essential to any
serious use of the disk.

On the MSX-DOS diskette are two
programs worth mentioning: WIDTH80
changes the monitor screen from 40 to

80 columns, without the necessity of

extra hardware. The 80-column text is of

poor quality when a television screen is

kl 1 ill

used as a monitor, but that is the fault of

the television, not of the X'press.
On a tow-resolution computer

monitor, the X'press produces crisp,

well-defined characters in either 40 or

80-column mode.
The other program is called 4-in-l ; it's

a combined memo writer, spreadsheet
and filing program which, ironically,

works only in 40-column mode.
The functions are simple but are not

integrated.

Documentation is sketchy, but the

program is easy enough to learn by trial

and error.

The CP/M diskette contains the full

CP/M 2.28, including Z-80 assembler
and DDT. Experienced CP/M users,

however will miss the usual "extras"

such as NEWSWEEP.
With the STAT CON:=UC1: com-

mand, screen output can be made 80-

column; one of the function keys is even
pre-programmed with this command.
The CP/M diskette also contains a

program called Scheduler, which per-

forms five functions : a personal informa-

tion file, a date-based diary, a name and
address index, unit conversions (mostly

metric to and from imperial), and a
"world time" converter.

The sparse documentation warns the

user not to run the Scheduler on the CP/
M system disk, as "a fatal error may
occur and damage the system disk."

Disk performance

How does the X'press perform as a
disk-based computer?
As a test of this, I decided to try to write

this review using the memo writer func-
(Conilnuedonpage M
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(Continued from page 13}

tiort of 4-in-1 . 1 quickly gave up.

The memo writer contains some use-
ful features, such as insert mode and
paragraph reform, but lacks such essen-
tials as cut-and-paste.

In any event, serious text processing
in 40 columns is pretty hopeless.

Not to worry, thought I, with CP/M
there are plenty of 80-column editors

around. Unfortunately, none were avail-

able on 3 1/2-inch diskettes for the
X 'press - and if I dared copy the likes of

Wordstar on to one, the copyright club

might strike my RAM chips dead.
The only 80-column editor that I suc-

ceeded in getting to work was CP/M's
pathetic line editor ED.

Still, t figured I had one trick left: both
CP/M and MSX Basic have RS-232
communications programs. If I couldn't

write the article on the X'press itself, I

could at least use the X'press as a termi-

nal on the AMPS system at the office

and this way I would be sure of a decent
full-screen editor.

The X'press software, however, let

me down again. The CP/M program cal-

led RS232 supports every form of serial

communication except terminal emula-
tion. And the Basic CALL COMTERM
function, like all of MSX Basic, operates
only in 40-column mode.
Thus, while AMPS would happily con-

verse with a 40-column terminal, I was
still stuck with a 40-column editor. I had

to concede defeat; out came the Sanyo
and in went Wordstar.

More software

In fairness to the Spectravideo
people, it should be said that no new
computer has ever hit the market with

enough software.

Computer Distributors do promise
that plenty of CP/M and other software is

on the way, including such popular prog-
rams as Multiplan and the MicroPro
range. These, one would hope, will take
advantage of the inbuilt 80-column fea-

ture of the X'press.

There is also a small but growing
selection of non-game software availa-

ble in cartridge form. I had a look at one,
a Dutch database manager called MT-
Base (NZ$169).

It is flexible and powerful, containing a
rudimentary report writer, and the

documentation is thorough. However,
this is generic MSX stuff, and therefore

p

strictly 40-column; the 80-column fear'

ture is again wasted.

In fairness ... no new com-
puter has hit the market
with enough software.

A word on documentation: that

supplied by Spectravideo is of mixed
quality.

The CP/M manual is good, with exam-
ples presented at appropriate points.

The MSX Basic reference manuals—
there are two of them, one for standard
commands and one for disk commands— are fairly complete, but the Basic
programmer will find it annoying to have
to switch back and forth between them.
The MSX-DOS guide is long on hype

and short on readable English, but it

does cover plenty of technical detail, for

those interested.

Finally, the SV1-738 User's manual,
although essential for first-time users,

should quickly find its way to the back of

the shelf and stay there. (The English is

a Chinese version,)

There are two non-Spectravideo
manuals that are well worth recom-
mending to anyone wishing to program
on an X press. They are;

The Complete MSX Programmer's
Guide, by T. Sato, P, Mapstone, and
I. Muriel (Melbourne House, NZ
$79.95). The word "Complete"
should be read "Complete Basic".

This is well-presented and full of

examples and explanations.
Starting Machine Code on the MSX,
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by G. P. Ridley (Kuma. NZ $19,95).
This is a fine beginner's guide to Z-80
assembler.
The world has not been kind to those

who have tried to cross the divide that

separates home and business comput-
ers. Even IBM failed with its overpriced,
underpowered PCjr, and Apple's
attempts to work both markets have only
lost them the coveted praise of Wall
Street.

On the other hand, the outlook for

pure MSX might not be bright, either.

The world market for cheap game com-
puters is at best uncertain, except
perhaps in Japan, and there are too
many manufacturers trying to supply a
demand that has stagnated since 1 983.
The Spectravideo 738 X 'press is solid

on the game front, and it has taken an
important step in augmenting MSX with

a floppy disk, 80-column display and
CP/M as standard equipment.

Its abilities as a more serious compu-
ter are hampered, however, by the pre-

sent lack of 80-column software availa-

ble.

But given better software, the X 'press

deserves to succeed.

Mark James, the reviewer, is support
manager with Advanced Management
Systems in Auckland.

Name:
Manufacturer:
Microprocessor
Clock speed:
Memory:

Input/Output:

Keyboard:

Display:

Languages:
Sound:
Cost:
Supplied
accessories:

Microcomputer Summary
Spectravideo 738 "X'press"

Spectravideo, Hongkong.
Z-80A
3.579 MHz
32K ROM (MSX Basic)
64K RAM (24456 bytes available under Basic)

plus 16K video RAM.
MSX cartridge slot

Inbuilt 3 1/2-inch floppy diskdrive

Port for second (external) floppy drive

Centronics printer port

RS-232C serial port

Dual joystick ports

Cassette tape port

Video, audio and VHF output.

73 full-travel keys (including 5 shiflable programmat
function keys and 8 editing keys).

Text up to 80 x 24 characters; graphics
256x1 92 pixels;

1 6 colours, 32 sprites.

MSX Basic, Z-80 assembler.
8 octaves, 3 voices plus 1 noise channel.
$1195.00.

Options:
Reviewer's ratings:

(5 highest)

VHF monitor cable, 2 diskettes, 5 manuals,
power supply and cable, carrying case.
Second disk drive $795, printers from $699.

ease of use 4, expansion 5, support 4,

documentations,
language 5; value formoney 4.

(Review unit supplied by Computer Distributors, 46B Taharoto Road,
Takapuna.)

•D1MNCED4NO EVEH ADVANCING MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC

INFORMATION...
NOW SEE
IT INA
NEW LIGHT

Tlif lieu 16 colour, .VT-I332A 14* colour monitors from Mitsubishi

Electric are just what's needed in liven up a software package. They offer a

peripheral for ull educational, CAD'C.WI or imagini'i-ring needs that's

hard to match hir quality or value.

LOOK AT THE FEATURES
• S

;
ull IBM compatibility, to name just one I

• True medium-resolution colour that's right up
to top international standards.

• DM anti-glare screen.

• 6+1) \2lHJ pixels resolution. H.4 mm line mask pitch.

• Unsurpassed colour quality and definition.

For more information, including details of high

resolution colour and monochrome monitors, picas

contact

:

\ORTH ISLAND. Mdcu rialcs (NZ) Ltd.

P.O. Box 30-772. Lower 1 lutt

Tel. Wellington (04) 663-107
SOUTH ISLAND. Solstal Industries Ltd,

P.O. Bos 13-183, Cm-isiehurch 1.

Tel. ((13) 588-21J2.

A MITSUBISHI
ELECTRIC
Dealer and Q.EM enquiries welcome.



NOW
THERE'S SERVICE
TO MATCH.

Now you can confidently

expect a standard of service to

match the excellence of the

worlds foremost daisywheel

printers.

MITSUI COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
MITSUI COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD. 15-19 WIGAN STREET WELLINGTON PO BOX 9447 COURTENAY PLACE TEL 643-069. TELEX MITSUI NZ3555

PRINCES STREET. AUCKLAND. PO. BOX 4128, TEL. 395-686, TELEX MITSUI NZ2328.
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An innovation named Nimbus
By Peter Parsonage

This is another IBM compatible but it is, in many ways, a more
advanced computer. It uses a true 16-bit microprocessor, operates at a

higher dock speed and stores twice as much data on smaller disks.

With so many advantages it could be expected to command a higher

price, but this is not the case, To achieve the specification to be
described you may assume that it is manufactured in Asia. Again, this

is not so. tt is manufactured in England by Research Machines Ltd.

As supplied for evaluation the compu-
ter included; the Nimbus computer unit,

an ISM style keyboard (Nimbus), a Nim-

bus mouse, and a Roland (Japan) RGB
colour monitor.

Software was very limited and I was
only given an operating system (MS-
DOS 3.1 ) and RM BASIC. The MS-DOS
disk did include a "Welcome" program
that demonstrated many of the features

available.

Hardware details

The computer is attractively pac-

kaged in a moulded case coloured in two
shades ot grey. It occupies only 75% of

the desk space required for an IBM.

Two 3.5" disk drives are fitted as stan-

dard and below them are three slots,

neatly concealed behind flaps to

accomodate two ROM packs and a
software "key", required for protected

software.

A speaker is mounted behind the front

panel for use with the inbuilt sound
generator.

On the rear panel a selection of soc-

kets are provided for the display (colour

or mono), networking, a printer (serial

with a non-standard connector),

keyboard, mouse or joystick, and power
outlets(230v AC, 1 2v and 5v DC).
The keyboard conforms to the UK

standard IBM configuration but uses
capacitance switching with resultant

quiet operation, though a rather spongy
feel. I have certainly used better

keyboards.

A disturbing feature is the absence of

indicator lights for the CAPS LOCK and
NUM LOCK keys. This was a major defi-

ciency on the IBM keyboard and has
been rectified by most compatible man-
ufacturers.

The tilt angle may be set to 5 or 10
degrees. This is a rather limited choice

and again conforms to the IBM style with

no improvement.
The monitor is a standard Roland unit

available for use with a wide variety of

computers. It is an attractive unit that

performs well. The superb graphics fea-

tures of the Nimbus give it a thorough

testing.

The mouse is a neat unit that fits

snugiy in the palm of the hand. It has two
buttons and worked well with a
demonstration program.
The case opens easily to show a main

circuit-board concealed beneath the

disk drives and the power supply making
access difficult. Three expansion slots

are available with the fourth occupied by
the disk drive controller.

Connection to the main board is by
ribbon cable and pin connectors.

The volume control for the internal

speaker is mounted on the main board
accessible through a ventilation hole.

Specifications

The important feature of the design for

the Nimbus is the use of a true 16-bit

microprocessor, the 80186.
The IBM and its compatibles use the

8088, a microprocessor which uses an
8-bit data bus but supports 1 6-bit opera-

tions. This, coupled with an 8MHz clock

(the IBM clock is only 4,77MHz), should
make the Nimbus much faster in execut-

ing programs.
With the limited software available I

could only test the computational speed
of BASIC using a simple benchmark
program for which I have results for

nearly 200 computers.
The Nimbus executed the program in

24 seconds, the same as the IBM PC.
(Continued onpage tS

The RM Nimbus, a f 6-bit micro
from Oxford-baaed Research
Machines Ltd, Is based on an
80186 8MHz processor, VLSI gate
array technology, dual-bus
architecture and a separate
graphics processor. Among new
Ideas is an input/output system
called Piconet, which allows Nim-
bus to drive up to thirty peripher-

als or instruments from a single 1/

O port. __;_
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(Continued Uom page 1 7)

This is 8 seconds slower than the ACT
Apricot, and 66 faster than the Sanyo
MBC-550,
The graphics display is handled by a

separate VLSI processor and graphics
demonstration programs operated with

impressive speed.
I am sure that the theoretically

superior 80186 would demonstrate its

true capabilites in a networked applica-

tion but I was unable to test this.

As supplied the Nimbus had 512K of

RAM with a further 64K allocated to the

screen. This can be expanded to 1

Megabyte and can be partially confi-

gured as a ramdisk (silicon disk) if

required.

The two disk drives were 3.5" drives

and could each store 720K. A Winches-
ter (up to 40Mb) can be built in or an
external Winchester may be used. A
5.25" disk drive can be added externally

for program exchange with the IBM PC.
I can only speculate on the usefulness

of these options as no catalogue or

detailed data is available yet.

In a teaching situation where a net-

worked system is used, a Winchester
would be very useful.

Work related

In my teaching experience (technical

institutes) networking or any multiuser

system is simply a nuisance foisted on to

teachers by administrators and sales-

people.
The students are keen to learn on a

system similar to that which they are
likely to encounter in a working environ-
ment. From that viewpoint I liked the

Nimbus very much indeed.

I felt instantly at home with the MS-
DOS 3.1 operating system because it

was so similar to the PC-DOS 2.1 that I

normally use.
The graphics resolution may be

selected as high or low. High resolution

gives a display of 640 X 250 with 4 col-

ours {IBM PC is 320 X 200 with 4 colours
or 640 X 200 in black and white). Low
resolution gives a 320 X 250 display with

1 6 colours {1 60 X 1 00 for the IBM).

The demonstration programs clearly

showed the graphic capability to be an
outstanding feature.

The character set includes all 256 IBM
characters and a further 256 that are

user definable.

Lines can be plotted at a rate of

C. ITOH'S
S+ RACERS
The C. ttoh 851 OS + and 1550S+ are the last

lane" enhancements of the most popular range of
C. ttoh printers. Proven over the past 3 years and
now better than ever with -
• 180cps/106 Ipm throughput.

• Near letter quality print (2 pass).

• Optional, low cost Automatic Sheet Feeder
• Colour versions: 8510SC+ and 1550SC +
• Centronics, RS-232-C, IBM PC (Epson] and Apple

Imagewriter compatible versions available.

For the name of a dealer ^^pSy^HHHIH^Hyp
near you contact - fcfe^Hp^P^fcPfc

Phone (09) 600-687. P.O. Box 68-474, Auckland.

130,000 pixels (dots on the screen) per
second and that is very fast. With the
appropriate software the powerful
graphics could provide useful displays

for teaching within schools.
The alphanumeric font used is clear

and easily read. I normally prefer the
clarity of a green screen monitor but

found no difficulty at all with the Nimbus
colour display for text.

Software

The disk format used prevents opera-
tion of IBM PC software directly and the
importer had only RM BASIC available

with documentation, although I under-
stand that other languages are availa-

ble.

I was "offered some packages without

documentation but declined as that

makes fair evaluation difficult.

The availability of good software
largely determines the future of a com-
puter and I am sure that this will apply
with the Nimbus.

It is priced towards the high end of the
market and potential users will be con-
cerned about the support likely from
software suppliers. Educational prog-
rams for schools, require hundreds of

man-hours to write. With limited

resources within NZ, teachers will cer-

tainly be looking to see what is available
from overseas sources.

Within Technical Institutes BASIC is

still accorded high priority and the
acceptability of RM BASIC remains to

be seen. PASCAL and LOGO would
further enhance the range.

For business applications it will be
necessary to source database, spread-
sheet, word-procesing and accounting
packages.

Documentation

The Owner's Handbook is well pre-

sented in the familiar small ringbinder
commonly used. It is clear, well written

and would be readily understood by a
complete novice.

Technical details are limited and a
more detailed treatment would be esen-
tial for the experienced user.
The handbook for MS-DOS 3.1

supplied is bound, making it very awk-
ward to use (especially when trying not
to damage it). The pages are already
punched and if it was mine I would take
it apart and put the pages into a ring-bin-

der.

It contains all the required information

but the overall quality of presentation
and typesetting is not suited to the fine

computer with which it is supplied.

The RM BASIC book is A4 size and
marked "preliminary edition". This is for-

tunate because it too is poorly pre-

sented. It does contain a good descrip

-
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tion of thB BASIC commands available

and sufficient details to allow a beginner
to advance quickly with little additional

assistance.

Summary

The Nimbus is a very well engineered
computer utilising advanced design
concepts.
The overall standard of construction is

high and the problems I have mentioned
could all be corrected with little difficulty.

This is a very new computer and these
problems are inevitable.

The importer, Barson Computers Ltd,

has a proven record through their

association with other products, in par-

ticular the popular BBC microcomputer,
and if they support the Nimbus as well it

should achieve a significant share of the
market.

My main reservation concerns the
availability of software. It is sufficiently

different to the IBM PC and PC JX to

make compatibility look doubtful.

With a price of $6500 complete, it

competes with a very wide range of per-

sonal computers.

MICROCOMPUTER SUMMARY
Name:
Manufacturer:
Microprocessor:

RM Nimbus
Research Machines Ltd., England
8018616-bit
8051 (1 1 MHz) for peripheral control VLSI proces-
sor
for fast graphics
8087 (optional) coprocessor
8 MHz
51 2K plus 64K for screen
System
RS422 (Bell socket) serial for printer— Works with
limited subset of RS232 RGB video DIN connector
(IBM monitor)

Mono video
Power supplies: 230v AC, 5v and 1 2v DC
Mouse socket (Nimbus mouse supplied)
Piconet
Network
Three expansion board positions

Detached with coiled lead (IBM style)

25 lines X 80 characters
640 X 250 X 4 Colours or 320 X 250 X 1 6 Colours
RM BASIC, RM PASCAL, RM LOGO (Only RM

Clock speed:
RAM:
ROM:
Input/Output:

Keyboard:
Display:

Graphics:
Languages:
RARir

Sound:
Cost:

Software:
Distributor:

Reviewer's Ratings:

i

seen and tested)

Inbuilt speaker
$6500
Yet to be seen
Barson Computers Ltd.

(1 -5, with 5 the highest) Ease of use
5; documentron 3; languages 4; expansion
3; value for money 4 (if features can be used).

AFFORDABLE
ERGONOMIC FURNITURE

SET YOUR TERMINAL
OR COMPUTER ON
SILKWOOD FURNITURE
TO MINIMISE RISK OF
RSI, INCREASE
COMFORT AND
EFFICIENCY!

$ 135,oo
(in Auckland - Sept. 85)
puts your computer on a
Silkwood Copy Stand ECS2
(illustrated) on your present

desk.

Surprisingly little more buys a full

work station proved to be
EFFICIENT and ERGONOMIC
by thousands of Companies
countrywide.

k:eyqqabo

SCHCEN
SET JCK^
IQEAL

HEIGHT Ei

AMC5l_e
AOJUS T>M3(_G

HSIGHT

Silkwood
copy stand

ECS2

SILKWOOD COMPUTER FURNITURE MODULES ARE AVAILABLE
FROM GOOD RETAILERS. BROCHURES. DATA SHEETS. OUTLET
ADDRESSES AND FREE CONSULTANCY ADVICE FROM -

'&yMMtfffi
,ffM,

dfi Manufacturing Limited

8TIRONUI ROAD, PAPAKURA. PH. (09) 2987089

SEE
the complete SILKWOOD range

SILKWOOD
^.WORKSTATION

Silkwood
DATA CENTRE

SILKWOOD 'MULTI'

.and MORE
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FOR THE VERY BEST IN
FLOPPY DISKS

think \ferbatim ®
WORD PERFECT FOR LIFE

Contact: Verbatim New Zealand Limited

Wellington 858-615
Or: Your Local Computer Store

THE WORLD'S BIGGEST SELLING FLOPPY DISK

\ferbatim. iTJ
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Letters

Juki 2200 typewriter/

printer review.

I read with interest John Slanes'
review of the Juki 2200 typewriter/printer

in the Sept. 1985 issue of Bits & Bytes,
but a very important short coming with

the parallel interface version was not
mentioned.
The parallel interface conforms to the

Centronic format except that the P.E.

(paper end) signal is not generated, so
unless your word processor program
"dumps" to thB printers 2K buffer in "one
page lots", and then waits until com-
manded to continue, the printer will

cheerfully print away, irrespective of it

having paper or not?
This problem can be got around if you

"hover about" while your document is

being printed, and quickly disable the

print mode (Control Z) when near the

end of the page, load a fresh sheet of

paper, and then enable print mode,
(Control P), again.

But this is a little "hit and miss" and
leads to some pages having more lines

than others, which can look messy on an
important document.

Apart from a few shortcomings I am
very happy with my Juki 2200 typewriter,

which satisfied my requirement for a
"letter quality" printer and portable

typewriter at a reasonable price.

I must congratulate you and your staff

for an excellent magazine. I have been a
subscriber from the "word go", and with

every issue you go from strength to

strength. Keep up the good work.

Andrew Court
Wellington

Dear sir,

I read with interest the review by John
J Slane and surprisingly I find much I can
agree with. The question of capacity or

large volume work load will never be
challenged by this office. I am very hon-

est in, where possible, qualifying the
likely work load prior to making the sale.

It should be remembered that all Juki

2200 users have a 14-day trial period to

assess their useage against the perfor-

mance of the Juki 2200.
There are one or two review state-

ments that do require a response.
The Juki correctable carbon ribbon is

rated at 400,000 characters and can be
purchased from Action Line in dozen lots

at $1 1 .70 each, or 58 cents per 2000
character page.
A better alternative, of course, is the

new Juki Fabric Ribbon. This is rated at

400,000 characters and sells for $13,50
each. Using this ribbon the page cost

reduces to 7 cents per page.
The question of speed was not fully

presented by Mr Slane. We agree that

10cps is not earth shattering, but when
compared to a "dedicated" low cost

daisywheel printer operating at 14eps
the difference is minimal.
To print a 2000 character document

on the Juki 2200 takes 3.33 minutes.

This stated in "tea-drinking" time may
suggest that "instant coffee" may be a
better choice than "Brooke Bond".
Indeed using a 14cps printer only saves
55 seconds— or one less "slurp' of your
beverage.
With reference to the 2K printer buffer

on the Juki 2200, we were surprised at

Mr Slane's disappointment. In fact when
we analyse your own "daisywheel
printer" round-up published in July

1985, we find that the Juki 2200 is the
only machine under $1 000 to boast a 2K
buffer.

Indeed you need to spend closer to

$1 500.00 for this feature.

In conclusion we do agree with the

reviewer that the Juki 2200 fills a need in

the market which demands both an elec-

tronic typewriter and daisywheel printer.

The Juki 2200 has been placed with

many small companies and small

departments in large organisations
which demand a genuine dual purpose
capability.

George J Bright.

General Manager
Andas Actionline

Dear sir,

We have been invited to voice our
opinions on the contents of Bits & Bytes.

By and large I would say it is fairly satis-

factory as it is.

Now, speaking for myself, I would like

to see more programs published; par-

ticularly of the more serious kind, includ-

ing subroutines that couid be incorpo-

rated in one's own programs. Utility

programs are always welcome.

Information and circuits on how to add
ports of various types, how to make sim-
ple A/D convenors and any ideas at all

along these lines are much appreciated.
I like what Gordon Findlay has to say

and Joe Colquitt's type of article.

I own an Amstrad with Disc-drive,

though I built my SC/MP with Nibbyl
Basic way back in '79. Later I made an
S-100 Computer.

I am not the least interested in Bill

Smith leaving Wig-warns and going to

Whata-it & Co. I also feel that reviews
may be a bit overdone.
Thank-you for giving us the opportun-

ity to express ourselves in this way.

E.J. Brown
Cambridge

Dear sir,

I have been a subscriber to "Bits &
Bytes" since January 1 984 and I enjoy
reading it virtually cover-to-cover each
month. It's superior to any other compu-
ter magazine offered in NZ, Australia,

USA or UK at present.

I am now ready to invest in a PC, but I

would love you to review the Spec-
travideo 328, and Apple 2e, to make any
decision easier. I know the 328 has been
out for 18 months now and that you
reviewed the 318 in December 1983.
However, the 328 is different, has been
enhanced since its first release in NZ,
the peripherals are how available (and
hence reviewable) plus prices have
dropped significantly (from $1495 to

$895).
The 2e has been around a long time

but in view of recent "enhancements"
and much reduced costs I should love to

know how it stands amongst the com-
petition today. I refer to the $3995 Busi-

(Continued on page 23)

TDEBMH,

Specialists in

COMPUTER
BOOKS
Over lOOO titles

in stock
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coustic
f%g\mm Effective

II II I II Silencing

%0V%M For Office Printers

Fits a wide range of printers

In-built cooling system

Acoustic Foam lined

i Robust metal construction

• White "powder coat" finish

Self propping lid

• Trolly or desk mount

• "Customised"
construction available

Guaranteed by:

AWA NewZealand Limited
Data Systems Division

Auckland Wellington Chrlstchurch
P.O. Box 1363 P.O. Box 50248 P.O. 8ox 32054
Phone 760-129 Phone 851-279 Phone 890-449

For further information on the AWA Acoustic Hood write or Phone AWA Data

Systems Division at the oftice nearest you
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(Continued ftom page £1)

ness Pack (128K RAM 2e, monitor with

built-in 163K due-drives, 80-coiumn
card, Appleworks,. . .).

I appreciate that you really have your
work cut out reviewing brand-new mod-
els. But, as the 328 and 2e appear excel-

lent buys in the "advanced-home-com-
puter-potential-business-computer"

category, a fresh look would be most
welcome indeed.

Chris Marshall

Auckland.

The choice, ultimately, is the buyer's.
— Ed.

Dear sir,

I think Bits & Bytes is very good for a

NZ mag. It's the best in fact, but it would
be better if:

1

)

it had a buy , sell and swap input free

of charge.

2) a mailbag section so people can
write in.

3) a bug hunter section where people
can write in and inform others about
bugs in commercial software.

4) paid people for their programs (list-

ings) so more people would send them
in.

5) got people to review there own
software,

6) you had an 'adventure' on tips,

help, etc.

R.M.Adair
Gore

Editor's response:

1) space precludes free advertising.

2) this is a mail section.

3) I am keen to receive readers' tips

and insights.

4) we do pay for published program-
mes.

5) software reviews have to be objec-
tive.

6) tips on game play are of very

limited application.

Dear sir,

My son is a subscriber to Bits & Bytes,
which I like to look at as well.

Our Company has been issued an
IBM, PC,AT computer.
As our staff are "computer laymen,"

we note your publication of programs on
business applications e.g. the "sort

program" in July.

Programs on sequential and random
files, and recipe costings would be
enlightening, as would be data base,
Lotus Symphony spreadsheet exam-

ples similar to the "House Buying Prog-
ram" (May '85 issue).

There is an increasing supply of books
on programs, but where does one draw
the line on the correct choice?
Keep up the good work with your publi-

cation.

L.A. Hibbard.
Christchurch

Farm software
Barson Computers (NZ) Ltd, dis-

tributor of the BBC microcomputer, has
announced the release of a Farm Man-
agement package for the BBC.

Developed by Rural Planning Ser-
vices, a UK agricultural consultancy, the

initial package consists of four modules:
FarmCash - a computerised cashbook;
FieldFile - for keeping comprehensive
records of up to 80 fields;

Farm Planner - for easy access to

sophisticated farm planning techniques;
Capcost- an investment appraisal prog-

ram.
The software is to enable more

informed decisions, and consequently
improve management and financial con-
trol.

PC POWER LTD
SOFTWARE IMPORTERS

P.C. Power has a large range of software and utilities for IBM
PC's and Compatibles - If we haven't got it we'll get it.

SERVICE & HELP GUARANTEED

IF YOU HAVEAN IBM PC OR A COMPATIBLE, CONTACT
USAND WE'LL SEND YOU A LISTOFALL THE

SOFTWARE THAT IS CURRENTL YA VAILABLE FOR
YOUR MACHINE, ANDANYNEWRELEASES IN THE

FUTURE.

THENEWSROOM- designed to stimulate creativepumalism. Ideal for allages! $225.00
CHART-MASTER- Number 1 Charting Package in the USA. New version now available

withdatagrabber! $945.00

contact P C Power DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
1st Floor, Apex House, Cnr. Queens Drive & Latngs Rd, P.O. Box 44-161, Lower Hurt, Phone (04) 693-050.
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Now a multiplexer/modem
at a supermarket price

Now it's a tot easier to own a mux, and a

good deal less expensive. Because when you
connect our 7400 Series statistical multiplexer

to an ordinary phone line, you pay only for the

calls you make. The 7400 has many features.

including configuration and remote diagnostics.

The 7400 sends data over leased lines too.

When you want to combine multiplexer benefits

with those of a modem, it must be the

Racal 7400.

Other options!

Omnimux Multiplexers and Mark 46 and 98 Modems

For bottom shelf prices on multiplexers with top shelf features,

see the low cost Omnimux Multiplexers that take all the top
quality, reliable Racal-Milgo technology and package it into

attractive, efficient and low cost units. The Omnimux 4 and
8 each offer asynchronous statisticai multiplexer facilities with

independent channel configuration. Both provide superbly
reliable, flexible and efficient data transmission at truly cost

effective prices.

The Racal Mark 48 and 96 Series Modems feature proven
Racal-Milgo technology and tried and true reliability, yet at

truly economical prices. Both operate in point-to-point or

multi-drop applications.

Further action
Contact the Racal-Milgo office nearest you for full details of

the new 7400 and the low cost modems and multiplexers

available.

Racal-Milgo

Racal-Milgo New Zealand Limited
PO Box 26-143 Auckland

Phone: 504-309 Auckland. Phone: 730-313 Wellington GEK3QI
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Disc drive for Spectrum
By Lindsay Hunter and Roger De Salis,

of the Wellington Spectrum Users Group. Disc backup

The Opus Discovery is a disc storage
unit offering a conventional alternative to

Sinclair's own microdrives.

Discovery 1 is a black box, with a flat

base plate extending out the front on to

which is mounted the Spectrum, con-
taining a single 3W 180K disc drive, a
board containing all the required elec-

tronics, and a power supply internally

which powers both the Opus and the

Spectrum.
In addition is a through-connector,

Centronics printer interface doubling as
an 8-bit bi-directional parallel I/O port,

"Kempston Standard" joystick socket

and composite video-output-phono soc-

ket.

The unit is not compatible with Sinclair

Interface 1

.

Manual
The manual supplied with the unit was

excellent, in places surpassing

Sinclair's IF1 manual in the way that

channels and streams are explained,

how each command is used, and short

demonstration programs to illustrate

each point.

The extended BASIC commands
such as OPEN#, CLOSE# and MOVE
etc are supported, but information

seems to come to a complete stop if data

is required for hardware device addres-

ses, access methods via machine code
to the various peripherals. This is a
shame as the unit is so good in all other

respects, and one hopes this informa-

tion is forthcoming in some form.

The unit has a full complement of error

messages, but examining the ROM
revealed one undocumented error mes-
sage. I should love to know which incor-

rect command sequences produces
"Don'tbeawally!".
There is full support of channels and

streams, but a dual syntax for some
commands: the standard command
ERASE "m";1 ;myfile" which can be
replaced by ERASE 1 ;"myfile" has the

effect of erasing "mvfile" from the disc,

and reporting if the file was not found.

But ERASE "m";1;"myfile" also kills

"myfiie" if it was there, but does not pro-

duce a report, even if it wasn't? Similarly

with the SAVE command.
"Breaking" during a drive operation

leaves the drive motor running and the

computer back in Basic. Any sub-

sequent operation that is allowed to

complete, will turn it off.

Printer support

The ZX Spectrum access to peripher-

als through Interface 1 requires the use
of OPEN commands.

Due to the use of tokens and
keywords, output is either sent directly,

or edited into ASCII, i.e. character by
character. The latter is necessary for

printer formatting and graphics.

Similarly, the shadow Rom in the

Opus supports the printer using OPEN#
3;"t" for text, and OPEN# 3;"b" for

binary.

The manual makes several refer-

ences to the ability to input data using

the parallel port, but is vague in the way
this may be achieved.

Opus emulates microdrive Basic, and
we encountered no problems running
Basic programs.

Changes may be required concerning
the printer, namely OPEN#3;"t" in a
basic line somewhere in the program
prior to any LPRINT or LLIST state-

ments — very similar to opening the

serial printer interface on Interface One.
A neat aspect of the printer software is it

being all in the shadow 8K Rom, over-

coming the problem of where to put the
parallel printer driver software.

Space problem

One problem in running was the chan-
nel and map area required to access the
disc being slightly larger than the 600-

700 bytes requ ired for a microdrive oper-
ation, so any programs that are short on
space may require the removal of a few
lines so the "Out of Memory" message is

not displayed. My extensively modified

version of Tasword 2 had to have about
6-8 lines removed to make it run.

In operation, request for a directory is

pleasantly fast, but the actual time taken
to load/save programs/code was sur-

prisingly lengthy. We converted a well

known flight simulation program that

loads from Microdrive in 7 seconds; but
from the Opus disc 22 seconds was
required. This time factor was consistent

throughout the use of the drive for any
disc operation.

Another difference is that microdrive

is effective In space utilisation on the

cartridge, but the Opus appears to need
a sequential space larger than the file

size to actually write the file to disc

I was attempting to save a 1 0K file with

29K free space on disc, and was
rewarded with "No Room on disc".

Erasing files, or performing a disc tidy

operation (included as a special Opus
command) allowed the file to be suc-
cessfully saved.

As the unit uses a paged Rom in the

bottom 8K of memory, and a channel
and map area in the same way as Mic-

rodrive Basic, it should be possible to

load most applications.

Transexpress 85.2 is available as a
conversion utility to convert existing cas-

sette software to disc, but it is by no
means foolproof. Most other methods
used to backup cassette sofware to mic-

rodrive should apply to the Opus.
One glaring omission of Transexpress

is the utility to go from disc to tape. Cas-
sette tape remains a cost effective way
of archiving material and I cannot
believe this is an intended oversight.

Transexpress supplied with Opus Dis-

covery 1 works well in transferring cas-

sette-based programmes to disc with

the limitation that the renaming of files by
Transexpress is not useful when new file

names do not match those in the Basic

loader.

Most Spectrum software is con-
structed of a series of files loaded in

sequence by a short Basic program at

the beginning that loads and runs the

rest. Transexpress renames in the sub-
sequent files as modifications of the

First. "First" is followed by "First 1" and
then by "First 2" and so on. If the prog-

rammer had already named them
"First", "Second" and "Third", then

Opus will fail to load.

Some conclusions

At $995 it compares favourably with

drives for other systems particularly as it

includes a joystick port and a printer

port. And 180Kb storage is "respecta-

ble".

SAVEtng and LOADing 32Kb of

CODE takes about 23 seconds each
way. Microdrive is faster by the order of

3! But conversely, a CAT command
takes less than two seconds on the

OPUS, but can be up to 1 seconds on a
Microdrive.

The review unit was loaned by the

importers, Microware Ltd, Wellington,

who added the following comments:
The time taken to load and save prog-

rams on the Discovery unit may well be
slower than the microdrive in some
cases. The microdrive does have a
slightly faster transfer rate. Where the

Discovery wins is in the loading of a
program that consists of several blocks
of code. This is very quick, whereas the

microdrive mayhave to loop completely
prior to picking up each block.

Other points to note are the unit fits

the SAGA keyboard; the 28 Pin socket
inside the unit is for a 2K RAM chip, as
part of the 2nd drive upgrade.
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TOSHIBA

Three-In-One Printer

Letter quality at 100 cps
High-speed drafts at 192 cps
Superb graphics at

180 x 180 dots per inch

JMoga

Variety of fonts available

on optional disks.

Compatible with IBM-PC-
and most microcomputers.

For more information contact

PAXUS
commercial

systems

2 Ngaire Ave Newmarket Auckland
PO Box 6330 Auckland
Phone 504609

7)
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Tool box

Filling the gaps
By Gordon Findlay

Last time we started work on a program which kept lists of names,
addresses and telephone numbers. As the story ended we had a com-
plete program, which presenteda menu, of which only the clearand exit

options actually did anything! Now its time to fill in some of the gaps.

As we left the program, we knew it

worked. As we write the missing sub-
routines we should try to keep things

that way!
The routines to load and save from

tape (or disk), enter data from the

keyboard, delete records, change
record, search for a record, and alter a
record all need to be written. What order

should we do them in?

I think it is obvious that the first one
should be the routine (at line 4000)
which accepts data from the keyboard.
This would then allow us to enter test

data to debug the other modules as they

are written.

After that I would have liked to write

the routines at lines 2000 and 3000
which load and save from tape, so I

cou Id enter a file, save it and use it as the

other routines are written. This way I

would have a tile of data to use without
having to type names in every time I

tested some modification (but the
requirements of producing a magazine
article preclude this).

Every machine has different com-
mands for loading and saving, so I need
to leave them for last.

This is quite important— don't write a
program in the order it occurs to you—
write it in the way which makes it easiest

to develop. Too often I've seen prog-
rammers start by investing great
amounts of energy into a title page, and
getting a magnificent display, but never
getting the program finished. Findlay 's

56th law: "make it work before you make
it pretty".

The entry routine is straight forward
enough. In lines 4000 we clear the

screen (change the command if you
have to), and indicate how many records
there are in the file already. This is help-

ful — it allows the user to keep track as
data is typed. We read a name, address
and telephone number, using the input

statement in line 32.

This little subroutine (lines 30-34) first

clears X$, then inputs X$!

Why? Some versions of BASIC won't
change the value of a variable if the

operator just presses RETURN as the
reply to an input. Try this test:

1 X$ = "BITS AND BYTES"
20 INPUT X$
30 PRINT X$
At the input statement just press the

RETURN key without anything else.

Does "BITS AND BYTES" get printed?

If so, your version of BASIC has the

quirk I'm describing.

So the subroutine at line 30 is sure to

return with an empty string if nothing is

given.

Why empty?

Why do we want an empty string?

At line 4040 we ask for a name. If the

"name" typed in is null, we give up, and
return to the main menu (line 4050),
otherwise we increase the number of

records (N) and store the reply as the
next entry i n the array of names (N$( N))
We then get an address and tele-

phone number in the same way (line

4080-4105), but this time accepting a
null entry as valid — after all, the

member might not be on the phone, or

we might not know the address.
Before accepting an entry as final we

ask for confirmation that it is correct (line

41 20) and use the subroutine for yes/no
answers at line 20.

If the entry is not correct it is only

necessary to back up the number of

records, N, as in line 41 40.

The incorrect name and address etc.

will still be in the array, but we will never
look past the value of N to see them.

The entry subroutine repeats until an
empty name is given as a signal to quit.

This subroutine could be worked on —

VALUE FOR MONEY
If that's what you're after (and who isn't?), then call us — ANYTIME! (24hr phone)
We only stock those computers which offer you the best value your dollars can buy.

backed up by many years ol experience in this specialised market.

OUR RANGE CURRENTLY INCLUDES:
AMSTRAD ATARI CAT CORONA

KANE AGENCIES LTDPMMW
Orders supplied nationwide

.O. BOX 710 NELSON
FREIGHT FREE. Visa, Bankcard Accepted.

at present it won't allow "CHRIST-
CHURCH, 4" as an address because of

the comma.
A single key entry routine at line 20

would speed up the handling of yes/no
answers.
The next routine should logically be

the listing of data, so we can check that

the data is recorded properly. I decided
to allow the user to specify the first and
last record to be listed.

Line 8005 will toss us out if there is no
data to list, otherwise we give a first and
last record number. These are captured
as strings so that a null response can be
taken as a "default value".

If the starting value is null, or less than
1 , it becomes 1 ; if the finishing value is

greater than N, or null, it becomes N.

This means that the user can just press
RETURN if the data is at one end or the
other of the fife. Pressing RETURN
twice lists the whole lot.

A subroutine to display a record looks

to have several application— lines 40 to

46 will do the trick. They print whichever
record is chosen, as given by the vaiue
of the variable 1

.

The rest of the listing subroutine is a
simple loop, pausing between records to

let the user have a look at the screen.
Deleting a record can be dangerous.

Lets check that the right record is

deleted. This can be done by deleting

only one at a time, returning to the main
menu each time; and by displaying the
record to be deleted before doing any-
thing.

Line 5032 checks that the record
number that is given is a valid one —
always check inputs!

The subroutine to display a record is

used (that's why the record number was
stored as 1 ) and the subroutine to get a
yes/no answer used to confirm. As you
can see, once we get some way into the
program we will find bits of program
ready for us to catch up and use.

(Continued on page 28)
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Tool box
(Continued from page 27)

'Decremention'
Deleting a record means doing two

things — changing the record number,
N, and moving all records after the

deleted one back one space. To explain

:

if the seventh record out of ten is

deleted, the 8th moves into 7th place;

the ninth into 8th place, and the tenth

into ninth place. No more seventh, but

two copies of the tenth!

By decreasing N by 1 ("decrement-
ing" N) though, we will ensure that we
never look past 9th place, and therefore

never see the duplicate.

One minor complication — if the last

record is deleted we have no moving
back to take care of, so in line 5075 we
skip around.
Changing a record could be as com-

plex, or as simple, as you like. This is the

place where most expansion and refine-

ment is possible. I 'm working on a large-

ish program just now in which changing
of records is done by using cursor
motion keys, with a screen-based editor,

rather like a word processor.
However, there is no room here for

such large codes so a rudimentary ver-

sion will have to do.

We change a record by displaying it,

(line 6030), and asking for new name,
address and phone. If nothing is given
(X$ is empty) then the field concerned is

left alone, and no substitution made (for

example, in line 6070, where the

address is only changed if a new one is

given).

Users make mistakes, so the

amended record is shown and they are
asked to say whether it is now correct—
if not, they can try again.

The routines are relatively simple, but
all rely on the user knowing the number
of the record to delete or change. This
can be found by listing the data and look-

ing for the one wanted, or by using the

search option, so the computer does the

work.

That, and some information about
loading and saving, will have to wait for

next episode. In the meantime, add
these routines to last month's shell, and
test them thoroughly. Then knock the

rough edges off — I've left plenty for

you!

Addition* to l*it month'! program.

Input a string, possibly null
30 XS-"" iREM see text
32 INPUT X*
34 RETURN

Display record number I

40 PRINT "Nam*! "j N* 1 1 >

42 PRINT "Address! "fA»(I)
44 PRINT "Pnonei "| PHS t I

)

46 RETURN

Capture data from keyboard
4000 CLSiREM clear screen.
4OL0 PRINT "There are "} Nf " records

In the file"
4020 PRINT"Enter new record*! give a

blank name to stop entering."
•4030 PRINTl PRINT I REM give a hit of

room

4040 PRINT'Namet "|! SDSUB 30
4050 IF X«-"" THEN RETURN
4060 N-N+l
4070 N»CN> = X»
40BO PR I NT "Address i "1 i GOSUB 30
4090 A«CN> • X*
4100 PR I NT "Phone I "| I SOSUB 30
4103 PH«<N> = X*
4110 PRINTlPRINT
4120 PRINT" Is this entry correct

CY/N) "I
4130 GOSUB 20
4140 IF X* "N" THEN N - N - 1

4150 QOTD 4OO0

Delete a record
30(30 CLS
5010 PRINT"Delete a record'"
302O PRINTl PRINT
5030 INPUT "Which record should be

deleted (number)"] I

5032 IF I < OR I > N THEN PRINT"Ther.
is no such r ec or d

" I RETURN
5040 GOSUB 40 i REM display the Ith

record
3030 PRINT; PRINT "Delete THIS record

<Y/N>"
5060 GOSUB 20
5070 IF X»-"N" THEN RETURN
3073 IF I - N THEN GOTO 5130
30BO FOR J - I * 1 TO N
3090 NS(J-1> - N*<J>
3100 ASCJ-11 - AS<J>
5110 PHttJ-1) - PH»(J)
S120 NEXT
3130 N - N - 1

5140 RETURN

Change (edit) a record
6000 CLS
60 10 PRINT "Change which record")
6013 INPUT I

6020 IF I < O OR I > N THEN PRINT "no
such r ec or d V I RETURN

6030 GuSUB 40
6040 PR I NT I PR I NT

6030 PRINT "New nsmei »|

606O GOSUB 30
6070 IF XS <> "" THEN N* ( I J - X*
60SO PRINT "New Address! "|

6090 SOSUB 30
6100 IF XS <> '" THEN A*, C I > - X»
6110 PRINT "New phone: "I
6120 GOSUB 30
6130 IF XS O " THEN PHS(I) = X*
6140 CLS
6130 PRINT "New record "| I

6160 PR INT i PRINT
6170 SFJ8UB 40
6180 PRINTlPRINT
6190 PRINT"IS this correct now CY/N)'
62O0 GOSUB 20
6310 IF XS • "N" THEN GOTO 6050
6220 RETURN

List record (s> on screen
eooo CLS
B0O5 IF N-0 THEN PRINT "No data to

list! Press return": INPUT X*: RETURN
SO 10 PRINT "Start list at which record

(default - 1)"

SO20 GOSUB 30
6030 ST - VAL(XS)
SO40 IF ST < 1 THEN ST - 1

8045 IF ST > N THEN ST - 1

SOSO PRINT
BO60 PRINT "Finish listing at which

record (default = last)";
S070 QOSUB 30
SOSO FI - VAL(XS)
BOSO IF FI > N THEN FI » N
aioo IF FI - THEN FI - N
auo FOR 1 - SI TD FI
a120 CLS
8123 PRINT "Record number I "j I

8126 PRINT
6130 QOSUB 40
8140 PRINTlPRINT
6150 PRINT"Preas return to continue...
8160 INPUT X*
6170 NEXT I

81B0 RETURN

64
Supercade® Disk Software

DATA BLITZ
BACKUP DISK COPIES SUPER FAST WITH A SINGLE DRIVE. READ AND
WRITE DISK ERRORS SO YOU CAN COPY MOST PROTECTED DISKS.

FOR PERSONAL USE ONLY. J79 95

SUPER UTILITIES
USE TURBO LOAD SO THAT MOST COMMERCIAL AND YOUR OWN
PROGRAMS WILL LOAD 300% FASTER. AUTO-LOAD AND RUN YOUR
OWN PROGRAMS. AUTO NUMBER. DELETE. RENUMBER. MERGE. FIND.
TRACE. SPEEDUP. ANALYZE. UNNEW. UNSCRATCH. COPY FILES. SUPER
CRUNCH. DISK MERGE. DATA CRUNCH AND MANY MORE, 6J9 95

STRIP POKER II

SENSUOUS GAME THAT IS A CHALLENGING EXPERIENCE WITH
BREATHTAKING OVERTONES IN VIDEO FANTASY AND COMPUTER
PSYCHOMFJRY. FAST AND FANTASTIC! £59 95

JOYPEN
A HIGH RESOLUTJON DRAWING SYSTEM THAT IS ONE OF THE MOST
POWERFUL AVAILABLE. 659 95

NOTE; JOYPEN REQUIRES THE SIMON'S BASIC CARTRIDGE WHICH IS NOT INCLUDED

ASTEROID ATTACK
LASER CANNONS ARE YOUR BEST DEFENCE IN THIS FAST SPACE GAME.

$19.95

SEND YOUR ORDER TO_ .am. > ____ . _ -^=s Please include

DATA STREAM® gSSg*
and

P.O. BOX 87 NAPIER A" enquiries: PHon© 57766 Napier
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Programmes

Part Two: AL programming with CP/M

Running Assembly Language
By Neil Williamson,

of NZ Osborne Users Group

This program prints all the printable

characters between 20 hex (a space)
and 7f hex (rubout) continuously on the

screen until a key is pressed.

The program processes one Byte at a
time, and prints one character at a time.

However, since it works at machine
speed, it appears as though everything

happens virtually instantaneously.

The program is entered using

DDT.COM. Load DDT.COM and when
the — prompt shows type A100 [RE-
TURN]. You should now see the hex
address 01000.
The A command allows you to enter

Assembly Language instructions at the

address shown.
Type in the following instructions

opposite the addresses shown, with a
[RETURN] after each line. If you make a
mistake on a line and want to go back
and correct it, simply press [ RETURN]
opposite an empty' address to get back
to the— prompt, then type A followed by
the address where you wish to make alt-

erations.

Address Instruction

0100 MVIE.20
0102 MVIC.2
0104 PUSHD
0105 CALLS
0108 POPD
0109 INRE
01 0A MOVA.E
01 0B CPI7F
01 9D JNZ102
0110 MVIC,B
0112 CALL 5
0115 ORAA
0116 JZ100
0119 RST7

After inputting the above program, hit

[RETURN] on the line following 0119.

This will get you back to the DDT —
prompt.
Then type either CTRL C or GO [ie

Gzero] [RETURN] to perform a warm
boot and get you back to the A] prompt.
Then type SAVE 1

BARBER.DDT[RETURNJ.
This instruction saves 1 CP/M page

(100 hex or 256 decimal Bytes) of mem-
ory starting at 100 hex, into a file called

"BARBER.DDT".
To run the saved program, type DDT

BARBER.DDT[RETURN]. This will load

DDT then your program. You should see
the following:

DDT VERS 2.2

NEXT PC
0200 0100

Finally, type G100[RETURN]. The

program should then run outputting

characters to the screen continuously
until you hit a key.
The way the program works is that the

first character, a space (20 hex), is put
into the E register, and the console out-

put call is put into the C register. The
content of the E register is saved in the

stack by the PUSH instruction, and then
printed on the screen by the call to 0005
hex (BDOS).
The content of the E register is

restored by the POP instruction,

increased by one, duplicated into the A
register, and then tested to see if it is 7F
hex. If not, it is saved and printed, and
the program loops to print the next
character.

If it is 7F hex, the program tests to see
if a key has been pressed to end the

program. If not, the program repeats
starting at memory location 0100; other-

wise, it ends.
The Assembly Language instructions

used in the above program are as fol-

lows:
MVI (for Move Immediate) means

"Move immediately the Byte shown after

the stated register into that register".

This instruction moves (or puts) the hex
value of 20 into the E register, preparat-
ory to printing the ASCII character with

that value.

The equivalent of this instruction in

Basic is the LET instruction - eg LET
E=&H20
On the next line, the hex value 2 is

moved into the C register. The hex value
2 is the CP/M call for Console Output,
that is, print on the screen.
PUSH means "Save the contents of

the stated register pair in the stack". The
register pairs are B (for B-C), D (for D-E),

H (forH-L), and PSW (for A- PSW).
The D-E pair is saved in this program

as the value in the E register is used by
later instructions, and use of BDOS
trashes the contents of the registers.

CALL means "Call the subroutine
stated". Its equivalent in BASIC is the
GOSUB instruction. In this case, BDOS
is called to print the character in the E
register on the screen.

POP means "Restore the stated
register pair from the stack". This gets
back the value in the E register.

INR (for increase Register) means
"Increase the contents of the stated
register by 1

". In the program, the value
n the E register is increased.

MOV (for MOVE) in this case means
"Move the Byte in the second register

stated into the first register stated". So
MOV A, E will move the contents of the E
register into the A register.

The contents of the second register

remain unchanged. The equivalent of

this instruction in BASIC is LET AE.
CPI (for Compare Immediate) means

"Compare the Byte in the accumulator
with the hex number immediately follow-

ing the instruction". The CPI instruction

acts as if the hex number is subtracted
from the number in the accumulator and
sets the zero flag to bit 1 if the result of

the subtraction is zero— that is, the two
numbers are the same — or bit O if a
non- zero result.

The CPI instruction is used to test to

see if one number equals another or not,

and CPI 7F sets the zero flag if the Byte
in the accumulator equals 7F hex. The
program is designed to print only the

characters up to 7F hex.

JNZ {for Jump if Not Zero) means
"Jump to the address shown if the zero
flag has not been set". The CPI instruc-

tion may have set the zero flag depend-
ing on the value in the accumulator.
The two instructions act as a branch in

the program similar to the IF instruction

in BASIC. The BASIC equivalent is IF

AO&H7F THEN 102
MVI C,B moves the Check Console

Status call {OB hex) into the C register.

This CP/M call, when BDOS is called,

puts into the Accumulator 00 hex if no
key is pressed, or FF hex if one has been
pressed.
ORA (for OR Accumulator) means

"Logically OR the accumulator with the

stated register". ORA A will OR the

accumulator with itself. The instruction

will set the zero flag if there is OOh in the

accumulator, thus indicating no key has
been pressed.
JZ (for Jump on Zero) means "Jump

to the address shown if the zero flag has
been set". This sequence of instructions

allows the user to stop the program by
pressing a key.

RST 7 (for Restart) means "Restart

DDT".
An article of this size can only be an brief

introduction to working with Assembly
Language. Only a few of the 8080
instructions have been explained.

To find out more, I recommend a book
called "SOUL OF CP/M" by Mitchell

Waite and Robert Lafore (Howard W.
Sams & Co Inc.).

This book is an excellent "hands on"
introduction to Assembly Language
programming and the CP/M operating

system.
The Assembly Language program

above is one of the many sample prog-

rams in the book to help you learn

Assembly Language programming, and
the CP/M system calls.

Part 1 was in the October issue.
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A rose by any other name..
Genisis Systems would like to re-introduce you to an
old friend. And it still smells as sweet, prints as fast

and is as ruggedly reliable as it ever was.

And you won't believe the price. d»

Clip and mail coupon today; 695
Yes, I would like more information on the
Genisis 10. Please send me the name of the
nearest 10 dealer.

Name ...

Address

Phone

This really is the printer with
the mostest for the leastest!

CHECK ITOUT - YOU WON'T BE SORRY

Distributed by:

Genisis Systems Ltd.

printer distributors for N.Z.

47 Station Road . Otahuhu, Auckland. New Zealand
P.O. Box 6255. Auckland 1 New Zealand
Phone 27-67349 Telex 2814 (Rocket)
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Machine Language

8-bit and beyond...
By Joe Colquitt

Most 6502 machines will run these
routines as long as absolute addresses
are taken into account.

Last time some simple arithmetic was
explained, and to carry on, here are
routines to use in multiple byte calcula-

tions. The first example is to total eight

numbers stored in consecutive bytes,

and store the product in two other bytes.

The 8 numbers are stored in $C080-
$C087, the low byte of the product ends
upin$C100, and the high in $C 101.

Note that by using different paramet-
ers for the X register, up to 256 consecu-
tive bytes can be added together. See
program 1 .

By using sec
-

and dec (high)', the

routine can be used for multiple subtrac-

tions.

Multiplication over several bytes
needs a different approach.
Here is the code for a routine to multi-

ply two numbers, each up to 255, giving

a maximum product of 65025, enough
for most applications. The process used
is the 'shift/add' algorithm.

Each time a 1 is shifted out of the mul-
tiplier, the multiplicand is added to the
product.

Before using the routine, get the mul-
tiplier in $C1 01 and muitipland in $C1 00.

The result is in $C102 and SC103.
Execution time is between 1 70 and 250
clock cycles, (170-250 microsecs). See
program 2.

To see this more graphically, the

bytes can be examined as the routine

Shift no.

1

2

3
4

5

6
7
8

Mult/R

200
11001000
10010000
00100000

01000000
1 0000000
00000000

00000000
00000000
00000000

Mult/D
150

10010110

Prod Hi ProdLo

00000000
00000000
00000001
00000001
0000001

1

000001 1

1

00001110
00001110
00011101
00111010
01110101

00000000
10010110
00101100
11000010
10000100
00001000
10100110
01100110
01001100
10011000
001 1 0000

add 150 to ProdLo
add 1 50

add 150

progresses. Take 200*150 (=30000) as
an example:
The transfer of Bit7 of prodfo to bitO of

prodhi is accomplished by the fact that

rol' rotates bits through the carry flag.

So if bit7 of prodlo is asl 'd out of the

byte, the carry is set, and the rol picks

this up and puts a 1 into bitO of prodhi.

In the above calculation, 117
(01110101) is in prodhi, and 48
(00110000) is in prodio. (117*

256)+48 =30000.
The process for division is similar.

Successive subtractions are made until

only a remainder is left. See program 3.

The parameters for this routine are:

$C10Q7$C101 dividend lo/hi, $C102
divisor, $C103 quotient, $C104 remain-
der. Eg divided 1 01 34 by 47. See prog-
ram 5.

Readers may like to tabulate a binary

flow for a division.

32-bit multiplication is simply shifting

4 bytes instead of 2. See programs 4/6.

r*" OPUS DISCOVERY 1 ~*i

COMPLETE
ALL-IN-ONE
DISC DRIVE
SYSTEM FOR
THEZX
SPECTRUM

FEATURING:-
J.Sinch Disc drive umt 180K (plus room
lor 2nd drive).

Periplteral rliroujjh connector.

Joystick interface (Kerorston compatible).

P u lk I printer port.

Video monitor output.

RAM disc facility.

Microdrive syntax.

On-board power supply (also powers

Spectrum),

Free Wank 3. 5in disc.

Free Trans Express tape copier and
utilities disc.

NOW ONLY

$895 00

Write for details to:-

MICROWARE (N.Z.)
P.O. BOX 6309
WELLINGTON
Ph. (04) 675-182 ^

Anyone who would [ike a copy of the

public domain monitor 'Supermon' for

the C-64 should send me a cassette or

disk and a stamped return envelope as I

have an adjustable datasette. If you
include a save on your tape, I can make
sure my saves will load on your
machine.

Joe Colquitt,

Auckland.
6 Martin Ave, Mt Albert.
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HALF PRICE SOFTWARE SALE
commodore 64 WHILE STOCKS LAST
V64-1961 STAB TREK (CT) SiSS.OO
You command the fate of the U.S.S. Enter-
prise.

V64-4102 $10.00
BREAK FEVERCO

Using your joystick you too can experience the
fun of Break dancing at a top break dancing com-
petition. On the reverse side a specially mixed
audio version of the music which can be played
Lhrough your normal audio system.

V64-4S06 S 15.00
SENTINEL (O

You're in command of a starship with the
latest in ultra-sophisticated computerised
instrumentation. The fate ofthe planet is in

your hands!

V64-1962 BUCK ROGERS CCT) $35.00
You are Buck Rogers fighting the Battle of
Planet 2oom. Skilfully slip through zap-
ping electron hoppers ana alien saucers

VS4-1963 $35.00
CONGO BONGO (CT)

You're on a jungle safari packed full of wild
i and aany adventures, all the while trying to

Keep clear of the wild animals.

V64-4103 $10.00
TROLLLE WALLLE CO

This is about one of Wallie's shopping
sprees. This is a graphical wonderland.

V84-4807 SIS.00
POLE POSITIONCO

You are in the driver's seat on a Grand Prix
track. You can either race the first lap
against the clock to try to achieve the Pole
Position or you can race eight other cars on
your choice of four circuits!

V64-2001 EVOLUTION CD) $25.OO
You start off as an amoeba, but watch out
for the antibodies. If you survive, eventu-
ally you become a human saving the world
from mutant aliens

V64 4104 S 10.00
GUZZLER CO

Indulge your guzzling fantasies and eat as
much as you like! All you need to do to gel
thin is to be hit by Deflator Dennis! Canyou
avoid the Frobblies while also catching
Bonus Barrle?

V64-1960 $3B.OO
TAPPER CCT)

You're serving drinks in some of the
craziest places you've ever seen! And the
service better be good or else!

V64-2043 ZOBK 1 CD) $85.00
Enter the mind frazzling world of ZORK
V64-2080 S65.0O
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 1 1 C sub logic) CD)
Let Flight Simulator 1 1 put you at the con-
trols of a modern single-engine aircraft

with full flight instrumentation and col-

ourfully realistic panoramic view.

V64-4105 S1Q.00
WHERE'S MY BONES? CO

This must surely be the best scroll ng game
yet seen. Can you help Brother Jeffery find

all the bones of his skeleton so he can be
accorded a decent burial!

V64-S001 $15.00
CAESARS TRAVELS CO

A marvellous animated collection ofstories
about the travels of Caesar the Cat while he
is looking for a new home. This is accom-
panied by a bedtime story book and a
keyboard overlay.

V64-4001 CHILLER (C) $ S.00
Your aim is to save your girlfriend who fled

in terror into a House of the undead! Can
you save her before the demons from Hell

reach her?

V64-4106 $10.00
HEROES OF KARN CO

A popular graphical adventure game
which uses Real English'! You are battling
the powers of Night while trying to release
the Heroes of Karn from their incarcera-
tion.

V64-S002 515.00
FIRST STEPS WITH MB MEN CO

Four programs featuring simple and
rewarding games to help develop skills

young children need when starling to read.
Colourful book and key overlay included.V64-4002VEGAS JACKPOT CO $ 5,00

Try your luck at Las Vegas!

V64-4003 S BOO
198B- THE DAYAFTER CO

It is the Day After. Big brother has been
destroyed. You have been assigned to find

the energy your planet needs to survive.
Can you find the power so the world can
live?

V64-4201 $15.00
RAID OVERMOSCOW (O

The Soviets launch a nuclear attack on the United
Slates The only hope to save the world is a space
station equipped with stealth bombers You must,
knock out the Soviet missile bases to destroy the

Soviet Defence Centre!

V64-B003 $15.00
GO SPRITE CO

A versatile, easy-to-use sprite designer and
tester. Simple animation of 32 sprites, easy
handling, and lots more!

V64-400S BMX RACERS (C) $ 6.00
Race your BMX Bike around the track' With
all the thrills and spills of BMX Racing.

V64-4202 $15.00
BEACH HEAD CO

A peaceful island is being held by a ruthless
dictator and his military troops. As Chief
Commander of land and sea forces in the
Pacific, you must obtain a quick naval vic-

tory and then invade the Island!

V84-S004 $15.00
GAMES CREATOR CO

A fast, easy-to-use program that lets you
design, save and play your own games
whenever you want. No programming lan-

guages needed as all prompts and com-
mands are shown on screen in English,

V64-4007 MAGIC CARPET CO $ 5.00
You are Alladin and on a quest ofhonour; to

retrieve the treasure stolen from your fam-
ily by the evil sul tan Abdulla.

V64-4008 S B.00
DARK STAB CO

You are a skyeagle of the Jupiton fleet on a
suicide mission to destroy the Dark Star
once and for all.

V64-4803 $18.00
BRUCE LEE CO

You find yourself m Japan to discover the secret
of eternal life. Determined to stop you are the
Nlnja and the nasty green giant, Yamo. You will

need all of your agility, kicks and punclies to

defeat these foes Luokly you can also leap, jump
and duck!

V64-6001 $80.00
COLOURTONE MUSICAL KEYBOARD CD)
A musical keyboard which plugs Into your
Commodore 64. Press down on the Harp
Strip and you can play "no fault" music! No
musical knowledge is required!

V64-4009 $ 5.00
BIG MAC-MAINTENANCE MAN CO)

The mission for Agent 007 3/4. Code Name
Big Mac. is to shut down the enemy power
station!

V64-4204 S1S.O0
DALEY THOMPSON'S DECATHLON C )

Test your sports prowess! Could you be a
champion?

VS4-6010 S3S.00
MUSICALC 1 CD)

Synthesizer and sequencer A choice of 32
instruments and 32 backing songs. Comes
complete with a beginners guide and users
manual.

V64-4101 S1O.00
ARABIAN NIGHTS CO

Tales of the Arabian Nights - one of the
first games to be released with 'speech'
without the use of hardware A lot of fun

V64-420S S1O.00
INDIANAJONES CO

Follow the legendary hero through the
hazards of his quest! How successful are
you?

V64-6011 SS5.00
MUSICALC 2 CD)

Using this and Musicalc l's score files this

will print your composition on the screen,
or using the printer, on paper!
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HALF PRICE SOFTWARE SALE
WHILE STOCKS LAST commodores
V64-S012 $25.00

MUSICALC 3 CD)
Gives you an additional 70 scales. This
program can develop, transpose and edit

new or existing keyboard soales.

V64-7002 EXPENSE MANAGER (C) J 15,00
V64-70 12 EXPENSE MANAGER (D) 520.00
The complete profit and loss manager for

your household! Uses information pro-
duced with the budget program. Will pro-
duce graphical displays of Income and
expense categories

V1S-4002 S 5,00
VEGAS JACKPOT (C)

Try your luck at Las Vegas! All the excite-
ment of the casino.

V84-0033 $30.00
MUSIC COMPOSER (CT)

Absolutely no musical ability or computer
background is required. Includes an easy to

understand manual.

V84-7003 BUDGET CC> S 15.00
V647013 BUDGET CD) 580.00
Plan your expenses and balance your
Budget! You can create Budgets for up to

five years ahead! compare figures with the
Bank Manager and expanse Manager prog-
rams and produce graphical displays

V16-01S1 $28.00
INTRO TO PROGRAMMING CC)

A hilly comprehensive computing course.

V64-O200 EASY SCRIPT CD) $60.00
One of the most powerful word processsors
on the market at any price. Features
include: full horizontal and vertical tab-

bing; variable margins; underlining and
bold print; search and replace; file linking;

and all other standard word processing.

V64-7004 DIARY CC) 515.00
V84-7014 DIARY (D) $20.00
Organise and plan your Social and Busi-
ness calendar! This can be used over an
eight year period. Will also print a monthly
calendar with all dates marked and
described.

V16-4220 S18.00
AIR COMRAT EMULATOR (C)

Your chance to feel the thrill of flying a jet

fighter in high speed aerial combat.

V64-0201 $80.00
EASY SPELL CD)

A spelling checker for your Easy Script
documents.

V84-7005 LETTER WRITER (C) $15.00
V64-7015 LETTER WRITES CD) $20.00
Turn your Commodore 64 into an elec-

tronic typewriter! Simple and easy to use
with pictorial display of all commands and
selections. Documents produced can be
saved to either disk or cassette.

V16 4221 $15.00
ESCAPE FROM PULSAR 7 CC)

You are alone on a gigantic space-freighter!
The rest of the crew have died horribly.

Your only chance of escape is to reach the
frail shuttlecraft.

V64-0202 $80.00
EASY MAIL CD)

A fully featured name and address prog-
ram. Provides for label printing; search
and sort any field; and complete file

maintenance.

V64-7006 BILL PAYER CC) $18.00
V64-7018 BILL PAYER CD) $20.00
This complete bill paying system lets you
track your expenses month by month! You
can enter due date, cheque number and date
paid for each account. Produces, displays
and prints summaries of all bills

CCT) - Cartridge
CC) = Cassette
(D) -Disk

V64-30S0 $180.00
CALC RESULTADVANCED CD)

3 dimensional, multlpage spread sheet.

V64-30S5 $100.00
CALC RESULT EASY CD)

Z dimensional, single page spread sheet.

RUSH ME

V64-308O $126.00
SUPER BASE 64

Complete information control system links
to other programs such as Easy Script.
Easy to understand menus, the number of
records Is limited only by your equipment.

V64-4216 $68.00
THE MANAGER- DATABASE CD)

Flexible, multi-purpose database lets you
design your own computerized reports and
files for home or business. Address files,

mailing lists, proj ect status , 1 nvestments. 4
built-in applications, or design your own.

V84-7001 BANK MANAGER (C) 51 5.00
V64-7011 RANK MANAGER CD) $20.00
Your personal cashbook system! Can be
used with several different accounts at
once. Pull end of month Bank Reconcilia-
tion and error location routine. Can give
you colourful graphic displays of income

Product # TITLE PRICE

CHEQUE/MONEY ORDER FOR TOTAL S

ENCLOSED

PLEASE CHARGE MY BANKCARD VISACARD

card number unnnannnnnnnoaDn

EXPIRY DATE SIGNATURE.

SEND TO: SOFT SHOP ENTERPRISES LTD
PO BOX 5029
145 NELSON ST
AUCKLAND

NAME.

ADDRESS

PHONE
PLEASE ALLOW FOURTEEN! DAYS FOR DELIVERY TCC 10010
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Education

Adventure for students
From Colin Marshall

A teacher at Kohimarama Primary
School. Auckland.

Is there a place in the classroom for

computer adventures?
There is no denying the appeal of

adventure games to computer users,
but can this pastime be channelled into

positive learning experiences.
For many years teachers have recog-

nised the effectiveness of simulation-

type lessons for their students — as in

acting out plays.

And similarly games manufacturers
have realised the same appeal in involv-

ing game players in "realistic" situa-

tions. Monopoly is an example.
But can the simulation game loaded

into a computer be of any educational
value?
We can evaluate such games by

analysing why simulations are so effec-

tive.

The answer appears to be that indi-

[,' HBonduuell

n 1_ j^H 4"

A complete system from only $2495
DEPOSIT $500 ($25 WEEKLY)

Free Software
• Debtors • Stock Control • Invoicing

• Word Processing with Mail Merge

Financial Planning Package • Database - filing system

• Speech Syntheziser

TOTAL VALUE $3,400

-Check these features-
Bondwell12 Bondwell 16 Bondwell14
HAM64K
DISK-100K
Full /portable

CP/M

RAM 1 28K
DISKIO.OOOK
Fully portable

CP/M

RAM128K
DISK BOOK
Fully portable

CP/M

SUPATECH ELECTRONICS
430 MT EDEN ROAD PHON E 605-21 6 Ule nights: Thursday & Friday

OPEN ALL DAV SATURDAY

viduals enjoy making decisions about
how their game will proceed, and good
computer games are those which offer

players this freedom of choice about the

next move.
Generally they offer options involving

exploration, and achieving tasks (like

retrievals and rescues) with limited

resources and time — and being "in

charge" opens doors to imaginative
thinking, and a logical process of inquiry.

Even the mundane encounters, such
as with a piece of paper, take on real sig-

nificance within the minds of players
grasping for clues.

And in this regard we have a bridge to

the educational use of adventure
games.
Who said learning couldn't be fun? An

educational computer simulation game
would involve mapping skills, planning

and executing logical (well. ..sometimes)
sequences, and using basic skills like

spelling and maths calculations.

This does not mean all adventure
games are suited to positive classroom
use and role playing: the dark and nega-
tive values of some games should be
avoided.

But one that I recently ran for my clas-

ses is a good example of the potential in

adventure games for encouraging
worthy student responses.

Called Excaiibur, it is published by the

Fitzroy Community College in Australia

and seems well suited to launching com-
puter classes on this path.

This programme runs on a Commo-
dore 64, costs $40, and is one I would
rate with four marks out of five.

Excaiibur is for the person that wants
to learn how to play an exciting adven-
ture game without getting stuck in the
first two minutes. Excaiibur is not a prog-
ramme that you take away to spend your
entire vacation playing, but is a clear,

concise and enjoyable introduction to

adventure games.
It was produced in Australia by

educationalists knowing how to make
things simple without taking away the
challenge. In my experience such prog-

rammes written for children have been
the programmes that parents also pick

up to learn with their children.

Excaiibur is written in a way that

focuses the player on the task rather

than the language or the skills of playing.

The results of this are important, and
can be somewhat amusing.

Half an hour after starting play, a
player realises a skilfulness without
thinking about a skill-learning procee-
dure.

Once past the simple instruction set,

the screen is divided into two portions.

The upper one shows a castle and four

key features of the landscape in several
colours. A bat flies across the screen
and away you go.

The lower halt of the screen is for text

prompts and instructions. Full sen-
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Education

tences are accepted as well as one or

two word prompts. Some commands,
such as directions, can be entered as
single letter commands.
One good feature is that commonly

used words such as names can be
accepted and understood if they contain

slight spelling errors (though, of course,

nobody ever makes these).

_ The objective is to obtain the sword
Excalibur and return with it to your ship

waiting in the harbour— or is it?

This sounds relatively easy until you
discover your resource limitations: how
much you can carry, your ability to over-

come thieves, the health potion,

and. ..why am I changing colour?

The hero (you) is a sprite for whom
variations of play are explained as you
go for a help function during in times of

"stress".

Everything looks simple— except the

job of completing your mission.

Errors are not easy to make. Neither I

nor my pupils couid make the prog-

ramme bomb out — and that's saying
something. The programme prompts
you all the way along and checks what
you are saying. If your answer is consis-

tantly wrong the computer gives you a
prompt of options to choose from and
one of these must be selected to prog-

ress.

Criticisms of this software are the slow
loading time and the inability of graphics
to totally show what the sprite character

is doing. At stages the sprite has half a
body behind the castle and half on the

path — most unusual.

The price ($40) is reasonable, though
I believe this type of software should be
in the S20-S30 range.

In conclusion, this is one piece of

software that has not fried to bite off too

big a chunk.
As an introduction to adventure

games it is clear, concise and well writ-

ten.

The graphics are not the world's best
but the text is straight forward and use-
ful.

The instructions and prompts are
readily available and helpful.

Chemistry experiments without a laboratory

7JP0I

M
PLEP

COMPUTERS
FOR PEOPLE

3S SANYO MBC
SALES AND SUPPORT

35Taranaki St, Wellington

Phone 847-668, 859-675

69a Rutherford St, Lower Hurt

Phone 664-069

Conducting sophisticated chemistry
experiments without stepping into a
laboratory is the role of MacChemistry, a
unique computer software development
that allows teachers, students and tech-

nicians to bypass physical laboratory

experiments.

MacChemistry, from Southern
Software Ltd in Auckland, enables the

Macintosh user to stop, advance or go

back one or more stages of an experi-

ment, at the press of a button. It features

carefully delineated illustrations — from
crystal lattices to quick-fit glassware.
MacChemistry incorporates the benefits

of quick reference to previous experi-

ments, recall of experiments by stages,

accurate graphic reporting and valuable

build up of graduated information which
can be stored, without tedious report

writing.

^EOUEriLiAL

MusicMate
MUSIC

KEYBOARD
FOR YOUR

COMMODORE
64 WITH
DISK DRIVE

The MUSICMATE is a quality musical instrument keyboard Featuring full size keys like

traditional instruments. And because it's designed for use with a powerful computer it lets you

explore your music easily, and in exciting new ways. For instance you can select, modify and

play many different instrument sounds. You can also record and playback any 3 voice

arrangement you play on tile MUSICMATE keyboard, up to I f) minutes at a time. And wuh
the addition ofother inexpensive software store your music on diskette or prim your music in

standard music notation. Your nuisiemate doesn't lie up your computer's expansion,just plug

it into the Commodore 64 Joystick Port.

The MUSICMATE is well supported with optional software called Musicwarc, and priced

at just $79.95 each. Song Builder, Song Editor, Song Printer, Sound .Maker.

PLEASE SEND FURTHER INFORMATION ON MUSIC MATE
NAME

ADDRESS

post TEKRAMACENCIES LTD.
TO: P.O. BOX 1 4040 CHRISTCHURCH

TELEPHONE (03) 585-917, (03) 583-685
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Bits & Bytes Top Magazine!
We knew it was good,,, but we were elated: Bits & Bytes has the top readership of

any New Zealand computer publication. We have—96,000 readers— that's one
in 28 New Zealanders over the age of 1 0.

We ran a contest for marketing managers and media buyers throughout the com-
puter industry and advertising agencies in New Zealand to guess our readership
and only four people were in the running for our trip for two to Club Rarotongan.
The winner, pictured here getting into the spirit of things, was Tony Butler, man-

ager of Fountain Marketing Ltd's Computer and Games Division.

Other facts that came to light in the AGB McNair readership survey just released
include:

— 60,000 readers are over the age of 20
— 20,000 professional/government/management/executive
— 7,000 self employed— 9,000 Teacher/nurse/police— 12,000 technical and skilled
— 30,000 students
— 80,000 readers in the top three socio economic groups— 17,000 readers with purchasing power over $10,000.

What does it all mean? It means Bits & Bytes is New Zealand's top selling and most
read computer publication and that it is a magazine which relates to New Zealanders
across the board.

An
important
reminder

BITS & BYTES

are running their

ANNUAL
HARDWARE
REVIEW
in the December 85
and January 86 issues

Have you filled in

and returned your
questionnnaire yet?
Please send your
completed form to

G.A. FINDLAY
87 Somerfield Street

CHRISTCHURCH 2.

as soon as possible

please

Christchurch Computer Show
South Island Showcase

The stage is set for the third annual
Christchurch Computer Show which
looks like being the largest yet held in

the South Island with more than 40
exhibitors, representing the country's

major hardware and software dis-

tributors.

The seminars, which have become a

feature of these shows, have already
attracted heavy bookings and the

organisers believe these will be booked
to capacity by the time the three day ev
ent opens on November 22nd.
The Christchurch Computer Show

was the first in the Bits and Bytes series

of shows and it has become something
of an annual event for dealers and con-
sumers throughout the South Island,

many making a point to travel from the

deep South, the West coast or the Nel-

son area to familiarise themselves with

new product available in this rapidly

changing field.

The high interest in videotex is likely to

attract many potential subscribers: it will

be the first time that Computex is dis-

played publicly at such an event.

The drop in prices at the low end
range of the market has also revived

interest amongst would-be purchasers,
especially those who earlier felt them-
selves priced out of the market.

All visiors to the show will go in the

draw for an Apple 1 1 e Professional Sys-
tem from Andas Computer Centres.
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If you suffer from
chronic disorganisationitus

Y
I cou know the symptoms

of disorganisationitus. Your
time is at a premium, but

you're continually

interrupted. Your workload
increases but you've only

outdated tools to cope with

it. There's a queue for office

equipment like the telex,

filing systems, the mailroom,

typewriter and word
processing. Your cluttered

desk full of paper, gadgets
and spaghetti wiring

undermines your efficiency.

You've heard all about pc's

and computer terminals, but

you haven't got the time to

learn their complicated

computer codes and jargon.

Welt, now we can offer you
a cure— all in one solution.

COMPUTERPHONE. In one
small piece of desktop
equipment, it's the all in one
solution to your problems. The first truly integrated

personal workstation. COMPUTERPHONE combines
the most useful features of AN ADVANCED
TELEPHONE with a built-in answering service and
telephone directory. A PERSONAL COMPUTER, with

...here's the cure —
all in one solution.

spreadsheet, file

management, graphics

and word processing. A
VIDEOTEX AND

COMPUTER TERMINAL
for access to databases

and mainframes. A
CALCULATOR with
memory and scroll

facilities. An ELECTRONIC
MESSAGING TERMINAL

for desk-to-desk and
person-to-person messaging nationwide

and around the world. All in one space

saving unit. It's versatile, easy to use and
instantly usable. And it works the way you

do — moving simply and quickly from
one task to another, and back again.

Don't let these features confuse you.

COMPUTERPHONE is the essence of

simplicity. It plugs into a standard

telephone and power socket and is as

simple to use as a phone.

If you suffer from disorganisationitus,

COMPUTERPHONE is the cure-all in one solution.

For more information

write to Freepost 122, PO Box 292, Wellington.

Keeping you in touch Telecom
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Win this exciting Christmas package
valued at more than $2,000!

A COMMODORE 64 computer PLUS a 1541 disk drive
A STAR SG10C Printer

A subscription to Computex
Two books from the Bits & Bytes Bookclub
A year's subscription to Bits & Bytes magazine

This is a quiz with a difference: the questions are all related to computing and have been
designed by Bits & Bytes regular columnist, Gordon Findlay who says he'll be surprised if any-
one gets them all right. So pick up your pen, put your thinking cap on, hunt out the information
from the many sources available and be in to win this great package of goodies.

There are 30 questions in the quiz

— 1 5 this month and 1 5 in the next

issue.

WAIT UNTIL YOU HAVE THE
ANSWERS TO BOTH SETS OF
QUESTIONS BEFORE SENDING
IN YOUR ENTRY— DON'TSEND
THEM IN SEPARATE!. Y!

RULES

Answers must be written on plain

paper, and clearly numbered to cor-

respond with the questions.
All entries must have the NAME and
FULL ADDRESS and TELEPHONE
NUMBER of the entrant. Entries

without these will be disqualified.

Correct answers to the questions

have been agreed on by a panel of

experts. If more than one fully correct

or equally correct entry is received
they will all be mixed, and the winner
drawn at random from them.
The judges' decision is finaf and no
correspondence will be entered into.

All entries become the property of

Bits & Bytes Ltd and will not be
returned.

Employees of Bits & Bytes and their

immediate families are not eligible to

enter. Employees and their

immediate families from Commo-
dore (NZ) Ltd and Genesis Systems
Ltd are not eligible to enter.

The winner will be contacted before

February 1 1986 and details of the

winner/s and correct answers pub-
lished in the January/February issue

of Bits & Bytes.

All entries must be received on or

before December 24th 1985
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Parti

1

.

Whereabouts in the United States was the language
BASIC first developed?

2. Name a programming language with a one character
name.

3. Computers often communicate through a MODEM.
Where does the word MODEM come from?

4. The Bits and Bytes box number is 9870. What is that

in hex?
5. It's sometimes called a "five inch floppy", and some-

times a "five and a quarter inch floppy". What is the

actual diameter of a mini-floppy disk (in inches)?
6. Gary Kildall has no doubt written many pieces of

software. Which one has become most important?
7. No quiz is complete without a question about the

Commodore. What is the name of Commodore's
latest computer, due to be released here early next

year.

8. And now dear reader, tell me true

Who is it that they call "Big Blue"?
9. Farmers have taken quite a lot of interest in micros

recently. What is the name of the unit at Lincoln Col-

lege which has been researching the use of comput-
ers in farming?

10. What is the maximum number of bytes a Z80 {or

6502) processor can address without bank switch-

ing or extended addressing hardware?

11. One of the early computers was called ENIAC.
What did ENIAC stand for?

1 2. Asmall computer— much like the ZX 81 — it didn't

have BASIC built in. What it did have was originally

designed for controlling telescopes. Name the
computer, and the language.

13. In which issue of Bits and Bytes did the first adver-

tisement for the Bookclub appear?
1 4. Of course you know that EPROMs are just erasable

programmable read-only memories, but how are
they erased?

15. He writes adventure games, and in ASCII his initials

are 83 and 65. Who is he?



ATARI DEALERS
ANNOUNCEGREATEST

COMPUTER SAVINGS EVER!
SAVE OVER $500

Your local Atari dealer has a new range of

unbeatable values on special Christmas

Pricebuster Packs of Atari Home Computers!

Designed specially for family purchases this

Christmas, these new package deals mean you
can save over $500 on complete Atari Home
Computer systems.

The
Iriiertainment

Pack

SAVE $200.00
Wiih Alari BO0XL computer.

Atari 1010 dedicated Program
Recorder, fast-action joystick and
2 Atari Game Classic Program
Cartridges.

Wordpro
Pack

Save $408.00
Willi Alari 130XE Home

Computer (that's 128k of RAM
power), Atari Writer word-
processor program on cartridge

and Atari 1027 Letter Quality

Printer with Elite typeface.

Plot

Buster Pack

Save $238.00
With Atari 800XL computer.

Atari 1010 dedicated Program
Recorder, Alari 1020 four colour

Plotter Printer and Atari Sketch-

pad Program and Demonstration

Program on cassette.

Bizzwizz

Pack
WITH FREE PRINTER

Save over

$500.00
For only $1,595 you gel the

powerful Alari 1 30XE computer,

l lie Atari 1050 Disk Drive, Atari

Writer wordprocessor on
cartridge, Syncale spreadsheet

program and, absolutely free , the

Atari 1029 Dot Matrix Printer!

'.'iV.v.y.v.'.y.
'W.V.V.V.y \

128k Disk Buster Pack
Save over $260 on this special high-powered Atari package deal.

For only $995 yon get the new Atari 130XE computer - which gives you
a massive 128k of RAM, with over 96k of it user available — 4 special Atari

programs on disk, the fast Atari 1050 dedicated Disk Drive and an Atari

fast-action joystick.

All for only $995.00

BUY NOW AND
WIN $1000 CASH

Buy your Atari Pricebuster

Computer Pack before December
25th and you could win $1,000 in

crisp, fresh new dollar notes.

SEE YOUR NEAREST ATARI

COMPUTER STORE FOR THESE
EXCITING PACKS AND ENTRY

DETAILS!

COMPARE FEATURES!

COMPARE PRICES!

COMPARE QUALITY!

No other computer measures up to

Atari!

Ask your local computer store why!

Here to save the
world from high

computer prices.

ATARI

PRICEBUSTERS



Hardware Review

The IBM PC JX
Reaching for a new IBM market
By Richard Gorham

The arrival of a new Japanese-sou reed: 16 bit micro-computer on
the NZ market, with IBM PC "compatibility" and a price tag of under
$5000, would not be cause for more than a politely stifled yawn
amongst even the most avid of NZ computer buffs,

The reason is that this type of event is no longer "news" — many
micro-computers now have those IBM-like credentials.

Why then should I consider the possibility of more than passing
interest in "just another clone".

Could it be that the computer under scrutiny here incorporates such
features as 3.5 inch hard-cased floppy disk drives, or perhaps the

infra-red keyboard, or even the potential availability of all your IBM PC
software favourites on cartridge ROM?

I doubt it.

The one truly innovative feature of this

newly announced microcomputer must
be the fact that it is IBM itself that has
joined the IBMulator brigade in unleash-

ing yet another PC-clone on an (al-

most..) unsuspecting market.

And this is the key issue, because
when IBM decides to release any new
machine people sit up and take notice,

be they consumers or competitors. The
new JX model has been no exception,

with most IBM dealers reporting plenty

of consumer interest.

IBM NZ's stated rationale for releas-

ing the JX (which has been available

only in Japan and Australia) was "
to

address an area of the market not previ-

ously reached: namely those small

businesses that are too small for a PC-G
(the base model IBM PC senior)

together with the farming sector, and the

educational institutions".

These markets have certainly not

been reached in NZ by the PC-G, and for

one very good reason.

The price of PC-G in even it's most
basic configuration (1 disc drive, mono
screen, and 128K memory) is around
the $7,000 mark; to be truly capable of

reasonable business applications and
exploiting the newer memory-hungry-
and-graphics-supported software pac-

kages on the market you're spending
around $9,500 (2 discs, 384K, colour

screen).

Contrast that with the prices of PC-JX.
I n its basic "starter system" configu ra-

tion (1x3.5 inch disk drive, colour

screen, 128K) the JX will set you back
$3,846— a little over half the price of a
PC-G — and with a good colour screen
to boot (sic).

For a more comprehensive business
system (2x3.5 inch disk drives, 1 5.25
inch disk drive, colour monitor, 384K)
you'll be paying $6,617,
There is also a "disc-less" JX availa-

ble for $2,805 for networks of up to 64
machines, linked to hard-disk based XT

or AT model.
So what do you get for your money, and
exactly how does the JX measure up?

The Hardware

The system reviewed was a business
configuration JX with 384K, twin 3.5 inch

disk drives, colour screen, one 5.25 inch

PC-G compatible disk drive in expan-
sion chassis, and colour screen (stan-

dard with all models in NZ).
My first impression of the system was

the veritable mountain of cardboard box
it was delivered in, complete with carry-

ing handles; a change from the usual

drab IBM packaging.
Once assembled, the computer man-

ages to convey the appearance of a
solid and well constructed machine
while still being pleasant on the eye. In

fact, the system looks more like a
Japanese Hi-Fi model than a business
computer, being a conservative char-

coal grey with considerable attention to

design details.

The CPU box itself is small enough to

sit on a desk without making a nuisance

of itself. ..unlike the standard PC-G
In the "starter" configuration this box

will contain the ubiquitous Intel 8088
microprocessor, 128K of RAM, one 3.5

inch Sony-type floppy disc-drive with

controller, colour graphics screen adap-
tor, two ROM program cartridge slots, 8
octave triple-chord sound generator,
Centronics-type parallel printer adaptor,

cassette interface, 2 joystick interfaces,

infra-red receiver for the keyboard and
power supply (phew!).

A RS232C serial interface is an
option.

A significant point about the JX is the

use of new high-density custom
designed chips to reduce size, power
requirements, and price.

Five advanced technology gate
arrays replace more than 1 80 conven-
tional chips, and a one megabit ROM
module is included (IBM claims this the
first ever in a personal computer).

It would be hard to imagine all of the

above fitting into such a compact box
without this technology!

The JX's8088 microprocessor runs at

4.77 Mhz, to preserve compatibility with

the PC-G, This will no doubt disappoint

those fortunate enough to have experi-

enced the thrills of the later 8088-2 run-

ning at 8 Mhz — but is certainly

adequate for most small-business appli-

cations.

Less security

Up to 384K of RAM can be added to

the standard 128K (within the CPU box)
taking it up to a highly respectable 51 2K.
This is achieved by plugging in one of

several extra memory cards which are
available. One of the cards holds 384K,
and is approximately the same size as
two packets of cigarettes placed ends-
together— very impressive.

The RAM used is 25% fasterthan PC-
G memory (access time of 150ns
against 200ns), but rather surprisingly

sacrifices the additional security of par-

ity checking (data auditing).

IBM PC-BASIC (i.e. written by Mic-

rosoft for IBM) is provided in part of the

96K of permanent onboard ROM, as
well as being supplied in a more com-
prehensive version with the PC-DOS
version 2.1 operating system on disc.

The 3.5 inch drives are similar to the

type developed by Sony, but provide

only 360K of formatted space on each
$17 disk {against 720K in most other
implementations of these drives).
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This approach has been taken to

ensure that all data held on the PC-G's
5,25 inch drives can be transferred to

3.5 inch discs using the same DOS 2.1

commands— DISKCOPY, COPY etc,

A total of two 3.5 inch floppy disk

drives can be fitted in the CPU box and a
further 3.5 inch or single PC-G compati-
ble 5.25 inch drive can be added if an
expansion box is attached.

The expansion box has almost the

same dimensions as the CPU box. It is

attached to the system by removing the

CPU box's top cover,, stacking the

expansion box on top of the CPU, and
placing the removed cover on top of the

expansion box. Wiring is connected
internally by plugging a flat cable into a
socket on the CPU box mother board—
neat and tidy.

The expansion box has its own inter-

nal power supply, slots for 4 extra cards,

and room for one floppy disk drive. Extra

memory can be plugged into the slots if

required, but 51 2K is the maximum sys-

tem memory usable.

A 5.25 inch disk drive, if fitted, is half

the height but functionally identical to

the PC-G drives.

Non-glare

The colour monitor that is provided

with all configurations is a non-glare

high resolution RGB1 version, and in

conjunction with the supplied graphics
system is capable of displaying 16 col-

ours simultaneously in low-resolution

(160 x 200 dots), 4 in medium (320 x

200). and 2 in high resolution (640 x

200).

A swivel stand is supplied with the

monitor, and the monitor on stand sits

nicely on top of the CPU box at around
eye-level.

Interestingly, two versions of the

screen are available depending on "the

location of your country in the earth's

magnetic field" — one for Hong Kong
and one for the rest of Oceania.
A "full" 98-key keyboard was

supplied, in contrast to a 79-key "com-
pact" version (without a separate
numeric keypad) which is optional.

The full keyboard layout is a consider-

able improvement on the PC-G's, with

separate cursor control and numeric
keys, and with the function keys (now
labelled PF1-PF10) laid out horizontally

left to right above the main keys.

An auxiliary "enter" key is also pro-

vided on the numeric keypad. Numer-
ous other minor changes have also
been made, including the movement of

the "/" key away from the shift key —
which is almost universally hated on the

PC-G's keyboard.
Connection between the keyboard

and CPU box can be made via either

infra-red (cordless) transmission, or by
plugging the 0.65 metre coiled cable into

keyboard and CPU.
Use of the cable rather than infra-red

is definitely recommended when more
than one JX is in use in the same room at

the same time, for obvious reasons.

Using the machine

After checking the basics (i.e. 240V,
3-pin plugs etc) the machine was hum-
ming (whatever computers hum to

themselves) within a scant 1 minutes of

unpacking.
Rather than going into a detailed

description of IBM PC-DOS 2.1 and
other items relevanttothe PC-G, I will try

to highlight those areas of difference

between the JX and PC-G (otherwise
this would turn into a book rather than a
review!).

The first thing to note on switching the

machine on is the almost uncanny
speed with which the machine com-
pleted its POST (power on self-test). I

assume that this is partially because of

the faster memory chips used, but
mainly due to a disconcerting lack of

parity checking. As is usually the case,
you don't get anything for nothing.

Unlike the PC-G, there are no internal

DIP switches to indicate to the system
how much additional memory has been
installed.

Thus if the machine has more than
1 26K of memory, then a special device-

driver must be included in the CON-
FIG.SYS file on the boot-up disc.

Judging by the device driver's name
(PCJRMEM.COM) this must also be the

case for the JX's American cousin, the

rather ill-fated PC Junior (being

relaunched in the US for the Christmas
market).

As a user without a disc-drive would
not have the facility to load this device-
driver, application programs could only

take advantage of any additional mem-
ory by directly addressing it and using it

for work-space. However I would not

see this being a realistic configuration of

this machine anyway, so it shouldn't

cause too many problems.
If PC DOS is not loaded (i.e. a DOS

boot-up diskette is not present in drive

a:) the ROM based version of PC BASIC
automatically loads and is ready for use.

If a DOS boot-up disk is in drive a:

then DOS 2.1 is loaded, and the user is

presented with the usual bland DOS
prompt "a:>".

In either case it is worth noting that the

screen boots up in 40 column mode
(another PC Jnr influence?). To use 80
column mode (and make best use of the

high quality screen) one must either

issue a BASIC instruction, or run a
MODE.COM file from the DOS diskette.

A few 3.5 inch demonstration disks

were supplied with the review machine,
but unfortunately none of the new "As-

sistant" series was available at time of

review. These seem to be the main
thrust products for the JX, and include

word processing, spreadsheet, busi-

ness graphics and other essentials.

Most of my impressions were gained
from running standard PC-G software

by means of the 5.25 inch drive. This
review was written using that old work-
horse Wordstar, copied from 5.25 to 3.5

diskette (which is more convenient and
durable).

In this implementation, I did not detect

any significant difference between the

3.5 and 5.25 drives, in the time taken to

access data. However I did find the
graunching noise Of the 5.25 drive, when
being accessed, to be irritating.

Performance

Another dislike was the keyboard's
lack of any tactile feedback— it's hard to

tell whether a key-depression has been
registered without looki ng at the screen.

(Continued onpage *2)
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fConliriued from pags 4 1)

More disappointingly, there doesn't
seem to be the same type-ahead buffer

on the JX keyboard as there is on the
PC-G. It took me a while to become
accustomed to the fact that you had to

wait for commands to be processed
before you could key in others.

But despite these annoyances, the

keyboard is suitable for business use.
I found the infra-red option on the

keyboard to be surprisingly useful (I

must admit initial scepticism), and
ended up discarding the interconnect
cable. The range seems to be about 3
metres, but obviously the screen is get-

ting rather difficult to read at that dis-

tance.

I ran some BASIC benchmark prog-

rams on the PC-G and JX and found that

the JX is approximately 5% slower than
the PC-G when running in-memory
functions (i.e. looping whilst adding 1 to

a counter) that do not access 1 /0.

But more of a surprise was the JX
being approximately 5-10% faster than
the PC-G (with colour adaptor) when
accessing the screen. This is also evi-

dent in the JX's better scrolling and lack

of the irritating flicker which is a hallmark

of the PC-G.
I feel that overall the performance of

the JX is adequate for most small-busi-
ness applications that might otherwise

software that must be "booted" (i.e.

does not run under DOS directly) will run
on the JX.

I tried running the Microsoft Flight

Simulator, after having copied it down to

3.5 inch diskette with a COPY1 1 JR dup-
licator program, but couldn't get it to

boot. This might be seen to be an
embarrasment to retailers of the
machine as it seems to be a de rigeur

test for PC-cione compatibility.

Summary:

be looking to use a PC-G, but would
question disk capacity limitations.

Compatibility

Most PC-G software seems to be
compatible with the JX, but obviously
particular packages should be tried (the

more thoroughly the better) with the
machine before suitability of either

software or hardware for a given appli-

cation can be determined.
However, it is very unlikely that PC-G

I was impressed with the IBM JX.
It has a comprehensive list of stan-

dard features, is well constructed, and
can call on a large repertoire of available
software, whilst being reasonably priced
given its three lettered name-plate.

Providing that one does not require

100% software compatibility with its big-

ger brother, the PC-G, compatibility for

plug-in accessories, or a larger disk
capacity, then it is tempting to question
the choice of a PC-G in preference to a
JX.

I feel that overall the performance of

the JX is adequate for most small-busi-
ness applications that might otherwise
be looking to use a PC-G, but would
question the limited disk capacity while
no hard disk is yet available as an

A price and quality breakthrough!

INNOVA EXTENDED
80-COLUMN CARD

E-X-T-E-N-D-S YOUR APPLE lit WITHOUT
S-T-R-A-I-N-I-N-G YOUR WALLET!

Now you can enjoy the benefits of a 128K The INNOVA Extended 80-coIumn card

//e for LESS THAN EVER BEFORE! with 64K expansion for your Apple //e:

•A huge 55K available for your AppleWorks ludesktop -New Zealand-made and supported. Top quality

•A 64K7RAM dish with ProDOS wrrktvmship.
• Larger spreadsheets - 82K with Flashcalc, for example 1 2 Month Warranty}
•And you ' 11 be able to enjoy all the new '

1 ISK-only ' Double hi-res graphics capability - 1 6 pure colours

software (MouseCalc, LOGO JI 1 28, etc.

)

(255 shades) with 560x192 dot resolution 1
.

GREAT VALUE ! ONLY $198!
FROM YOUR APPLE DEALER

MANUFACTURED AND DISTRIBUTED BY INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SYSTEMS-BOX 78-053, GREY LYNN, AUCKLAND.
PHONE (09) 766 487 DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
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option.

It should be noted that the Japanese
version of the JX has a number of

options: 10 Mb hard-disk (referred to in

the JX PC DOS manual supplied with

the machine under review), and a choice
of one monochrome and two colour

screens are available to the Japanese
consumer in a marketplace that is con-
siderably more competitive than NZ.

A720-Kb (doubfe-sided) floppy for the

JX is also available in Japan.

In conclusion the JX is a very solid

machine at a reasonable price, from the

company that is the indisputable

number one in the business computer
market in NZ and overseas; a factor

which should influence the adequacy of

back-up service and support from inde-

pendent dealers.

Given that the average NZ buyer is

extremely cost-conscious and naturally

suspicious of products without an estab-

lished pedigree, then it could be that this

machine has just the right combination
of price and reputation to make it a big

success for IBM in NZ

Microcomputer summary

Name:
Manufacturer:
Microprocessor:
Clock speed
RAM:
ROM:
Input/Output:

Keyboard:

Display:

Graphics:
Sound:
Disc:
Options:

Operating systems:
Languages:

Costs:

Ratings:

IBM Personal Computer JX
International Business Machines.
8088
4.77 Mhz.
64-51 2 Kb
Twi cartridge slots (not PC Jnr compatible
Ports for keyboard, display, rs-232C,Joysticks,

audio,Centronics, parallel printer, cassette taper,

light pen.

98 and 76 key options, infaredand remote card,
non-tactile.

1 2-inch colour, non-glare four to 1 6-colour modes.
Up to 80 characters in 25 rows.

640 x 200 (4-COlour) to 320 x 200 (1 6-coiour).

8 octave triple chord generator.

360 Kb 3V2 inch single sided drive x 2

ROM cards, expansion unit with 5 1A inch drive,

cluster adaptor
PC-DOS 2.1 Support
Advanced BASIC and BIOS on integrated ROM
nodule
$3,846 for 1 28 Kram single drive, $6,61 7 for

384 Kram dual drive with expansion 5 1A inch drive

unit. Further upgrades.
(1 low- 5 high) Documentation 4, support 4,

language 5, expansion 3, value 4.

Review machine supplied by IBM NZ Ltd.

MLS ANNOUNCE ,

II N G

Thts unique low-cost product turns a single-user PC
into a high-performance multi-user system Simply

add on "dumb" terminals and you can run the full range

of HLS multi-user

software

NEC
HPC HI i"" ' '

""S

yil Hf i H
-f-
>— y

'fliiiimiiiinim
i

-1

-I '
'

I

MLS Time-sharing will be supplied only on selected machines and is initially

available on NEC's APC III

For more information phone M L Systems on Ak B36-Q556
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PAPAKURA
SELWYN ARCADE

GREAT SOUTH ROAD
PAPAKURA

TELEPHONE: 299-61 12

BROWNS BAY
CIVIC CENTRE ARCADE

INVERNESS ROAD
BROWNS BAY

TELEPHONE: 478-1793

PONSONBY
100 PONSONBY ROAD

PONSONBY
TELEPHONE: 792-494

PUKEKOHE
9 QUEEN STREET

PUKEKOHE
TELEPHONE: (085) 85-855

OTAHUHU
1 68 GREAT SOUTH ROAD

OTAHUHU
TELEPHONE: 276-4537



Compare these specs before you buy.
RJTEMAN C + VS. COMMODORE PRINTERS

FEATURES

RfTEMAN C +

ACTUAL PRINT

COMMODORE PRINTERS

MPS 801 MPS 802 MPS 803 VIC 1525 VIC1526

PRINT SPEED {CPS)

BIDIRECTIONAL PRINT

(COLUMN WIDTH)

40 CHARACTERS PER LINE

80 CHARACTERS PER LINE

66 CHARACTERS PER LINE

132 CHARACTERS PER LINE

(PAPER HANDLING)

FRONT LOADING FOR

EASY PAPER SETTINGS

BUILT-IN PRINTER STAND

PRINT ON POST CARDS

(WARRANTY)

ONE-YEAR WARRANTY

(SOFTWARE COMMANDS)

DOUBLE STRIKE

EMPHASIZED

COMPRESSED

UNDERLINE

SUPER/SUBSCRIPTS

ITALICS

DOUBLE DENSITY BIT IMAGE

(CHARACTERS)

9X9 FONT

TRUE DISCENDERS

ITALICS

COMMODORE GRAPHICS

(OTHER FEATURES)

SINGLE DENSITY BIT IMAGE

EXPANDED

REVERSE

105

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

^O C F- 1_
BO CPL
66 CPL
132 CPL

50

NO

YES
YES

60

YES

YES
YES

60

YES

YES
YES

50

NO

YES
YES

60

YES

YES
YES

DOUBLE STRIKE
EMPHASIZED
COMPRESSED

UNDERLINE
bui"="bu»SCRIPTB
ITALICS
CR

abcg jpqyabc
ITALICS

XPANDED

YES

YES
YES
YES

YES

NO
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES

YES

YES
YES
YES

YES

NO
YES
YES

Available from

The Computer Experience
and Einsteins

The Computer Experience ph. 64-1 08
1 54 Broadway, Palmerston North.

Einstein's ph. 851-055
1 77 Willis Street, Wellington, or 844-353

The Computer Experience ph. 730-348
James Smiths, Cuba Street, Wellington.

The Computer Experience
at D-I.C. Garden Place, Hamilton.

ph. 81-969

The Computer Experience ph. 66-442
Shop 41, Cashfields Mall, Cashel Street, Christchurch.

The Computer Experience ph. 85-528
Corner King & Egmont Streets, New Plymouth.

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED. EASY PAYMENT TERMS.
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Amstrad

Uncommonly friendly approach
By Craig Beaumont

Locomotive Basic has a number of

uncommon features that you can utilise

to make your Amstrad more friendly.

One in particular is the "soft" keyboard.
Each key can be programmed to give

any character or even a string when hit.

A built-in example is the ENTER key
on the keypad of the 464 which gives
RUN" with a carriage return- (enter

character) when hit while pressing
CTRL.
Each key has three modes— normal,

shitted and control. In this case the con-
trol mode of the keypad ENTER has
.been predefined.

. If you have a diskdrive it would be bet-

ter if the carriage return wasn't there as
you would then avoid the Bad command
error. To do this and more try out the
program listed.

Now if you type CTRL-T you get the
number of minutes the computer has
been on, CTRL-H is the HELP key
suggested in the user guide for when
you get lost on the screen. Key 3 on the
keypad gives the amount of unused
memory and CTRL-ENTER has been
fixed for use with diskdrive.

This version has a diskdrive orienta-

tion, you could adapt it for other pur-

poses by changing the keys and strings.

There is a limit to the amount of key
redefinition you can do, up to 100
characters may be used before getting

an Improper argument error.

I hope this example plus reference to the

user guide will help you make effective

use of this feature of the Amstrad.

Combat game

COMPUTER
GAMES
FOR HIRE

Games available for weekly hire

for the following computers:

* AMSTRAD * APPLE
* COM 64 * VIC 20 * BBC
* ATARI * TRS 80/SYS 80

Send for catalogue and
membership details to:

COMPUTER GAME RENTALS LTD
P.O. BOX 30947, LOWER HUTT.

Name ,.

Address

Type of Computer

Last month I mentioned a few games
that impressed me. Now I'm taking a
closer look at the one Rowan would
recommend you to put your goggles on
for— it's Combat Lynx by Durrell.

This battle-ground helicopter simula-
tion demands a lot in both dexterity and
tactics.

Your role is the pilot of the only air sup-
port for your force. You must support a
number of ground bases by ferrying per-
sonnel and wounded to and from base 1

— which happens to have an endless
supply of weapons.
The enemy force comprises fighters,

helicopters, tanks, trucks and the most
fearsome — the gun emplacement.
They constantly attack you, your ground
forces and attempt to destroy your
bases. You can take an aggressive role

using the formidable battery of weapons
at your disposal.

But the display is what makes the
game. The 90 degree field of vision
shows the contoured ground rolling

beneath or perhaps rushing up to pluck
you out of the sky.Other vehicles are
clearly identifiable and they move intelli-

gently.

The sound is O.K, it changes when
you accelerate/deccelerate — in fact

you can go backwards!
Control of the Lynx is best with dual

joysticks, or you can use solely

keyboard or a mixture, but the accelera-
tion keys are poorly placed.

Your main advantage over the enemy
is an over-view map option. A nice touch
is the score table which can be saved/
loaded. Altogether this is one of the most
challenging games around.

Assembler

The most interesting thing I 've heard of

in the hardware field is about the first

expansion ROM for the Amstrad.
It's an assembler that's supposed to

be very fast and has the advantage of

not taking up any of the memory used for

program space. It is aimed at the more
professional programmer - so it has a
more professional price-tag.

At the moment only a small amount of

software is available on disk - these are
generally Amsoft games or Business
packages,

It is expected that the percentage of

programs available on disk will grow
rapidly,

This will be helpful to users of diskd-

rives, because although the built-in

software protection feature helps keep
the price of software down, It is no help
when you want to transfer what you won
to disk ... that is, unless you have Trans-
mat by Pride Utilities.

It allows easy transfer of programs
between media, plus other facilities like

disk header reading.

Another secondary storage utility by
the same company is Syclone which
allows you save on tape at higher baud
rates and break the protection on
software.

These are legal as long as you hac-
kers out there keep the results of using
these programs to yourselves -

remember the copyright laws are being
beefed up.

If you want to take advantage of the
strong Kiwi dollar you may find it better

to import these and other programs you-
self, rather than wait for them to arrive

here.

Programmes

One way you can contribute to this

column is by sending in the interesting

CALLS, POKES and program modifica-
tions you discover.

To start the ball rolling: if you put CALL
& BB18 in a program, the program will

pause until you press a key - pretty use-
ful huh!

if you can do better, then please tell

everyone by writing to us. We'd also like

to hear tips on playing games.

10 REM Key Redefini ton

20 KEY 0,'CAT"+CHR*(13)

30 KEY 1,'IBISC"

40 KEY Z.'ITAPE"

50 KEY 3
r
"?FRE(0)"+CHRS(13)

£0 KEY 10,"CLS:LIST
"

70 KEY 12
(

, RUNVCHR*{34)

80 KEY 140,CHR$(I3)+'KDDE 2

INK O.IiINK l,24"*-CHRI(13)

90 KEY DEF 44,1,104,72,140

100 KEY 141,"?tne/lBE3
,
+CHR*tl3)

110 KEY DEF 51,1,116,84,140

120 SPEED WRITE i : MODE 2

130 PRIMT'KEYS NQU DEFINED"

140 NEW:REH save before running.
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Apple

The Omnidrive

Giving Mac more space
By Alex and Fred Wong

The Macintosh computer, an excellent stand alone machine, also

excells as part ofa network like AppleTatk, recentlyintroducedbyApple
to form the Macintosh Office. The OmniDrive hard disk storage system
range, from Corvus, is designed with both these functions in mind.
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Bex ess Files
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Name of snapshot? SERUER

I
Eject ]

[ Cancel ~]
I Driue 1

snapshot' of an auto-mount volume configuration

Hardware

The OmniDrive is packaged in a
handsome, unassuming plastic case the

same colour and width (although a bit

deeper), as the Macintosh.
On the front are three lights to indicate

its status and on the back is a small con-
nector for a serial cable to link to the

Mac's modem port. Next to the connec-
tor is a set of DIP switches which confi-

gure the OmniDrive for single Mac oper-

ation or multi-Mac use.

Installation consists merely of plug-

ging in the cable and the power cord and
configuring the switches.

Operation

Fred rocks (no rolling for him I) the

switch on and the gentle fan begins to

hum. He powers up the Macintosh and
inserts the startup disk, and it places the

hard disk icon (in this case specified as
the Server volume, which includes all

the programs needed to run the drive)

on the desktop, and ejects itself.

The OmniDrive uses an application

called the Volume Manager to create

and maintain volumes on the drive and
another called the Mount Manager to

mount and un-mount them. A backup
utility lets information from the hard disk

to be saved onto floppies and it

announces how many disks it will take.

The OmniDrive managers provide

basically the same services as the vol-

ume managers on the Quark and Tec-
mar hard disks, with some added fea-

tures.

The OmniDrive allows several diffe-

rent configurations of auto-mount vol-

umes and each configuration is 'snap-

shot-ted' as a document on the drive. By
double clicking that particular snapshot,
the volumes specified on that document
is mounted. This is a handy feature,

which almost eliminates any need to

access the mount manager.

Other features are primarily for net-

working, to maintain private and public

files and to ensure the integrity of data

on the drive.

The OmniDrive is compatible with the

Apple Talk Personal Network. Using
OmniTalk software, the drive may be
shared among many computers using

Apple Talk to provide hard disk storage
for many Macintosh computers at once.
Corvus also offers its own Constellation

3 networking software and cables.

This is an important feature, as net-

working, with its ability to share informa-
tion and peripherals (such as the
OmniDrive and Apple's LaserWriter
printer) between computers, becomes
more important for cost and efficiency

conscious businesses and educators.
The OmniDrive uses Apple's stan-

dard Finder and operates approximately
three times faster than a floppy.

It works professionally and although
the Corvus software is somewhat more
complicated to use, it also performs
more complicated tasks. With the 45
megabyte version, our review model,
the space on disk just does not run out!

Documentation

The OmniDrive comes with three

books. A small installation booklet that

describes, with large, clear diagrams,
how to plug in the drive, configure the

DIP switches and how to set up a net-

work. In Fred's famous words; "It had
me up and running in a few minutes!"
Then there is a user's guide and a net-

work manager's guide, both of which are

very well presented. They give out huge
amounts of information in a rambling,

round-about way that leaves nothing

out, if you can find it!

Summary

The OmniDrive is a very sophisticated

storage system for the Macintosh that

has extensive networking capability built

in. Although such power may be un-
necessary for some potential hard disk

users, an open upgrade path is often

desirable.

The large range of Corvus OmniD-
rives leaves several price options to

consider too, from the 5.5 meg to the

126 megabyte drive.

For dealers specifically, there is also

the Demo-A-Mac, which is a 45meg
drive.

System summary

Name:
Manufacturer:

Type:

Features:
Reviewers' ratings:

OmniDrive
Corvus systems, Inc., California.

45 megabyte Winchester hard disk (also available in

5,1 1 .21 , and 1 26 megabyte models).
Sophisticated networking capabilites.

Documentation: 3; ease of use: 4; value for money:
5; support: 4.

(Review unit supplied by Computer Broking Services Ltd., Wellington.)
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Of Maturity, Novelty and Networks.
By Pip Forer

This month a potpourri : the recent expansions of the BBC design, a
note on some newproducts and a utility to letyou monitorBBC network
use.

Maturity

First off there is the news of the

enhancement of the BBC range.,.the

BBCB.
The B is a 64k machine with

expanded and reorganised RAM which
incorporates an area of 32k of 'shadow'
memory that can be used for screen
support plus (the balance) for additional

sideways RAM.
After two years of use I am still funda-

mentally impressed by a lot of the early

design features of the Beeb and the

redesign circumvents its main problem :

when you use its excellent graphics you
run out of RAM. The B also offers two
extra ROM slots on a redesig ned mother
board.

The shadow RAM in the B can be
switched in and out by software and
when not in use the B works like a B.

This offers software compatiblity for

existing applications.

If the RAM is utilised then some new
OS calls allow direct access to shadow
screen memory, extra RAM and better

control of paging. The B is also set up
(as the Apple 11e presaged the 11c)
with facilities for 1 28k memory.
The upgrade allows for enormously

enhanced software and in particular the

second 64 k can reconfigure as side-

ways RAM to hold language or utilities.

This expands software options
enormously and cuts another bottleneck

for the demanding Beeb owner,,.the

shortage of ROM slots.

It would also allow yet further expan-
sion on BBC BASIC program size...this

time to a full 64k.
Where does this leave the Beeb?

Overseas reviewers have seen the B as
an interim upgrade. Perhaps a good
assessment is that at present many
users can opt for 8-bit or MS-DOS
machines. The latter offer power but

less simple use, and at a cost.

The B retains the excellent features of

the Beeb and stretches its power to keep
it as a preferable option to MS-DOS in

many circumstances.
Challenging both options, of course,

are the new generation machines based
on the user-oriented philosophy
pioneered byZerox and the Macintosh,
and now being emulated by other com-
panies.

In the long term these will sweep the
current 16 bit machines away after a
much briefer and lower level presence in

the home and school than the 1 6 bitters,

but they will take a while to get software.
The enhanced BBC is a good vehicle

to bridge the gap and may also be a step
along the road to an Acorn WIMPs
machine.

Novelty

One of the reasons for my optimism is

the range of new items coming for

review, including some good educa-
tional programs (the Barsons stand at

the NZCES conference was quite an
Aladin's cave). The other is the network
(see next section).

Firstly ViewStore, the Acorn
database, is out and completes the

VIEW trio. Its specifications look good
and it is marked for review.

Also out Is the mythical Graphics
Extension ROM which will allow access
to a far wider range of graphics com-
mands FROM ANY LANGUAGE. These
include patterned or quilted fills, move-
ment of blocks of the screen, sprite man-
agement, primitive drawing (circles,

elipses etcetera) and a user specified

range of dotted/pecked lines.

This offers in ROM many of the
facilities only available in software
screen- creation programs on other
machines and augurs well for some
great software if the ROM becomes
standard issue.

PROLOG too has finally arrived and
we wili have an extended review of the
BBC implementation as soon as a
review copy comes to hand.

All in all the new developments
dovetail well with the expanded Beeb
and could be combined to produce a
flexible and easy-to-handle system to

meet a wide range of needs.
Another new product is a network

bridge from Acorn. This allows several
local nets to join while retaining their

own autonomy. The benefit of this is that

often degredation on a large network
could be reduced by splitting it Into smal-
ler units (or wiring and administration
may be simplified).

Choosing a Payroll System Read this

before you decide

• Ihe T.C-S. PAYROLL provides detailed reporting on each employee,
detailed reports (or each pay run. detailed reports for employers tot

MID and ¥ I D lotols

• Ihe l.C S PAYROLL is extremely flexible providing for mulliple hourly

tales, unit tales, extras and deductions

• The I.C S. PAYROLL calculales oil tax deductions and retains totals tot

quick, accutole printing ol IR12 tax totms.

• Ihe ICS PAYROLL provides lot both active and non-active
employees

• Ihe r C S PAYROLL allows lot a mixture ol different pay frequencies
between employees
• Ihe TG.S. PAYROLL calculates cash bteokdown and banking splits.

• The ICS PAYROLL provides lor loundlhg ot pay il required

• IheVC S- PAYROLL was completely wtiffen in NZ and islullY supported in HI

• Ihe purpose olthis payroll system is to provide quick, accurate Payroll

calculations, keep accurate records of employee totals and relain

employer totals (or necessary lax teturns.

whatyou've been looking for ?

*499
&H\fl9rn I there really
r/IYKULL is no choice!

SPECIFICATIONS
ftunsuftdtt MS-DOS 2 Ata<Ufri*ioHBMPCa^GanipAtiQt*

also Sanyo 550 senes iCcimmrjijaJo lergrons ivait«ibiei

U-flk mumoiy 'O' 200 employees
* 2&6k memory Tor 32Q emplovoes
• Harc]^s*rt rvqijuemeriEs
— Minimum lSflh RAM Micro Ccunpui^f | MS-DOS 2<

- 80 column punier

THAMES COMPUTER SERVICES
PO BOX527IHAMESNZ
PH (0813) 86 B93

A arvtjian ot James tlectroftics Ira
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BBC
A useful feature of the bridge is that all

the nets involved can share the same file

server if desired.

It is a useful additon to the network
and leads nicely into another addition

network users may find helpful: a net-

work log.

Network use

Having recently reviewed networks
for micros {predominantly 16-bit ones)
Econet retains my deep respect.

It is unusual it seems in being a net-

work with an integrated design, i.e.

designed by the machine designer's as
integral to the concept of the whole sys-

tem, and it offers better features than
many networks several times its price,

albeit more slowly than some business
networks.
What it shares with many however is a

lack of any accounting system. Most
LANs are not designed to monitor who
uses them or for how long because they
are used within an organisation where
such administration is unnecessary.
However, it is often desirable to know

what proportion of the time machines
are in use, or which form of pupils, class

or discipline are most frequent users.

This can be particularly important

where (as say in a school lunch period)

access is informal.

What is presented below is a program
to let you monitor such use, by machine
or by user on a network.

Time on the machine is monitored in

time units using the network interroga-

tion routines described in Bits and
Bytes' September issue.

You run this program from any Econet

machine. The catch is that at present
this machine is then dedicated to that

task. The user specifies the date and the
time he wishes logging collected on. The
program procedes to check the network
(say every minute) and builds a running
list of ajusers and b)machines in use.

It compiles an ongoing record of use,
adding new users as they appear, until

ESCAPE is hit when the program drops
the log on to the printer and terminates.
You can then see if Jones Minor has
been hogging the system for too long or

not.

What is impressive is the time taken to

produce such an accounting procedure
and the ease of production (even if cur-

rently it demands a whole machine to

itself): a couple of hours at most. And it

requires no more than a fundamental
grasp of BASIC and the routines

documented in the Acorn network man-
agers' guide.

I offer very little in the way of explana-
tion except to note the purpose of the fol-

lowing procedures:

IMODE 4

2CLS:PRINTTAB<3'';">>> DO NOT TOUCH T
HIS MACHINE !t"

3PRINTrAE<t,3B)|"}>> DO NOT TOUCH TH
IS MACHINE (<<' :VDU2B, 8,27,39, 2

40N ERROR PROCwmd-up
5 r<;iO-=i5?F£'

bPRGCm 1 1 Imti

7top. *erV:=G r tDpma£h''f=B
i? REM

2C- REM

3C Pi"

si~jittT&/% :a

32ju*ac%=lt:nu«*rX=tfl

33D2MpW*-;«:S) ,r,ame*U8;
34;:" ks..

1

-; 3,cbke/; l<S,wh<}b%5i 28

FBN SOFTWARE
SMARTKEY
SMARTPR1NT
SMARTKEY/SMARTPRINT
PC-ALIEN
SMARTSCREEN
SMARTPAK
SPATH
ASYNC
CLOCK LIBERATOR
MEMORY
QUADDRIVE

$100.00
$ 40.00
$120.00
$125.00
$ 65.00
$ 65.00
$ 40.00
$ 80.00
$345.00
$ 40.00
$100.00

Delivery 2 weeks on your format

Enquiries contact ciiff i%hy

& Orders NZ FINE CHAINS LTD.
23 1 Khyber Pass Road
Auckland 3. PH; 774-268

35D1M*! ; titer.* (ngsei-;o
r
allmacX<iuiuucX,2)

rA) lTLen<nusar'/:)

S3os«or ds&Ft-M ;osb/te=£FF c 4

i8 1!i57FF=JiFA

i5 7£57FD=re//
44?fc57FF=-d//, JI'J 254
7B !?E"

~:ftEM B'^ES 2FFD-E ARE POINTERS TO TH
E rcy'A control bJock and thence to al 1 &
ther comraofi data ualue^.

75REPEAT
76 REPEAT
77 UNTIL TIr!E>laps<?

VIPROCp I syer.scan
leePRDtass-ignstat
2BePR0Cas*igiuiser
3eecLS»PH0C&iatus
iSBTlHE=B
4?' UNTIL FALSE
5BB END

:8BB8DEF=RQ.Csettime«:CLS:PRINTTAB(5,12>;
'SCAN EVERT HOU! MANY MINUTES ";; INPUT ti

me

IWSINPVf TAB!5>; "What date for log'jd
ate*
16016 Up;i=time*o«9e:TIME=lip;e:BJOPROC

116eeDEFPR0t:*5Si;nstst :F0R I=C- TO cnr.-l

:USEP=FAlSE:F0R J=l TO nmic'/ilF player'-ii

Ij=i11rsac'/.'J,]: THEN a! Imac'/t J,2'=it lrnsc

V.KZ, 2) + 1 :USER =TRUE
liei0tJEXT J

11S2BIF ':SER = FALSE THEN PSOCn*wr,acfc i ne

: topmaclV.= topniachX*l

U039NEKT : :BJDPR0C
HB48r.'E rPR0Cnewmachine:F0P IK=1 T ftff&c'/f

:1F al liicV.; IK,1)=8 THEN »* Itnart* IK,U=p
1 iyerv.i I) sa II mid' I K ,2>=1 ; lY=nnnzY,
UBtSNEXT IK

IiesaENDPFnr
l288e0EFW0Ca,ssignU«riFQR i=8 TO cut:-

-

,-!

:USER= cALSE;F0» J=J T<3 niis.nr:'.: IP n«ns*<!
>=all-nen*(J* THEN ailment Ji=alI»e-<J)«l:
USER "TRUE
mt6tsxr j

12828IF USER = -ALSE THEN PRtJCntymeM top

ustr^top'iwr/^*!
t2e3WEXT I:ENDP»0C
12958DEFPROC.-.e«jnen:F0R 1K=; TD n'jser/Ci IF

al lmer.»UK>="" THEN al Ir.en** !K)=nanel'' :

> :al linen' IK> = 1 :!K=ni:se'v{

;2B55NEXT IK

128<S»ENDPR0C
:se.}8DEFPP0C;'.5.us

15»B4^R1NT"1J3ER If ;TAB<. 18> ("USE" iPfiiNT

ISeiBFC^ I = i TO topuserX;PRINTa) linen* i

V ,il Viien- 1> [NEXT 1

15C I SPRINT: PRINT iPPINT
lS91i=RIMT"Mach!n( No." :TAB<25) i-T lME US

E" : print
S582BFCP != ~. topmach'/

[SeSBPRINTiI Im*cX<J,t-J ," " ,allTiac'-;<J,2t

15?4BNEXT JjENDPRGC
U888DEFPR3Cwln<L.tt|>
lie8i*Fi,'2i,8

Uaa5iCLSi DRlNTTAB?S,J25i ,I*l-EftSE ENSURE
NET PRINTER IS OH" iPRlOTTABOS J"STRIKE A

KEY WHEN READY" jA1= I NKEY*< 198661

U818*FX5,4
'. 43i5VDU2iP='!NT'LQi? TAKE!.' Q'J "jdaUl
ieSZBP&OCsUtusiPRINTiPRINTiPRINT'TIME U

N I TE APE "jtimfil" minutes. "

I iB39PRIIF"Tota: scan Sine .s gfv»n 3/ t

he" iPRI'IT'enlry #or the station r.umber B

r. the" ;PR:\T" print header. U fitted it

S* iPRIKT* the longest used stat.on.'
Ua4BV0U3
I48SBVDU2*lCLS»PRIHTTABC12 # l2>rL0e8IN3
TERMINATE?' :END
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MAKING SPRITES: Part 1

The Sprite environment
By Dick Williams

We will look at Sega sprites and details

regarding single and multiple sprites

plus examples of various sprite patterns,

including a fast no frills pattern editor

program.
The drawings show how patterns are

made up, plus mag modes and a sprite

pattern for a kiwi.

Details regarding sprites are in the

Sega blue book on pages 1 13-122 and
this information is also in the disc man-
ual.

A sprite can be thought of as a small
blank postage stamp which can be
drawn on and moved about on the graph
screen without rubbing out anything
which may already be drawn on the

screen.
There can be quite a few sprites on

view at any given time and each one can
pass in front of or behind other sprites.

This is achieved by clever design of

the screen controller built into the Sega
to create the impression that there are

32 very thin additional screens in front of

the normal graph screen.
These additional screens are

reserved for sprites and can be
imagined as very thin sheets of glass.

If a sprite is placed on one of these
sprite screens it can be moved any-
where on it but does not interfere with

other sprites on different sprite screens
nor with anything on the graph screen.

This is shown in the Sega book on
page 122. Note the numbering from 0-

31 with the graph screen shown as
behind the last sprite screen. You can
only have one sprite on any sprite

screen at once.
The sprite screen closest to you when

viewing the TV is sprite screen and
because it is in front of all other screens,
a sprite on sprite screen will block vie-

wing anything which may be directly

behind it.

By placing moving sprites on different

sprite screens, small images can move
behind or in front of other images mak-
ing for very realistic games. So the first

thing to remember is that there are 32
sprite screens.
Sprites are 8 pixels square. They can

be doubled in size to 16 pixels square
and they can be combined, either nor-

mal size or double size, into groups of

two, three or four sprites to create a
larger size sprite.

Each sprite has to have a number to

identify it. There can be a total of 256
sprites numbered 0- 255 and any sprite,

say sprite number 4, can be placed any-
where on either one sprite screen, or
several sprite screens, or if you're really

keen, can be placed anywhere on all 32
sprite screens at once.

There is a limitation In that only four

sprites can be displayed on any horizon-

tal line atone time.

You can place five sprites on a hori-

zontal line (using five sprite screens) but

only four will show and if you then move
one of these four off the line then the fifth

sprite will show.
A group of sprites is treated as one

sprite so you can have four sprite groups
on a horizontal line at once.

So the next items for your memory
are: that each sprite you create must
have a number, and you can only have
four individual sprites or four sprite

groups displayed on a horizontal line, at

onetime.
Each sprite can be any colour. All

sprites in a sprite group will all be the

same colour, however you can place dif-

ferent coloured individual sprites next to

each other to get different colouring in

an image.
The code for placing sprite number 1

on sprite screen number 4 and giving it

colour number 9 is:-

30sprite4,{X,Y),1,9

First the sprite screen number, then
the X Y coordinates, then the sprite

number and the last item is the colour.

When you read the code it looks as
though the first part should be referring

to sprite 4 but no, the first part is the
sprite screen number.

Before getting into more detail it might
be a good idea to type in the sprite demo
programs listed.

The first one (sprite 1} is very simple, it

puts a black sprite in the centre of the
screen.

Sprite 2 first draws a black bar across
the screen and then places four col-

oured double size grouped sprites over
the bar. Note that the sprites are on top

of the bar and also that the colours
remain true. The sprites can be easily

moved on the screen by altering the X
and Y numbers.

Sprite 3 shows a lot of sprites moving
all over the screen behind of and in front

of each other. Sprite screens used are
numbers 1 to 24.

Sprite 4 is a more interesting pattern

and can be substituted into sprite 3.

Sprite 5 uses the same pattern as
sprite 4 with a random movement.

Now there are a couple of points to

watch out for if you want to alter these
demo programs.
The first is that I have used some

strange combinations for the X.Y co-
ordinates and if you alter them its quite
likely you will get a statement parameter
error which only means you are off the

edge of the screen.
The other point is that in some cases I

have used four patterns to set up a
sprite.

If you delete some of these to see the

affect, it won't do what you think

because the computer still has the pat-

tern in it's memory.
You can set a pattern to no pixels set

by using this "0000000000000000"

COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE
for

BUSINESS AND HOME
We stock the following models!

B0NDWELI - COMMODORE - SPECTRAVIDE0
AMSTRAD - ATARI

— Many specialised software applications available

— Many other products — games, computer furniture, joysticks

.COMPUTERS LTD.
29 High Street, Lower Hutt Ph: (04) 693-313

OPEN SATURDAYS.
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Now you have some experience with

sprites and should be ready for the next
part— next issue— of setting the sizes

of sprites using "mag" statements.
5 R£*fl --sprite i--Sirfp l e spr He-—
IP SCREEN ?,J'.COLOB|. 1-', , : =CL3

,2 wen 0i23<t56;83*BXDEf-

2i PftTTiRN SaB, 'FFFFFFFFFFf rFFFr"
30 RlT :

. »u< -i " *>

-is sprue 4, cm.etf :, e, j

38 R£r
73 GOTO 70

10 RtH -cpr.le 7 4 tff .Ijs

!2 SCREEN 2i2:C0L0RJ. ib, , 1 5CLS

11 LINt C8,72)-C?5SitJ?Jj ir-,br

If, FR1M1 CI iR £ [ 1 .7 J
;

'
GRAPH SCREEN

18 HAG "3

IG REn sprite 3 proving ipriu*--
12 SCREEN 2,2:CQL0R1. 15,, 1 :CL .-.:.-

.

15 LINE C0,701-r_253jSB:.l,SF
IB PRINT CHRiU7);"GRAPH SCREEN
28 UPG ?

FFSifelr..-.-- .- .i f
'

FF8I818J8I8.8IFF'
FF6iei&!Slr IE IF I

FP&l8iBI8t818lF'r

21 Ff'I TERN SBP

ATTiR*. Hi
7b r*T:r>r. iu2

38 ff-7iE.Fi.. ss:,

37 Kc r"

34 FOR r= 1 ID 74
"<5 SPRITE P. (-P Jt IP * C,~J, U, ::

38 v^v,b: OC-tl: IFQll THEN =1

4:* NEXT P;r=a:C=Ct I :GOTO 31

5 P£r sprite 4-beaT-use in in't i'. a

?i PHI URN j«e, "00193K3C|CBLieF I

20 PATTERN site, 1 Prf If IF IB1S1S1FF'
;: PAT TERN 581, 1 ff wisie jeieiaiFr •

24 pnTTERN SB2, •FF8I818J818131FF"

28
POTIERN 3»i "FF81818I8I8I8IFF"

-.<: SPRUE F , I 20,601,0, 1 :R£n BLnCK
32 SPRUE I , I 60, 50), a, 2 :REri GREEN

31 SPRUE ; , 1160,631.0, 1 :REH ftLLE

if

SPRITE : , 1.200, 60J, B, 3 :REr REG

;r- GOTO IB

26 PATTf-Kfi i»l ,

;
i

;

"

l - ;
. " : .

3a PATTERN SH3,

10 rt" tf . te 5-

"EC0F 0F0F0. I- IBS!

Vf-rrFL-t-u b?SE:
" |HFflF8F0Er.?C38B?'

ie f'ptiekn E«a,

IS PATTERN S»l ,

SCKEEM 2, 2: CCLORi , 15, ,
i :CL3

mag i

'07 1F3F4 1.5uLLL;£."
• - FFFE7Efc;30!r.- ,'

20 PATTERN S«2, "L0FfF Cfe2Bl^.B^M7^''
2: KIT TERN SS3, 'FF?P;EE6BCFoEl'.p

Li:
,r

2-1 B£f1

?e x-fnoc; i»220;v ^pNrn.: .»'"

7c! afKI Tb 0, ;.- ,
tj

, 2, 3

3B SPRI TE 1 ,
[f* v

, Xl, 8, 1

32 SPRI TE 2, Lx«r,*,x], 0, 2

31 3PRi IE 3, LX«X, T tfJ, e, 13

35 FDP P=l TO 53:NEXT:GOT0 26
5 RErt -sprite S--expand >ns spr.tes
10 SCREEN2,2:C0L0R1, IS, , 1 :CLS

12 PATTERNSS0, "0103070F1C3F70FF"
11 Pf»TTEfiNS«l, "FF703F1C0F0/0301 "

16 PATTERNS12, "80C0E0FB38FC0EFF"
IB PATTERNSH3, 'FF0EFC38F0E0C080"
20 WG 3

22 x=l 10:T=73:X2-110:r2=7B:E=10
21 FOR S=B TO 6
26 x=x-E:T2=f2>£ :y=t-E :x2=x2.£ ; JFo H
THEN C=l

28 SPR1TE0,U]0,7B),0. I

30 5PRITE1,(X,Y),0,2
32 SPRITE2, (X ,T2),0,4
31 SPRITE3, [X2,Y),0,5
36 SPR1TE1 , CX2, T2l ,0,6
30 SPRITES ,(X2.7B).0,7
10 SPRITES ,Ul0,T2),0,3
12 SPRITE7 ,U IB, T),0, |0

11 SPRITES , iX , 73:,0, 13

46 NExT5:F0R P»I TO [0:MEXT
48 IFE- 10THEN E— 1B:G0T0 24
50 IFE'-IBTMEN E= I0:DOTO 21

8, 1,3,0,

I

5, 1, ,, ,BF

5,1,,,.BF
.a, i ,3,0.5,0,

a

150, .34U

160, ,310

.5,0,

I

More for starters
By Dick Williams

Here are a few more programmes for

beginners, that were referred to in

October's Bits and Bytes.

700 REfl PROGKWI FOUR —
710 FOR X-56 TO 57

720 SCREEN 2,2:COL0R] . 15, ,4 JCLS

730 C1PCL£CI65,35J,70, 1

740 C IRC1 FT 132,89) , IS, 1

750 CJRCL£tlS0,80), 10, 1

760 CJRCLEC 88.351, 8,l,3,0tl
770 C1RCLEL242.35J,
780 CIRCLECI31.S3,,
730 CIRCLEU8S,83;.
B00 CIRCLET 165, 105).

8I0 CIRCLEU65,51J,85, I, I .

320 CIRCLEU6S, XJ.BS, I , I ,

830 FAINT C 165, 1401,3
840 CIRCLE (18, 45). 50, 15,

850 IF X-57 THEN GOTO 300

360 COLOR! : CURSORS, 160:PRINT CHRtllQJ

i" THIS IS m
870 PRINT :PSJNT " BROTHER
888 C0L0R1 . 1 1, C0, 1S53-L 1 10, 13U,4:LINE
IG, 154)-Clll',l54), I JLINEU II. 151J-CI1

1,1913.1
330 IF X*56 THEN GOTO 33B
303 C0L0R1 .11, C0, 1552-C30, 131 ) . 1 :L:NE

C.0, I51W 31 , 154), 1 ;LINE (31 , 154j-i31 ,

1

31),

1

310 COL0RI.15 : CURSORS, 16B:PR:NT Z-URt

:i53i" THIS IS (IT

320 PRINT JPRINT " OINER ONE 1 '

530 Ff1lJJTC255,0), 1

Business people
Get professional sales and
support from Kapiti Coast's

Computer Specialists.

S4E FOR P=l TO 200:NEXT P

350 IF X=57 THEN GOTO 330
360 CLRSGR13,ia:L0L.0Ri;PR
"HELLO "

370 IF X=56 THEN GOTO 390

330 C-URSOR12,40:COLDS, :PR
1 GIDDfif"

330 CIRCLEC:65,0), 130, I ,

i

000 C1RCLEC155,SO),60, 1,

1010 LlrME £.185, 130J-C:B5,
1020 LIME U5S, !29J-ilb3,
1030 LINt CHS, 17P)-(J15,
IB-ie LINt U33, l77)-(!3a.
1330 LINE ii2Z, ;i5J-v 125,

last) l:ne ilrra, »30J-CI65,
!370 LINE CJ5S, 129)-CICJ,
,JtJ0 LINE CHS, i23)-v)ia,
jjfk) Ll.-t ;i35, l^j-C135,

;u5, i2j; ;;2c,

;i73, I29j-; .;.-,

i
."•''

' ;ne ;;flj, .23; i.;s*,
l. :3C L..vn ^133, 12?1-<- IS5,
..T0L..V .703, 12S)-;7Q5,
1 150 FOR P-J 7O2O0D:nExT
. ,70 NEXT X

I 130 GOT0 700
5 REn PRDGRpn SIX

10 SCREE* ?,2:!TLS

23 C [RCLEC3S, 140j,5,i
30 lIRClEC63, 140), S,

1

40 ::rCLEl3S, 1401,5, 1

50 riRCLEii ;5, He), 5, i

B0 - IRCLE( 145, 140), 5,

1

"3 _iR"L£i 130. 165), 3,

1

30 C1WL"L£ I 100. 1 65) . 5. 1

30 CIRCLEC75. I65J.5,

1

13k' LJRC1 EIS0. 1651,5,1

:hr* i ; 7 j

;

InT ChR*!j7j

.id i ;ne

IP ' ;me

, . 130,,

3

;. .;20,

I3ai,;
,4Sj, i

:.?:
. I

Hi,.

;

ns;, i

)50j.

i

hsj. ;

|48), l

14?;.

;

; j„j. i

143). :

::31, i

1421, 1

r>: ,. i

p

id..'

Aulhorised

I

'

S®SANYO and

C' commodore

ndependent
u usiness

achines
imited

Beach Chambers, Seaview Rd,
Paraparaumu Beach. Tel: 88-277

Open Mon. to Sat. -y"5Pm

l'.c I InE(35, 135W145, 135). 1

120 i [HET 150, |40)-( 135, 165),

133 -INEri30, |70)-CS0, 170),

1

lit' I [NEf 15, 165)-C30, 1401. 1

: ..' . !NE(30, 1301-1 150, 130), !

160 - ISEHJ0, 130.1-f 155, 135).

170 UNEiljS, 1351-1 150, 1151,
.-. fttNTfTSi !

>P ' I

130 POIHTCfiP, I Iff I. I

2RP pftlNlCBS, 1 IF'j . ;

•'IP Pi'lNK I 15, 1401, 1

:-'70 PftlNl ' Mt, 1401, I

:np pbint. [45. 1401, i

240 pATNTf 13a, ISS),

1

250 P'lIl.T [MB, |1S), 1

260 i-nl;.- ';, j-jj], |

273 P01M ;5B, | S3), I

230 LI NEC 30, l30)-:25. 135),

230 L|N£r25, I35)-r25, 140),
303 HNEU30, 12B3-n»«, 130
310 L IMEC130, l?0)-t45, 120)

320 LIWE(15, 120)-l'40, 130).

330 LlNE(55, 120)-tS0,35), ;

340 LIMEtee, 35)-I35,33).
J

350 LlN£t95,95) -U00. 120), 1

360 LlNEf 100, I 20)- (35, 35),

1

378 LINEJ9J, 130)-. 173,931,

1

380 LINE! 100, 105)-; 175, 130).

1

338 LlNEf 175, 1001 -C 175,951. I

400 i_;nET!75,95]-M85,30). -.

410 L INE .' 185, 30)- l 13B.30J. ;

420 LINE; 130, 30J-C210.S3). '.

430 L INE C 2 13. 35)-i' 2 30. 35). 1

440 LINEU73, I00)-(133. 1031,1
430 LjNECSBS, 1051-( 135, IBS], !

160 i_lNE.'135, I35J-C210. 1001. 1

470 lINEI 210, l00)-i'?40. 10R) .
i

480 lINEI 740, |B0J-t730.95). 1

430 LlNEtlSi 1405-1 110, 140),

1

500 Li NET 135.1 55D-T 43, 150). 1 , BF
510 '-INEC30. 351-185, 70] . J

520 opIMTi" |85, 35) , 3
330 PAINT 103. i 75 1.2
540 PAINIf 85, 1 10), 13

350 ..iNEt 100, 100J-M03, 1,13). 1

5*0 LINE! 100, I IP) -: 100, 100), |

i7P LlNEf I0f», HB5-ri 10, 105).:
>80 .ine; : 10, ia>:-( i ?e. i ea j ,

;

33B PAINT ...'_, ;.;-.;,
;

-,."IP "SPTD 600
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Sanyo

Bounding robouncers!
By Stefan Schmidt

And yet again you are called out to

defend planet Earth from a new alien

threat— Robouncers.
If, by chance, enemy destruction has

propelled you out of the first three levels,

with casualties at a minimum, then the

next number of levels will prove to be
harder.

As the game progresses, your playing

screen decreases, and the aliens' com-
bine forces to pelt down en masse.

After that nerve-racking experience,

the series of levels become even more
exacting: the sequences of difficulty

become more concentrated, your play-

ing screen becoming smaller, the invad-

ers more numerous, and to top it all off.

they now fire missiles too.

When I first encountered Robounce I

was playing via keyboard, and it was dif-

ficult because the movement of my craft

was too slow to respond and its force-

field was active too long.

The use of the joystick proved more
challenging. The Robouncers bounced
faster, the force-field was only up for a
short period of time, and the movement
of my craft improved dramatically.

Within this Michtron package is a
silent mode, a pause mode, and an abort

mode (for bad starts).

There are a few let downs such as the

quality of graphics and the sound, which

to me was an "insult" to the Sanyo MBC
550/555 capabilities.

Compatible upgrade

Sanyo has introduced another IBM
PC "compatible" series, consisting of

the Executive PC with dual 360K disk

drives, the Executive XT with an interna!

10 megabyte hard disk, and the Execu-
tive XT20 which has a 20 megabyte
capacity.

It is Sanyo's first PC with internal hard

disk.

Sanyo Business Systems' Ken Davis

says the new computers offer additional

features, while costing just over half the

price of the IBM PC.
Colour graphics is standard, as is

switchable clock speeds of 8MHz and
IBM'S 4.77MHz.

It has seven available expansion
slots, five full-sized and two half-sized.

An eighth is utilised for the colour
graphics card and the parallel printer

interface.

With a 140 watt voltage regulated
power supply, the series has sufficient

power to handle a numberof peripherals

and to even-out voltage fluctuations.

Bundled software includes word pro-

cessing, GW Basic and MS-DOS 2.11

operating system.
A detachable sculpture-type

keyboard has 84 keys and numeric
keypad, LED indicators, and special

function keys.

The Executive series ranges in price

from $3695 for the PC to $7595 for the

XT20, with the mid-range Executive XT,
with its 1 megabyte internal hard disk,

selling for less than $7000 (with

monitor).

Since PC-DOS is almost identical to

MS-DOS, you will find that a lot of IBM
Public Domain will run on the Sanyo.

Occasionally, though, you will find a
certain difficulty in getting the program to

run on the Sanyo. Sometimes this can
be attributed to the difference between
the IBM keyboard and the Sanyo's

IBM KEYBOARD SANYO KEYBOARD
ALT CTRL + =

CTL+PF1 CTRL + SHIFT
CTL+PF2 CTRL + SHIFT + {

CTL+PF3 CTRL + SHIFT +}
CTL+PF4 CTRL + SHIFT +:
CTL+PF5 CTRL + SHIFT + "

CTL+PF6 CTRL + ;

CTL+PF7 CTRL + '

CTL+PF8 CTRL+.
CTL+PF9 CTRL+.
CTL+PF10 CTRL + /

ALT+PF1 CTRL+PF1
ALT+PF2 CTRL+PF2
ALT+PF3 CTRL+PF3
ALT+PF4 CTRL+PF4
ALT+PF5 CTRL+PF5
ALT+PF6 CTRL+SHIFT+PF1
ALT+PF7 CTRL+SHIFT+PF2
ALT+PF3 CTRL+SHIFT+PF3
ALT + PF9 CTRL+SHIFT+PF4
ALT+PF10 CTRL+SHIFT+PF5

SHIFT+PF1 CTRL + 1

SHIFT+PF2 CTRL + 2

SHIFT+PF3 CTRL + 3

SHIFT+PF4 CTRL +4
SHIFT+PF5 CTRL + 5

SHIFT+PF6 CTRL + 6

SHIFT+PF7 CTRL + 7

SHIFT+PF8 CTRL + 8

SHIFT+PF9 CTRL + 9

SHIFT+PF10 CTRL +

CTL+2 CTRL +

'

CTL + 6 CTRL + SHIFT 4-
*

PUT YOURSELF INTHE
EXECUTIVE SEAT

I xt us intaxiluce you to the new Executive PC Series from Sanyo,

This lnjji performance desk-top

1 1 imputcr ninge consists of:

The KXKCiTIYK PC, with dual ,i<>!>K

disk drives, the KXLU'TIVK XT, with an
internal lo mej>abvtc hard tli.sk and the

l-:\l-c:i TIV1-" XT2i'>. with Jn mettubvtc

utpuciiy,

Coupled with Sanyo's traditional value

for money and unique 4-year guarantee'

we're sure you will he impressed I

The Sanyo Executive — built to do
the juh and do it fast.

\'h ,IM -.fint I11L' ik'l.nK t>ll I

Vinn

UltllV"

' \f( ILtH (.' -»L
, ML -

'»

^ BUSINESS ST STEMS
t m.'|v>si Jiwij Kilii^'nni. Uti-kfcmd
li. k|'ln H11- (!!)( ^1 I

s
. |t<>
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Spectravideo

How to get more RAM
By Don Stanley

Last month I mentioned that SV328
owners could get an extra 32K of ram
under machine code, and 318/328 own-
ers could access the video ram as tem-
porary storage. Here's how its done for

the spare ram bank, the video ram use
will come later.

Note that all port addresses through-

out are in hex.

There is no reason why the machine
code routines in this article could not be
adapted for 64k MSX machines; in most
cases only the port addresses need
changing.

Starting with the spare 32k ram in the

328, you need to know a little about
machine code and also how to switch

the roms out.

The Listing 1 routine will switch out the

roms , and the Z80 CPU can then access
the other 32K ram which exists at loca-

tions to &H7FFF.
The Listing 2 program will re-enable

the roms when your machine code
routine is through and you need to go
back to BASIC.
When you have called ROMOUT from

a machine code routine you can not

access the roms any more until ROM IN

is called. Thus you can not use any
BASIC routines like printing to the

screen and so on.

However you can switch the roms in

and out at will, so by using a series of

ROMIN and ROMOUT commands you
can use the rom and switch back again.

When the rom is switched in, nothing

which you stored in the spare ram is lost.

You can also locate machine code prog-

rams in the spare bank, but ensure that

you don't try to access the roms.
By the way, CPM does exactly this.

There are a number of routines such as
read character, scan the keyboard, print

a character which CPM swaps the roms
in to carry out.

An example
To use the above, as an example say

you wanted to store a large text file in the

spare bank and have a BASIC program
using all the 29K in the usual user bank.
Your machine code program would be
along the following lines. . . (this routine

starts at &.H9100 in the BASIC programs
in this article).

CALL ROMOUT ; disable roms
LD DE, (addressl) ; first adr to move

to

LD HL, (address2) ; first adr to move
from

LD BC, (length)
; # bytes to move

LDIR ; move
CALL ROMIN ; re-enable roms

RET ; to BASIC
The locations addressl ,address2 and

length would be defined in BASIC, and
would be filled with the address to write

to in the spare bank, the address to read
from in the usual bank and the numberof
bytes to move from the usual bank to the

spare. Your BASIC segment would look

something tike Listing 3.

The above machine code routine

would have address l,address2, length

replaced by &HD150,&HD152,&HD154
respectively. The outcome of the Listing

3 segment would be that the string which
is at location &HD200 and is 225 bytes
long is copied to the spare bank starting

at location and then transferred back to

the usual ram from location &HA000
onwards.
The sort of things that I find this useful

for is when I would normally have a large

string array eating up the usual ram.
I can force each string to be 255 bytes

long by adding nulls to the end, fill up the
32K spare bank with the strings and then
just reaccess the one I need later. Then
I only ever have one array element in the

usual ram.
The space saving in the user ram can

be enormous, as the array would require

3 bytes for every element plus the string

itself.

Making each string 255 bytes long

helps avoid having to keep track of the
number of bytes to read and write to and
from the spare bank.

Experiment
For anybody who wishes to experi-

ment further with this you wilt find the fol-

lowing locations very useful. They are

used by DEF USR to manipulate the

argument in the USR(argument) call.

It is often easier to pass VARPTR
(strings$) to the routine than doing the
POKES but your machine code routine

needs to be able to sort out what is what.
If the argument is an INTEGER,

then the integer is store din locations
&HF925/26.

If the argument is a string,

&HF925/26 hold the address in mem-
ory at which the string descriptor is

located.

If the argument is a single precision
number then the number will be in

&HF923--&HF926. and a double pre-

cision number will be in &HF923-
&HF92A.
The type of argument (string/

integer/single/double) will be stored

in F793. (2= Integer 3=string
4=single 8=double).
A string descriptor contains 3 bytes,

the first is the length of the string and the

FAREWELL
AND HELLO

After a year long run, Alex and Bar-
bara Bridger have retired from writing

our Spectravideo columns.
But being the reliable types that

they are, they had arranged for the
chairman of the NZ Spectravideo
Users Association, Don Stanley, to

continue offering the high standard of

information long evident in this col-

umn.
Don introduces himself as:

"A computer fanatic with particular

interest in the micro field.

"I have degrees in mathematics
and statistics and these reflect my
major interest in the micro field. I have
been a programmer/analyst for five

years, in both the medical research
and banking fields. I have recently

started up a software/ consulting/

training company in Wellington along
with several others.

My connections with user groups
include being the founder and first

secretary of the Wellington Spec-
travideo Group, being the first chair-

man of the NZ Spectravideo Users
Association and being a member of

the New Zealand SAS Users Group
Committee. I am also the editor of the

WGTN SV Clubs newsletter at this

stage, and have been since June
1984."

second is the location in memory where
the actual string is stored.

To pass a value back to BASIC, just fill

the above locations with the value and
ensure that you fill F793 with the type.

Then, for instance, a call like A=USR(0)
will see A contain the value that the
routine placed in &HF925/26, if it is an
integer.

Strings
To use this with strings, a call like

A=USR(VARPTR(a$)) would see the

Icoation of the stri ng descriptor placed in

&HF925/26. You would need to modify
the routine above to match Listing 4:

(this routine starts at &H9000 in the
BASIC program Listing 5).

The BASIC program would be mod-
ified to that in Listing 5 which shows how
to move a string variables value into the
spare bank, and how to move from the
spare bank into an area of ram and then
to another string variable.

That really covers how to move bytes
between the spare and normal RAM
banks. It is up to your ingenuity with
machine code and BASIC as to how you
use this extra space. Go to it.

(Continued on page 55)
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LATEST SOFTWARE AVAILABLE IN N.Z. OR DIRECT OVERSEAS MAIL ORDER

COMMODORE C64 SPECTRUM ATARI BBC
RFFiHtNCI

CACCE5SIB
CACCESS29
CKTIVIS19
GACTIVIS29

CACTIVIS59
CAcmtS45
CACTIVIS8S
CACTl\7IS39
CACTIVIS49
CACT!\7IS19
CACTIVIS69
CADV/INTI&
CALUGAT15
CANtftOGtS
CANIROG7S
CARGUS15
CARGLIS25
CARIOLASI5
CARIOLAS75
CARIOLAS65
CAUD10DE15
CBEYOMDIS
CBEVDND35
CBEYDN045
CBE*0fiO9S
CBEYDND1S
C8EYONDS5
CSIGFIVE1S
CBIGFIVET5
CSRiTISHIS
CBFtODERBia
cbbobehb;s
cbrojjerbm
C9ROOEf!B39
CBB00EBB43
CCOMMODOT5
CCOMUOGOli
CC0SMICI8
CC.R 1.15
COATAS0F15
coic- ".*...':

CHGIMLH
CDOMAHKIS
CDaMARK25
C0UBRELL15
CTHEEEtC-EIS
CEL/ARTS15
CEL/ARTS25
CELITE15
CELITE25
CEUTE35
CEL1IE4S
CENGUSHIS
CEPYXIS
CEFYX25
CEPYJ55
CEPYX3S
cepyx45
cfif1ebir15

:
; !!E3:n,'s

CfERPtANTIS
CGARGOVL 1

5

CGILSOFTI5
CGREMLrNIS
CGREML1N25
CIJX15
" YAH '.-li

CiMACJNE35
CINHKTI2S
CINC-ENTI3S-

Cs!Sf0RC0M!9
ClEISUFtEIS
ClaMIS:^
CMABTECHI;
CMEL/H0U15
CMEL/H0U25
CMEL/H0U35
CMiKROGElS
CMISR0GE26
CMICR0PR15
cm ',3g.\mi5

cm vkcais
cm HHOflis

CM0NOLII1S
C0AS1S15
C0AS1S25
C0CEAN1B
COCEAN15
COCEAN
COR'.GIN15
CORPHEUSI
CPEAK50FH
CP.S.S 15
COU/5TLVAI
CSEGAtB
CSEGA25
C SOftAID)
CSTEPQNEI5
C5SG18
CS0FTEK15
CSOFJEKIS
CS0F/PRQI5
GSUBLOGlia

CSYNAP5EI8
CTASKSET25
CTASKSET3S
CTRILLIUI5
CTYMAC1S
CTVMAC25
CUSSOti
CLrSGOLDJS
CUSC0LD45
CLtS5DL035
CLJLTIMAT2S

[U5GO.DZ5
CU5G01D35
MSG0L045

[lilt

B.1I.* OvUi VfiLLirt

Beached II

Ghsslfruslers

Ghoslhusters

Decathlon

lour De France
Scar League Gaseoall

M. nd shadow
Greal Ame Road Race
Great Ame Road Flaec

HE RD
On Field F mid4 II

Gremlins

Knockout
Jump Jet

Five A Site
Broad Slreei

The Bulge
David's Midnile Magic
taction

Murder On 7mderneul
G C Test Cricket

Romper floom

Snadowhre
Snadowhre
Pystron

Lords nl Midnight

Spy us Spy
Bounty Bab Strikes Back
Bounty Boo Strikes Back
Operation S ^ o il 1

1 s h

steaim
Sleallh

Aqua Racer
Raid on Bungling Bay
Raid on Bungling Bay
Inlemalionatlenms
International B/Ball

Super Huey
Tne Bocky Horror Snow
Pacman
Fighter Pilol

Fighler Pilol

View To A Kill

Cgdenama Mai II

Corneal Lyna
Brian Bloodaxa
Hard Hal Mack
M.U.I E
Kokotoni Writ

Fall Guy
Dukes ::t Hazard
Frank Brunos flowing

Wiai switch
impossible Mission
Imposstole Mission
Murder Oy the Doien
PilSlop II

Breafc nance
Ellle

Elite

System 15000
Tlr-Na-Nog
Tne Quit

Thing on a spring
Thing on a spring
RocketPall

World Series Basec-ail

Hypersporls
Conruiion
Moon Cresta
H/Hikers Guide Galiiy
Scrabble

Mama t ruri.i

B J Superstar

Way Dl Eip Deli-'.] Frst

Way or E* plod in g Frst

Grand Lacancy
Herberts Dummy Run
Everyone's a Wally

Kennedy Approach
N Faldos Open Go i

Indiana Junes
Spilt ire 40
Rocktords Riot

White Lightening

White Lightening
T Decathlon

Frank le Gees To K/Wood
Hunchback II

Ultima III

Etldon

Tim love's Cricket

Theatre Europe
Gryphon
Spy HunEer

Spy Hunler
Soilatd

Murder On The W/Fronl
Carriers At War
Brian Blnoflake

Brian 3 ooo die

Jel Se1 Willy n
FltghE Simulator II

Blue Mai ?QOI

Cadcam Warrior

Cadcam Warrior

Fahrenneil

Gandatr The Sorcerer

flyer Fdh
Drop;one
Oroozone
Conan
Cunan
Starr Oi ifamaih
EnlDmoed
Oampuslers G
Mr Do
The Dampusters _ T

[1 *!•£

J9-95
66 03
38 '00

5! 00
!?-W
??-00

99-95
S9 00
30 00
?7-00
M-95
S3 10

3-l-H
49 SO
?9 95
39-95
J4 n
5S-30
SJ-80
63-ZS
H 75
49-50
49-9S
59-00
4S-0S
44-66
4S OS
53-10
69 -OS
49-75
J6-D0
59-00
34-95
06-00
66 -DD
J9-95
43-30
?9-95
41-60
51-95
4475
74-7S
53-55
44-75
44-65
40-15
55-10
6409
3B-JD
4010
40-10
44 75
44-75
39-75
74-75
77-50
54-75
44-75
45-50
64-75
41-30
49-50
73-85
36-65
44-95
39-75
39-75
38-30
34-95
30 65
94-00
73-95
37-50
J?-75
49-50
74-75
39-75
49-50
29 95
74-75

45-S5
J9-95
!9-95
45-55
97-95
149-75
29 95
49-95
40-55
1DS-B5
45-60
4 5-60
49-50
39-75
29-95
64-75
33-75
78-85
59-00
23-50
33-75
45-60
141 DO
78-00
53-80
64-75
112-70
49-75
39-75
49-50
64-75
49 95
74-75
53-40
49-50
74-75
49-75
47-80

141
1 1 HI Nt"l

SACCESSI5
SACCESS.'S
SACCESS35
SACTIVISS5
SACTIVISI5
SACTIVIS25
SAC Try 1 535
SAC1 UlSt'.

SA0W1NT15
SAILIGBI15
SAN I FIO CIS
ARI0LAS0I5
SAOTOMJIJU!
SBEVOtiOlS
bfiEvo',::: r-

SBEVHM1.IS
SBEV0,ra45
SB1GFIVE15
SWJBiJLiB'l
SCADCAM 15

SCP50FTWI5
SCPS0FTWJ5
SCS125
seal 35
SDATAS0FI5
SDATAS0FJ5
SDIAL0OI5
S DIGITAL 76
SDIGITAL3S
SDIGITAL45
SDKTR0NII5
SDvr :l::!i:^

SDOMARKIS
SDUflRELl35
SDIJRREU15
SDGRF1EL155
SEIITEZ5
SELITE45
SELITE35
SELITE55
5EUTE65
5 FANTASY IS

SFIREBIBI5
SFIREBIFI25
SFlB.EB'BH
SGABBOyLIS
SGABG0VI25
SGILS0FT15
SGIIS0FT25
SGREMLINI5
SGREMLIN25
SHILLMAC15
SHEWSDN15
SHIS0FT15
SHISDfT25
SIMAGINEI5
SIMAGINE25
5INCENTI15
SINCENTI75
SINSIGHT15
-S LEISURE 75
SLEISURE15
SLEVE19I5
SLt»£L9?6
SLOTHL0B15
SMARTECH15
SMARTECH35
SMEJJOUHU-
SMIKSCGEU
SMICSOSP35
SMICHOSP25
SMICR0SP15

SMIKflCG-34
SMINDGAM15
SMINDGAM25
SMIRB0RSI5
5MIRHORS75
SNEWGENE16
SNEWGEKEZ'j
SNEWGENE36
S0ASIS15
S0CEAN15
S0CEANJ5
S0CEAN35
S0CEAN45
S0CEAN55
S0CEAN65
S0OINI5
SPALACf 1

5

SPICTURE15
SPRT7PL015
SPRT.'Pt.D2i

SDH S L»I5
SREA1.TIM15
SR0MANTII6
SREALTIM15
SSEGA25
5SEGA55
S51GA65
SS1LVCRSDI
SS KS K6IS
SS0FTAI015
SS0F7PR026
SS0F7PRDIS
SS0F7PR03S
SS0FTEK15
SS0FTEKN1S
STASKSETI5
STHEEDBEI5
S„.

-

-Ha*-!
SUIT I MAT J6
SULTIMAT3S
SU5'J0'.D15

S0SGBIDJ5
SVIRGINI5
SV0RTEX14
SV0RTEH15
SV0RTEK34

mil

Boacnead
Raid Over Moscow
Geachead II

PilUIL It

Ghoslpuslers

G European Road Race
• I E B 6
Designers Pencil-

Gi erri ins

Knockout
Fhghl Path 737
Archon
Beus Eh Machma
Dooms Dark Revenge
Spy Vs Spy
Shadowlire
Boutderoash It

Bounty Boo Strikes Back
Wizards Lair

Maslerlile

Superchess 3 S
Astronomer

Formula One
Rocky Horror Show
Bruce lee
Cunan
Home Accounts
Night Gunner
Thunder hirds

TT Racer
Popeye
Minder
View To A Kill

Scuba Dive

Comsat Lynx

Dealhoii

Airwolr

Dukes Oi Ha;ard
frank Brunos Boxing
Grand Nalional

9117TS
G 7 Packers Guide/Unlv
Buggy Blast

Gyron

Booty
Dun Darach
Tlr Na Nog
The Ouill

The HlusJrator

Rocky
Tinderoox

Charlie/Choc Factory

Technician Ted
Compiler

Pascal

Kyper Sporls

World Series Baseoati

Conlu;ton
Moon Cresta

Subterranean Slryxer

Gtuedo
Monopoly
Rod Moon
Emerald Isle

Bailie 01 The Bulge
B J Superstar

The Odyssey Or Hope
Slarion

Pytamarama
Protect future

School Da;e
Sky Ranger
Su; *V
The Wttchs Cauldron
Alien

it Faldn's Open Gotr

Word Games/Mr Men
Dynamite Dan
Squash
Machine Code Tutur

LighEmagic

White Lightening

Gill From The Gods
Maich Day
Hunchback It

Oiaiey Thompson S / Test

France Goes To H7Wood
T.'s Decathlon

Nodes 01 Yesod
Cauldron

Ed Assmpler
Paint Plus

Screen Machine
Glass

3G Tank Duel
wriggle
3D Star S1nke
Tapper

Soy Hunler

3uc- Rogers
Saimajoom
Go To Hell

Soltaid

Lode Runner
Jel Set Willy It

Jel Set Willy II

FP Compiler

Arlisl

Super Pipeline n

Brian Bioodaxe
Underwurlde
Alien 8
Knighl Lore

Pote Position

Bruce Lee
Fallon Patrol II

Cyclone
Highway Encounter
Tornado Low Level

AACCESS?5
AACCESSIS
AAC1IVISI5
AACTIVIS7S
Artl -iv:.-,-

AACTIVIS3S
AACTIVIS45
AACIIVIS5S
ABIGFIVE15
ABIGFHTE75
AARE01
ADA1ASGFF5
ADATA50FS5
AOATAS0F25
ABA : AS01 1'.

AOATAS0F45
ADOMAHK15
AEPVK25
AEPYX35
AEPyK45
AEPVX5S
AIEVEL9I6
AM1CR0P075
,-.M :nij;-'ii--

AMICROPOGS
AMICR0P08S
AMICR0P095
AOCEAN15
A0RIGINI5
ASEGA15
ASEGA25
ASEGA15
ASEGA35
A5EGA45
ASEGA55
ASSllS
ASS?-
ASUB10GII5
ASY(iSOFT2S
ASv',^^^i^
ASYJJSOFT4S
ASYHSOFT25

VADDICTII5
VANIROG2S
VAFIIR0G45
VANIROG62
VANIBOG75
VANIR0G33
VANIROG35
VANIR0G12
vamf.os?:
YAUDI0UE13
VB UBBLEB15
VCRAIGC015
17FISE8IR15

VHARESOFIS
VHflBESOF-25
"IMAGINE 12
UKTEL15
VKTEL2S
17MELBOUR15
VMELBOUR25
VM /AN TCI 5
V0CEANI5
VOUI/SILI5
VOU .'S L25
VQIJI/SI135
VSOF'Pnaij
VSDF/PR025
VS0F7PHO35
VSDF/PH045
VSDF/PR055
VSOF7PR062
VTERMINAI2
VTERMINA2Z
VTERMINA35
UTH0RNEM15
VTHDRNEM25
VTH0RNEM35
VTHDHNEM45
'/THDRNEM55
17TH0RVEM65
VTH0R15
V0LTIMAT15

BiMi.hii.id

Beachead
Decathlon

Ghoslhusleis
Ghoslbuslcrs
fit!." It

Bivei Raid

Space Shuttle

Bounty Bob S7Back G4K T

Bounty Bob S/Back 64K
Droprone
Brucet.ee 07T
Pole Position II T

Pote Positron II D
Conan T

Conan D

View To A Kill T

Pitstop II

Summer Games n 5
Winler Games D
ImpussiTjIe Mission D
Red Moon
Droplone
Mig Al.ey Ace
Mig Alley Ace D
Kennedy Approach T

Kennedy Approach D
Frankie Goes To H/WoodT
Ultima Rl D
Tapper
Tapper D

Spy Hunter

Spy Hunter D

Super Zaxxon
Super Zaxxon G
Comoal Leader D7T
Bailie For Normandy 0-

'

Flight S.mulalor II

Orelbs

Blue Man 200

1

Blue Mai 20D1 D
Q...1-. i- oori T

VIC20
football Manager + I6KT
Mini Kong
Scramble + 16K T

Flight Path 737 + 16K T

Mini Iron

Las Vegas
Max
Corjnc Commander * T6K T

Xenon » 16K T

SuperScreen 1 8716K T

Cave Fighter

F latil ,-!ero One five T

Mickey Trie Gricky T

Hareraiser I Prelude I T

Hare raiser Ifinasel T

Bewitched T

Super vad/Bomo Run 1

Alien t>emon /Plague
Wizard & The Princess T

Cosmonaul
Chariol Race
Honchpack
Tornado
Slarquest
Styhawk . 16K T

Space Joust
Perils 01 Willy • 16K T

Dodos Lair

Space Swarm
Tne Quadra * BX T

Fally Henry
Line Up 4 /Beyer SI T

Log Run '

Terminal Invaders T

Compuler War T

Submarine Commander T

Tower Or Evil

Tank Commander T

Fourlh Encounter
Biver Rescue
Oily

Jelpac 1

49 SO
38 80
39- 9S
49 96
50 BS
39 96
39 9S
I'l '!-

49 75
74 75
53 60
74 75
49 75
74 75
49-75
74 75
54 95
74 75
74-75
74 75
74 75
34-75
40 15
39-55
50-40
49-/5
74-75
49-75
99-75
49 76
74-75
49-75
74-75
49-75
74-75
74-75
75-75
133-50
49-50
49-75
74-75
49-76,

29-95
29-95
39-95
29-95
24-95
29-95

2495
2J-95
24-95
34-75
29-75
28-95
45-05
45-05
29-95
34 75
34-7S
29-75
29-75
34-75
31-9S
32-75
43-25
43-25
29-75
29-75
29-75
29-75
16-95
29-/5
24-95
24-95
24-95
29-76
29-75
29-75
29-75
12-95
49-95
34-95
27-50

MI1WM.I
BAAROVAR15
BAC0RNS015
BACORNS025
BACORNS04'j
BACORNS055
BACORNS085
BA0DICT116
aA0V/INT46
BA0V/INT55
BADV/INTI5
8A0V/INT75
BALLIGAT25
BATARISDF1
BBIGflVEI5
BDATA BASIS
BOAT ABAS 25
BDIALOG15
BDIAL0B25
BDflSDfTI':

BMSOFlJi
BDURBELLI5
BDURBELL25
BHEWSON15
BHONEVF015
BIMAGINEI6
BINCENTII5
BKEMPSTG15
8LEISURE15
BLfVEL916
BLEML925
BMACSEM5
BMARTECI5
BMELB0UR15
BMICROP085
BMItlrjP'Jfi'j

HMicacpa7 L
,

BSQUIRRE16
BSUPERI0I5
BULTIMATI5
BULTIMAT2S
Mil TIMAT4;
Ll-JLT MAT55

BACCESS15
RACCE5556
HACCESS35
RACCESS25
RACCESS46
RACTIU1S15
HACTIUIS25
RALLIGATI6
-iSt. R03I5
R9IGFIVE15
RCRL1S
ROATAS0F19
>--;l-!:iBK':

RDATASOfTB
RDIGIIAL15
RDIGITAL25
BOX T HON 35
RDXTRON25
BDURBELL15
HEUTE15
BELITE25
SEUTE35
BGABG0YLI5
HINCENTI15
RIQTHLGFI15
RMARTECH15
RMELBOURIS
l-:...7,','-:

RSEGA06
ASEGAJ6
RSEGA16
RSEGA46
:---F . :

.

R5EGA56
RSEGA7S
-

:
:". .'

RSEGA86
RSGF/PROIS
RTASKSET25
RTHEEDGE15
-'','-'--

RULTIMAT25
RWINTERS15

Hill 1 iin/s

/alaga I 34-/5
Revs 1 79-95
Revs N B9-95
Mil! ; 74-/5
Elite B9-95
Ma^i.;. Mushroom
fooloall Manager

1 89-75
1 39-75

Secrel Mission T 39 75
Hulk r 39/5
Sorceror Clay7Casllo 1 39/5
(jinnihri-j

-

39-/5
Chan Busier

'

49-56
Pole Position 1 49-75
Bounly Bob Slnkes Back T 49-75
Mini Ollice I 29-95
Mini 011 ice P 39-95
Home Accounis Manager T 53-25
Home Accounis Manager D 6? 'i5

747 Simulator 44-75
Gurl T 39 75
Comoal Lynn
Mine Shaft

: 45-05
"

34-/5
Heathrow A T C 1 39-75
LDgu !: 79-95
Wizadore i 39-75
Contu/ion T 34-/5
Chicane T 39-95
Scrabble T 64-/5
Bed MDon

•
34-/5

Emerald isle T 44-/5
Blockbusters ; 39-/5
6 J 's Superstar T 34 /',

The Hobbtti r Z4-05
Mr Ee T 34-75
Castle Guest

"

60-25
Castle Ouesl 1 74-75
Super GolT

-
37-50

Rocky T 39-75
knight Lore

'

49-/5
Sabre Wult 1 49-75
Alien 8 49-/5
Attc Atac

'

39-711

Beachead T 49-75
Geachead r. 59-95
Beachead li r 49 75
Raid Over Moscow 1 49-/5
Raid Over Moscow r; 59-95
Ghostbuslers T 46-15
Master Oi The Lamps

•

39 55
Delend Dr Die I 33-60
Flight Path 737 1 35-00
Bounly Bob Strikes Back T 49-76
Rocky Horror Snow

-

41-40
Bruce Lee 1) 59-96
Po i- P :

.;- on
-

49/5
Canon

T
49-75

Frgnter Pilot 1 36-90
Fighter Pilot 1. 46-20
Popeye

Minder
r 35-60
T 40-15

Combat Lynx T 4I-4C
Frank Bruno's Bo»ing T 44-/5
Airwoil T 29-95
Arrwotl i; 49-95
Dun Darach T 41-40
Conlu/ion T 30-55
Special Goer all on 5 t 34-75
B.J s Superstar t 39-95
way or EKOIOdihg Fist

D T
r

s Decathlon

"

39-95
T 44 76

Jump .iiil

-

35-00
Suck Rogers

'
39-95

3uck Bogers

Spy Hunler
-J 59-95
-

39-95
Spy Hunter li 59-95
Tapper

-

39-95
Tapper !j 59-95
2a*xon

-
39-95

lixxan I'l 59-95
Jet Set Willy T 36-90
Super Pipeline II [ 36 90
3rian Btoodaxe t 49-75
xnighl Lore T 49 75
Alien 6 r 49-75
Ting 01 Darkness 1 49- 76

I
THE NZ COMPUTER GAMES CLUB

PO BOX 18 NELSON PHONE 89-100

4'

3

i

:

3
3\

33-60
33-60
33-60
34-75
30-30
33-75
49-75
30-30
30-50
70-05
55-40
33-60
39-75
49-75
49-75
49-75
39-95
33-60
30-30
24-75
34 75
24 P.

ENQOlfiv ONLY - COMPUTER''

NAMElPRIMCLEARLVi
PA'-Mi'.l EULLUSiGOR
ChAACE CREDIT CARD

PIONEERS OF SOFTWARE HIRE AND DIRECT ORDERING

ENQUIRIES WELCOME FOR CLUB DETAILS - FULL LISTS OF SOFTWARE TO HIRE AND BUY
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TANDY..
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

IBM-PC COMPATIBLE

TANDY
lOOO

* Runs most IBM-PC software, e.g. Flight Simulator,

dBase III, Framework.

* Graphics/colour board included as standard.

* 90 Key keyboard with CAPS and NUM Lock Lights.

* Takes many IBM hardware boards.

* Most communication protocols available.

* Includes as standard Desk Mate applications

package featuring Text processor, spreadsheet, filer

from only $3900

CHRISTCHURCH
149 Hereford St.

P.O. Box 2823

WELLINGTON
Dominion Bldg.

35 Mercer St.

PH 797-279 Ph 731-097

Spectravideo

(Continued frompag& 53)

If you don't feel up to using machine
code but still want to use the spare bank,
the program "Memory Expansion" will

let you store programs in the spare bank
and switch it back and forth with the main
bank. Your local SVI dealer should have
a copy of "Memory Expansion",

L_ 1 0T I h*Ot 1

Li »T I Ht»

3T I NQ *

» CLEW! 3*4. MMI
t* ii-l<idi» i is-iwDiM , i

i-uibiM
.., ro* i-lmdt** in M«;«t *»*

n* F E . 2 1 7

to rtric^ts:-

2*» ' UM Fni smiMj ih ifnm bv«
II* >

Z2» «]-yu>M<i
734 *; "

744 L»m
734 GOSuft 34+
2M ran i>UHtH id uam or*
J7i M|Hl i» mil ,n(i I fti : n» i "

_

.-" EH)
V* KW LI.*] AW AS

ill r ' E-i-ii f n- i

TJl, F Ll*l.

IS* Hfclf Lj'I.W «H> I

34* ''[»! L3.L MO L-J
33* POKE L3*l.Wa AM* I

3a* tXf i,*n-uni«* i P.-

M* H| III,*.

L ITJT [ "JO *»

II. AMD Win /MS

im" Evil of *i
LM« BTlI Of AJ
lf*in ivn or *7
...**. I'. : i Of L

1 UMt-B i*Tt Of L

UNT IH KTAJhO

I I Fl-H l«HJ KF !!'.!

I LI-U4DI34 13»UHBI!
i **HFmitiM :?-/:.. <<- i n

1 Bt'l'Mr *« •*»* In !
I \-'i*< •<< ** in [

I
ti-.Li-L mi •" ..; »t*^i

I
- : ' i-

, «£*f1 In K
| 1 < r j ' J ttn'l II Ik

s
.— %,i! t • Il'»- la -i... i<-

1

tttftiiij «*.(] Kin.

. I AND . " ' I
1 1 733

L7,*J An El 232

794 PCtl 1.3*

V,« I
I L.H- HI

ifrf. r« mi 73311*7*5

1 KHinHS

LXWTn OF UTAH
!-*;

I- . i r or I

...•: BVTE Df I

LOrfA hVl[ LW I

l#«A !*<< Cf «

LDMT.F1 BVTE DF |

h'h BYTE Of |

F174 [ITAIfeC

1 EVE! M Q>

Protocol convenor

Organisations using only a single per-

sonal computer could be interested in a
low-cost protocol convenor which, by
converting ASCII to SNA/SDLC. ena-
bles any personal computer or terminal

or printer to be hooked up to any main-
frame computer, according to the dis-

tributor, Mitsui Computer Systems Ltd.
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It YOU BELONG.
to the Commodore 64

Computer Program Library?

&? *& *

***£&**

^commodore
The library now contains over 40 Disks—more than 650 programs, covering areas of

Education, Recreation, training and programming.

PROGRAM DISKS IHCLUDE: (with the number ofprograms in brackets}
Computer Science (13). Business I (14). English (14), English II (16), English III (15), English IV (15), English V(13), English VI (12),
English VII (3). Games 1(14). Games II (13), Games III (7). Geography (13). Math I (14). Math II (15), Math III (15). Math IV (14), Math
V(15), Math VI (15). Math VII (16), Math VIII (11), Sciencel (12), Science II (12), Science III (12). Science IV (12). Technology (10),
Music 1(17). Vowel Sounds (5). Economics, Accounting, Ponzo Tutor, Science V. Awareness, Mark Manager, Steves #1 . Steves
#2, French, Seminar, Chemistry, Primary.

PLUS
August Disk (28) September Disk (IB) October Disk (24) November Disk (21) December Disk (23)

Pictures — Hi Resolution (12 excellent pictures} Textmaster— An excellent Wordprocessor lor children.

Any person is eligible to join the official Commodore Computer (NZ) Ltd Software Library.

• It IT NOW!
MEMBERSHIP COST

$15

PROGRAM CHARGES
$14.95 per Disk

(only on Disk)

(This charge covers the cost

of the disk, copying,
documentation,

postage and packaging)

Send To: Commodore Computers (NZ) Ltd.

PO Box 33847 Auckland 9.

I want to join the Commodore 64 Software Library

NAME:

ADDRESS:

PLEASE SEND ME
D Information about the

Monthly C64 Disk Specials
_j Complete Library Catalogue

.Signed:

D Membership tee enclosed

The monthly newsletter
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Commodore

Character editing: part two
By Joe Colquitt

If you have done any experimenting, 20-40 and 90. extended background mode is enabled,
you should be quite comfortable with the These principles apply to "PRINTS" as and the four blocks become the same (to

concept of redrawing characters. Let's well. If you substitute this line for lines look at). They may be different colours,

take a look at colour and different video 40-50, then by putting a colour Looking at lines 30-60, you should be
banks. command where the * is, multicolour able to see a pattern. The quarter of the

can be turned on/off by commands character set the character is in

Character multicolour can be a bit of a > (yellow) or < (orange). Print" @@@ determines its background colour. Lines
handful at times. If you read my articles AAA BBB". 1 10-160 wait for the space bar of F1-F7
on sprites (and digested them), you and change a colour accordingly. By
should be familiar with "bit pairs". A ^ ~ ~—~

using the screen and the listing, the
character is made up of an 8 x 8 grid, like tXt6/7QSO operation of extended background will

this:

background
soon become apparent -

•••••)•• BYTE —
litttin Extended background is the process of \/irian Hants

having multicolour hi-res characters VlU&U UcUlK
sti•••••• without going in to multicolour mode. cZXA/itchlnn
ISlftlll This small routine to demonstrate: OVVILlsl III ly

10 PRINT-^" :F0RI=55236T055G05!P0KEI , 1:NEXT
15 PR I NT "£53231

"

SB8S,,M
II? r>RINT"SE3282"

«* stllfi BYTE 7 17 print"B53E83"
,. , u*A * *u u-* k 1;3 p* t NT "1153234 "

The top eight dots are the bits in byte
.l1Tnc,

0, and can be split into four pairs:
:U

'
C 'K

*
"UTOb3

.J« POKE 1036*1 , I

• • •• • is POKEI 1 10+1 , 1 +34
30 POKE 1 130+1 ,1 + 128

In any pair, if the left dot only is on (•.), £ poke 1273+1 1 + 132
the colour for the pair will be value in ' mc-Jt
53283. If the right dot only is on, the '

° ***"
value in 53282. If both dots are off , the se GETfl*: ifa*= " "THEN80
value in 53281 (background). If both 90 P0KE53£65,PEEK <533S5>DR64
dots are on, the colour is in the range igg GETAS: IFAS=" "THEN1B0

8^rStaur
a

nAM^Sdd
lU

iXlhS H0 I^*=" »THEm = ft + l.Nu 15 = FOR I =0TO303 = POKE55336+ I ,« S NEXT

norma) POKE value for that colour. Note 120 IFA*= "a n THENP0KE53S8 1 ,PEEK (5323 1 > + IftND 15: REM Fl
that multicolour mode is not enabled for 130 IFA*="""THENP0KE5323£ ,FEEK (53232 ) + lftND15:REM F3
that screen location if its colour RAM )40 IFr-i$= "||"THENPOKE 53233 ,PEEK C 53283 > + lAf-fD 15 : REM F5
value IS less than eight. (5e IFfl$ = "irTHEr.iP0KE53234 , PEEK (53234 > + IfiND 15: REM F7
To turn multicolour mode on, .-rn-r« nr,

POKE53270,PEEK(53270)OR16. This
1Bt- --C.Oien

small program will illustrate these points.

The video interface chip (VIC) can
!C for j=bto7: poke i83ss+3p*8+i ,0! next: rem clear the space CHARACTER work only with 1 6K at a time, and
20 FORi=0TO7:POKEieses*i ,2B4:nikt:rem r-WKE e 1 eisht rows of ••..••.. knowing how to select which 16K it

30 FORi=0TC7:pc!'Et2S36* I . 1 70 - next : rem MftKE 'A 1 eight rows of a. a. a. a. looks at is necessary when using, for

10 for i=0Tr7: poke i233<n I ,e?

:

next: rem MAKE 'B' eight rows of .a. a. a. a example, very long BASIC programs, or

59 fori -"TCi instep? several character sets. All the examples
fo poke less* t .OiPOKEieas + i ,i :pokei0££+i ,2 = ne>:t so far have used bank 0(0- 16383) as the
-0 n,oKE=3a7s,28-.POKE53270,PEE.K<T3£T0>CRio viewed bank. But what if your program
Sfl am extends to location 17000 in memory?
01 PDKF.5328L .aiFOKESr 282,7 ! P0C.ES3es3 , 6 You can't use bank because any
130 Fcr<r=9T0i !"5:pr;KE5s^3e+ 1 ,a:next characters would be made up of

i lei poit!?'!,!'':|»iti93, 1 spoke 138 r 0:A=(i=i+l )AND15:GOTO100:P_3 , numbers that make up the program (you
could insert a character set in a program

Run the program, and after the three When using extended background, by changing line pointers, but that is only

lines are POKEd at the top of the screen, you are limited to the first 64 characters. a "flash" way of doing it and is not really

press any key to increment the value in These can be re-defined to personal practical).

colour RAM. Notice that the first eight choices. Extended background allows The answer is to put your character set

key presses change the colours of the you to PRINT/POKE a character that has in any region above 1 7000. The second
characters, but do not enable a different colour background to the bank the video ROM looks at starts at

multicolour. However, the instant colour general background colour, with a 16384 (256*64), and you treat this

RAM value goes past seven (yellow), the selectable foreground colour. Run the bank exactly the same as the first -
characters are seen in their multicolour program and you'll see this in effect. character sets start at multiples of 2048,
format. To exit the program, either First, the colour RAM is set so that the and sprites start at multiples of 64. The
STOP/RESTORE or POKE 53272, POKEs can be seen. Next, the first 256 addresses available for character sets
20:POKE 53270,PEEK(53270)AND239. characters are POKEd to the screen in are therefore 16384,18432,20480,
Also try different POKE values in lines groups of 64. When you press a key, (Continued on page S9)
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^commodore
^™ The Market Leader

does it First Again!

Now Every Home, Business and
School can afford a Real Computer!

1/a^ar^se^^l^/mfait^/
commodore OLPm/CB NBWf%?££ &&OOLPKfC&

1 C& COMPmBR. *34S *2V& *270
1 Cfc PACK *44£ *34-<? *32D

1 c&f-GOMPme *&?S *445 #tGO

\C64-PACK

SOFTWARE, BOOK.

tTfc *5M *5CO

I mip/SKpRive *74# *4&S- *440
1 STAR S6/OC

/MCLUPBSFREE'ft&NrSHOP*
(Rama. vmte*qd)

*Q<?S *&& *8/4

0/)2 pot MFtr&fX *S&j? *3&7 *36S
COMMODORE COMPUTER (NZ) LTD ^ T?i

P.O. BOX 33.847 TAKAPUNA fm ^
AUCKLAND. PH. 410-9182 ^^^
VCOI PLEASE SEND MORE ^
TCO! INFORMATION ON

D C16 COMPUTER EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME!
I I—I PCjI PnRADinXD I—I OMAI 1 Dl lopuroo t^xttt^etiaei

ieres a Commodore Dealer Near You!

commodore
NAME

, ADDRESS
}

U km LUIVlPUTEn D oMALL UUb
In PRINTERS D SOFTWARE

ncoo oioicivio

PROGRAMMES
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Commodore

(Continued frompage 51)

22528,24576,26624,28672, and
30720, and those for sprites

16384+(page*64).

To access a video bank other than the
default bank, use the tables on pp
101-105 of the user manual. As an
example, say ydu want to use a
character set starting at 22528. The
bank controlling locations are:

648,53272,56576 and 56578.

648 needs to be POKEd with the
location of the screen/256. Assume that
in this example, the screen is put at the
start of bank 1, in the same relative

position it occupies in bank 0. When you
switch your machine on, the screen
occupies 1024 to 2023. Now we will

shift the screen so that it occupies
(16384+1024} to (16384+2023),
17408 to 18407. 648 is therefore
POKEd with 17408/256=68. If you
don't do this POKE, you can't do any
editing. The next POKE concerns the

actual bank change, using locations
56576 and 56578.

First, make sure bits and 1 of 56578
are set to 1, then POKE 56576 with the
new bank code, like this:

POKE56578,PEEK(56578)or 3
POKE56576,(PEEK(56576)and252) or A
where A = (3-bank)

Next the location of the character set

must be put into 53272. POKE the low
nybbie with ((address-lbank* 16384,1/
1024). tn our example, it works out this

way: ((22528-M *16384»/1024)=6.
The 6 is what goes into the tow nybbie of

53272. POKE53272, (PEEK(53272)
AND240) OR6. The "AND240" is to

maintain the value of the high nybbie.

The screen position must now be set,

in a similar fashion to the character set
position. The high nybbie of 53272 is the
target for this operation. The formula is

POKE53272,(PEEK(53272)AND1 510RA
where A = (screen location-(bank *

16384)) /64
In this example, it works out as
(17408-H* 16384)1/64 = 16

The total package for putting the
screen at 17408, and using a character
set at 22528 is:

P0KESB57S, PECK (56578 JOR3
PC Ki 565 76, ,PK:EK.-,56576)
ANDS52)QR2

PQKDi«i3,£fl
PCI* E53i:7£ , (PEEK :53S72 >

AND£40>aR16
P0KE53272, (PEEK (53272)
AN015J0R6

If you type all of these in, STOP
/RESTORE,POKE648,4 will get you out
of it. Note that when you move the
screen, the sprite pointers go with it. In

this example, they now reside at

(16384+2040) to {16384+2047) =
18424 to 18431. Run this small program
and it should make things clearer. It will

also give you a reference on which to

experiment.

13 P0Kr5G334, PEEK <5S334 > AN0£54 : POKE 1 ,FEEK <. 1 >AND£5

1

2<D FCP. I=eTG10£3:POKE;?£":.23+I ,PEEK (53343+ I ) • NEXT
3S P0KE1..P£FK>: i )OR1 :F0KF.5G334,PEEK<56334>0R1
^,3 POKERS ,SS
~<D rn\\F.53S72 , <PEEK<33a7£>flND240>OR6
Gf3 FCKE53272, IPEEK <53£?E JAND13 J0R16
70. PDKZ5S17S ,FZ£K<56578 )0R3
S3 P3KC5B57G , (PEEK <5657G )AND25H >0R2
?0 V^?3£48: POKE 18424 , 132
100 POKEV,160;POKEV+1 , 160: POKES/ +21 , l :P0KEV+33,i
110 SS=i6384+132*64
120 FORI =SST0S3+G3:P0KE1 ,255tNEXT
130 PRIMTCHR*< 147) JLIST

Entrepreneur game
A management simulation game cal-

led Entrepreneur {from Microsoft), which
tracks the business statistics of a
software company, is being aimed by
Paxus at people with experience in bus-
iness as well as management hopefuls

who aspire to run their own companies.
It is particularly useful for those
interested in software development and
marketing.

Extensive

software
Skellerup Microsystems Ltd, the

Christchurch-based software house,
offers a range of software it claims con-
stitutes the largest repertoire of interac-

tive multi-user business software availa-

ble— supplying more than 80 models of

computers, from IBM PCs to ATlT's BBS
mini.

-o

MICRO SOFTWARE HIRE CLUB
OPEN WEEKDAYS & SATURDAY MORNINGS

Commodore V1C20 & 64 - AMSTRAD
ATARI - BBC - SPECTRUM - ELECTRON

BRANCHES • A

AUCKLAND
C B CENTRE PH 444-8063
1 5A Porana Rd . Takapuna
THE COMPUTER TERMINAL PH 4 1 9-0S43
267 HinemoaSt., Birkenhead
ABACUS VIDEO CENTRE PH S64 1 6

1

1 6 New Bond St. . Kingsland
K ROAD COMPUTERS PH 399-655
65 Pitl Street

ROTORUA
CHANNEL FIVE PH B9-164
67 Fenlon Streel
NORTHLAND
GARNET KEENE PM S4-999
35-40 Hathbone St. . Whangarei

TAUPO
Kiwi Computer Services
C/- Terrys Tyre Services
Runanga Streel
Taupe Ph (074.) 83-028

WAIKATO
COMPUTER ROOM LTD PH 437-876
177 Ward fit., Hamilton
OISBORNE
PERSONAL & BUSINESS'COMPUTERS LTD
PH a8-2 56 115 Gladstone Road
NEW PLYMOUTH
TRIO BUSINESS CENTRE LTD PHS5-226
635 Devon Road
TOKOROA
AUDIO HI-FI SERVICES LTD PH 68-922
Dreghorn Place
HAWKES BAY
COMPUTER CONECTiON PH 51 -965
1 B Dalton St .

Napier

GREYMOUTH
Centrepoint Records
Mackay Streel
Greymouih Ph 5956

Mail Order other than through Clubs -

NORTH ISLAND
Kiwi Computer Services
P.O. Bon B22
Taupo Pfl (074) 83-028

SOUTH ISLAND
Centrepoint Records
Mackay Street
Greymoulh Ph 5956

k * Trade enquiries welcome * *

A Branch Franchise may be available in your area.

Please Contact Phone 444-8063 or write

Box 33-196 Takapuna. Auckland.
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FROM YOUR AMSTRAD STOCKIST
In just eight short months Amstrad have available one of New Zealand's most comprehensive
ranges of hardware and software. Written by the UK's major software companies you can be
assured of the best available disc drive and cassette software.

Talk to your Amstrad stockist soon and check out the range.

PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT CODE ; =".ud.jl:t CODE PRODUCT CODE

AMSTRAD EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE (TAPE)

Word Hang 4312
Happy Numbers 4313
World Wise 1314

Animal. Vegetable. Mineral 4315
Happy Letters 4316
Happy Willing 4317
Time Man One 4318
Time Man Two 4319
Man R.i , 4320
Screen Designer 4321

Pitmans Typing Tutor 4322

AMSTRAD GAME SOFTWARE (TAPEI

The Key Factor 4324
Slockmatket 4325
Frank-N-Siein 4326
Jammin 4327
Roland In Space (Speech) 4328
Traffic 4329
See Saw 4330
Gun Dogs 4331

Star Eggs 4332
Bird Moiher 4333
The Pme 433J

Brax Blurt 4335
Home Runner 4336
Grand Prix 4337
Harrier Altack 4338
Sultans Maze 4339

Spanner Man 4340
Oh Mummy 4341

Roland In The Cave 4342
Roland On The Rope 4343
Gems 01 Stradus 4344
Chess 4345
Laser Warp 4346
Haunted Hedges 4347
Cod aname Mai 4348
Xanagrams 4349

Hunter Killer 4350
3-D Invaders 4351

Alien Break-In 4352
Atom Smasher 4353
Eleclro Freddy 4354
Admiral Graf 'Spee 4355
Star Command 4356
Crazy Go 1

1

4357
Punch 4358
Roland Goes Sauare Bashing 4359
Pyisma Rama 4360
Cubit 4361
Roland Goes Digging 4362
Roland In Time 4363

Space Hawks 4364

Amsgolf 4365
Galactic Plague 4366
Rolana On The Run 4367

Manic Miner 4368
Astro Attack. 4369
Quack A Jack 4370

Classic Adventure

Snooker
Roland Ahoy
Bridge It

Fruit Machine

Multant Mounly
Loopy Laundry

Dragons Gold

Cenlre Court

Classic Racing

Oeleciive

Blagger

Splat

Tapper

Spy Hunter

4371

4372
4373
4374

4375
4376
4377
4378
4379

4380
4381

4382

4383
4524

4525

The Scout Steps Out

Airwolf

Grand Prix Rally

Subterranean Striker

Lords 01 Midnight

3D Grand Prix

2a son

Buck Rogers

Congo Bongo
Tapper

Spy Hunter

Jump Set

4515

4516
4517
4518
4519

4520
4521

4522
4523
4524

4525

4526

AMSTRAO GAME SOFTWARE (DISK)

Grand Prix Rally 4600

Subterranean Striker 4601

Lords 01 Midnight 4602

3D Grand Prix 4603

Sorcery 4604

Beach Head 4605
Raid Over Moscow 4606
Bruce Lee 4607

Zaxon 4608

Buck Rogers 4609
Congo Bongo 4610

Tapper 46*:

Spy Hunier 4612
Cyruss Chess 4613
Stockmarket 4514

Splat 4615
Jammin 4616
Centre Court 4617

Muttam Mounly 4618
Roland In Space (W/Speech) 4619

Fantastic Voyage 4620
Super Pipeline 4621

The Scout Steps Out 4622

Airwoll 4623

Traffic 4624

See Saw 4625

Gun Dogs 4626

Star Eggs 4627

Bird Mother 4628

World Cup Soccer 4629

Pyjama Rama 4630

Br ax Bluff 4631

Alien 4632
Alex Higgms Pool (Speech) 4633
Dragons 4634

Fu Kung In Las Vegas 4635

Gate Crasher 463/

Pitmans Typing Tulor 4638

AMSTRAD GAME SOFTWARE
(TAPE)

Fu Kung In Las Vegas 4512
Fantastic Voyage 4513
Super Pipeline 4514

AMSTRAD SOFTWAHE
(VARIOUS TAPE)
Flight Path 4436
House Of Ustier 4437
Survivor 4438
Alien 4442
Moon Buggy 4443
Sorcery 4444
Gale Crasher 4445
Alex Higgms Pool (w/Speech) 4446
Dragons 4447

AMSTRAD TUTORIAL. BUSINESS 8
HOME MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
(TAPE)

Basic Part 1 4384

Basic Part II 4385
Devac Assembler/Dissembler 4336
Home Budget 4387
Amscalc Spreadsheet 43B8
Amsword Word Processor 4389
Hi so ft Pascal 4390
Amsword Advanced 4391
Masfercalc 439?
Tasword Word Processor 4393
Masterlile 4424

Project Planner 4425
Entrepreneur 4426
Decision Maker 4427
DFM Database 4428
Home Account Manager 4429
Mastercalc 4430
Invostat 4431

Transact 4432
Stock Aid 4433
Fourth 4434

Introducing Pascal 4435

AMSTRAD TUTORIAL. BUSINESS 4
HOME MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS
(DISK)

Microscript 4448
Micro Pen 4449
Micro Spread 4450
Amsword Advanced 4451

Masterdle 445?
Proiect Planner 4453
Decision Maker 4454
Star Watcher 4455

Entrepreneur 4456
Slock ControiySales Invoice/

Ledger 4457
Purchase Ledger 4458
Nominal Ledger 4459
Mastercalc 4460
Transacl 4465
Invostat 4466
DFM Database 4457
Cashbook Account 4468
Stock Aid 4469
Devpac Assembler/Dissembler 4470
Pascal 4472
Fourth 4473
Screen Designer 4474
Home Account Manager 4475
Basic Compiler 4476

AMSTRAO SOFTWARE
(VARIOUS DISK)

Flight Paih & Atom Smasher 4461
House Of Usher &
Alien Break In 4462
Survivor & Atom Smasher 4463
Moon Buggy & Alien Break In 4464

AMSTRAD BOOKS S
MISCELLANEOUS
Concise Basic Spec 4400
Concise Firmware Spec 4401

Guide To CPM 4402

Guide To Logo 4403
Instruction Manual 4404
CPC464 Ring Binder 4405
Amstrad Computing 4406
Sensational Games 4407
40 Educational Games 4408
Amstrad Micro 4409
Compuler Challenges For

Amstrad 4410
Advanced User Guide 4411

Intra To Programming 4412
Exploring Adventures 4413

Amslrad Program Book 4414
The Working Amslrad 4415
60 Programs 4416
DOI Firmware 4419
Guide TO CPM 4420
Amstrad Magic 4421

ALPHA LINK SERIES (DISK)

Accounts Receivable 4701

Accounts Payable 4702
Cashbook 4703
Slock Control/Invoicing/

Cash Sale 4704
Job Costing/Stock Control/

Invoicing 4705
Import Costing/Stock Control/

Invoice 4706
Club Membership 4707
Cash Register 4708

Grandstand Computers Ltd,

C. P.O. Box 2353. Auckland,

21 Great South Road,

Newmarket.

Auckland.

Ph: 504-033.

GRAHDrranD
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Hardware Review

The Amstrad 6128

The Z-80's Finale?
by Peter Biggs

Amstrad has just released its answer to the US move to 128Khome
and business computers - the Amstrad 6128 - and it was here in NZ
only 10 days after its launch in the UK!
My own experience has been through the Sinclair range to the BBC

Micro and now to MSDOS with some passing usage of CP/M on the
way. I remember the days when 16K was 'real big', playing StarTrek
(the best version I've seen to date) on a TRS80 and a very adequate
game of chess on my old ZX81. 128K wasn 't even a dream then.

Now ... big memory is in for 1 985/86.
Why all this extra memory? After all,

the 8-bit chip only addresses 64K and
BASIC can usually only be written in this

space minus the operating system.
The answer is simple. It's aimed at the

small business and more sophisticated

home user to give them access to the

vast library of software, both commercial
and public domain, through the CP/M
operating system.

Educationally, it could also be useful

as it would give students experience of

the kind of small computer operating
systems found in businesses around the

country.

Sleek machine
Now to the machine itself. Sleek and

subdued, the 61 28 looks a very profes-

sional computer with a 'business-like'

finish. The entire system is manufac-
tured in South Korea by a Japanese
company and its looks 'quality'.

It comes with a green screen or colour
option, with the green screen definitely

preferred forWP (Word Processing) and
business applications.

The keyboard is shorter and thinner

with the disc drive lower than on the 664.
It has light grey keys contained in a dark
grey plastic casing (I liked the brightly

coloured keys of the 664), a master key
chart and a screen colour chart on the

disc drive.

It has a 10 function keypad/numeric
combined keypad with the Return and
Enter keys smaller than on the 664. The
Cursor keys are arranged in an upside-
down T shape. It has a good keyboard
feel, although not ideal for WP but more
than adequate.
The 61 28, like the 664, uses a 3-inch

single-sided disc drive using discs man-
ufactured by Hitachi. They hold a
respectable 180 K/side on 40 tracks.

"Why not 3.5 inch, the industry stan-

dard?" I hear you say. No answer.
The 6128 plugs together the same as

the 664, the three wires being only just

long enough to place the monitor above
the computer.
There are plenty of I/O ports - a sec-

»ond drive, stereo, cassette, parallel

printer, joystick, expansion but no
RS232.

A number of peripherals are available
- a dot matrix printer, a joystick, a light

pen, a voice synthesiser and a TV mod-
ulator if you retreat to using it on a TV.
No Graphics Table, Plotter or Mouse
yet.

An RS232C interface, complete with
Prestel software in ROM, is available

and is needed for the Modem. The
Modem, built here by Fountain Indus-
tries, is P.O. approved.

I found of great interest a ROM holder
box fitting 7 ROMS. Undoubtedly
software will become available for these
... after using a BBC, I found ROM
software the way to go for software used
frequently.

Bank-switched
The 6128 is based around the Z-80A

processor running at 4 MHz, with 1 28K
RAM of which 64K is bank-switched and
the entire operating system held in a
48K ROM. this contains the BASIC
interpreter and the Operating System
which are held in 32K and the remaining
16K contains AMSDOS and a small part

of CP/M. 27K of this is held in the second
bank.
Amstrad BASIC switches ROM and

RAM out of the same memory space giv-

ing users 43K (out of 64K) of BASIC
space to play with. The extra 21 K of

ROM use up the screen memory and
operating system.
The BASIC is Locomotive BASIC,

supporting interrupts directly from
BASIC - Every and After - and facilities

for defining up to 8 text windows. It's a
full BASIC with the extra 64K operating
as a RAMDISK, storing screen images
and data using a program called Bank
Manager (supplied).

You cannot write bigger programs but

you can access string data (using

Bankwrite, Bankread, Bankfind) or
screen maps (using Screenswap and
Screencopy) from The extra memory.
These commands simply copy 16k
blocks of screen data in and out of the
video RAM area. Up to four additional

screens can be sorted but displaying
them can take about half a second.
The graphics and sound are excel-

lent. Sound is via the MSX standard AY-
3-8192 chip, using an Interrupt and

queueing technique which is very easy
to control and the Envelopes are pecul-
iar but versatile, and they work.
The graphics can display up to 1 6 col-

ours from a pallette of 27 in the lowest
resolution mode 160 x 200. The highest

resolution is 640 x 200 or 80 col x 40
rows of text.

No abbrev.s

I found it annoying that there is no
abbreviation for commands or keywords
but maybe I've been spoilt with the BBC
Micro. Upper and lower case variables

are the same so be careful of reserved
words. The manual supplied with the
computer is excellent but contains little

of CP/M.
There are two Disc Operating Sys-

tems (DOS) with the 6128, AMSDOS
and CP/M. In all cases, I found disc

access times satisfactory.

AMSDOS is Amstrad's own DOS.
which services BASIC, but disc servic-

ing such as formatting, backing up and
copying files is all run from CP/M.
AMSDOS itself was born from the

cassette OS on the 464 and is barely
suitable for discs. It does not support
random-access files for instance and
the other disc commands are enough
but limited.

64K can only support CP/M 2.2 but
with 1 28K, the more sophisticated ver-

sion CP/M Plus (CP/M 3. 1 ) is possible . .

.

and the 6128 comes with both. Also, to

make CP/M software modification easy,
Amstrad have configured the 61 28 as a
VT-52 terminal, an industry standard.
With CP/M Plus, 61k is available as
TPA.

Why CP/M?
Why CP/M? Because its been

around longest (since 1 968) and there is

a vast amount of commercial software
(eg. Wordstar, dBase II) as well as free

software from CP/M User Groups
around the world.

About 10% of it would be very useful

but the average home user will probably
not be interested.

CP/M Plus comes with all the usual
CP/M utilities as well as GSX, the

Graphics Extension that allows dumping
screens to a printer. The CP/M is in 8080
code rather than Z80 but this should not
affect most software.

The CP/M Library contains a large
number of useful utilities and assorted
software, usually not useful to the begin-
ner but definitely useful further on.

Vitually all computer languages (such
as Pascal, Turbo Pascal, C, Pilot, LISP)
are available through CP/M.
As CP/M is used for business

software it could give schools and others
a chance to get their feet wet on a com-

(Conrinusd onpage 62)
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(Continued from page 6 J)

mercial OS that provides a good intro-

duction to MSDOS.
Again, with the extra memory, the full

implementation of Digital Research
LOGO is possible and it comes supplied
as the reduced 64K version. The com-
mands are well documented in the man-
ual.

The only two niggles I have are that

the extra 64K should have been able to

have been used for BASIC program
space and that the drive is only single

sided with 180K. This is unsatisfactory

for CP/M.
The major fault is that AmsDOS does

not allow random access filing, a sin

unworthy of this otherwise superb
machine.

Comparisons

Comparing the 61 28 to other comput-
ers around, the Commodore 1 28, due to

be released here around the beginning
of November, allows the extra memory
to be used to store programs and vari-

ables as well.

As the Commodore 1 28 has access to

the vast store of games and utilities writ-

ten for the Commodore 64, it would still

be the computer if you wanted to just

play games.
However, look at the cost of adding a

colour monitor and a disc drive and
you'll see the difference - about $1 000.
The BBC Micro has always suffered

from memory constraints although the
recently released version now has 32K
for programs in any mode. The 61 28 has
a lot more memory but the BBC Basic
with Procedures is easier to use and
leads to better structured programming.
As a 6502 processor-based computer, it

cannot run CP/M.
There is a wealth of educational

software for the Beeb, and its DOS is

better than AmsDos.
But again, the price difference is over

$1000.
(PS they say 'Elite' will be available

for the Amst/ad Real Soon Now!)
Other contenders for the small busi-

ness market running CP/M are the

Bondwell 1 4, Osborne Vixen and others.

For myself, I would keep an Amstrad
green screen at work and a colour
screen at home and simply move the

computer!

Needs database

Now to software. I have seen some
exceptional games, all well priced, such
as Sorcery, Beachhead and Ghostbus-
ters - as well as a Wordstar-like {im-

proved to my way of thinking) word pro-

cessor called Amsword and a satisfac-

tory spreadsheet called Mastercalc,
It needs a good database, an art and

design package such as Cad Pic and an

62 Bits 4 Bytes - November 1 985

Is this the end of the track-

for 8-bit micros?

integrated 'Appleworks-like' program
including icons to complete the full cir-

cle.

As Amstrad is one of the three top sel-

ling micros in the UK we should see
plenty of software pouring out for it soon,

I confess to being impressed. What
this machine has got is price, function

and compactness. It's all there in two
neat packages.

Overall, it is good value for money,
well supported, and software and
peripherals are reasonably priced.

The 61 28 brings a colour monitor and
disc system to the home and small-bus-
iness user for under $2000.

A smail-businessperson could buy
the machine and get started right away
in WP or a spreadsheet, then pick it up
(its light and easy to carry) and take it

home at night for the kids.

A final thought: This seems to be the

end of the track as far as 8-bit computers
go. I am sure we will soon see 16-bit
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MSDOS home computers on the market

but the problems will remain the same -

lack of software and broken promises.

As far as I can see, the 6128 would
place any home user in a good position
- in fact, most users would never reach
the end of their machine. Besides there
is now a lost of expertise and software

around for 8-bit 6502 and Z80 chips and
you could learn a lot on this one.

I'm still waiting for gigabyte bubble
RAM chips addressed by two 32 bit co-

processors, wafer disc drives and a flat

hi-res colour screen. Dream on ...

Dick Smith goes U.S.
One company familar to NZ readers

that has just become established in Sili-

con Valley is Dick Smith Electronics.

It opened its first store here three

months ago and now has three,

although it is not selling computers yet -

only peripherals and electronics pro-

ducts.

Marketing vice president is David Mil-

son, who had headed Dick Smith's NZ
operations before being transferred to

the US.

MICROCOMPUTER SUMMARY
Name: CPC 6128
Manufacturer: Amstrad Consumer Electronics Pic

Processor: 8 bit Z80A
Clock speed: 4 MHz
RAM: 128K arranged in two 64K banks. 41 K available for user

BASIC, 61KTPAtoCP/M Plus.

No expansions available yet.

input/Output: Keyboard, cassette, stereo, joystick, Centronics parallel, a
second disc drive, and expansion ports.

Volume control on internal speaker.

Keyboard: 74 keys, qwerty style, keypad/function keys cluster, T style

cursor keys. All keys may be user-defined using up to 1 20
characters.

Display: Green or colour monitor option. 224 character set, 3
graphics/text modes, Max. 80 x 25 line display. Full interna-

tional character set under CP/M Plus.

Graphics: 640 x 200 max. pixel density.

Display max. 1 6 out of 27 colours.

Operating AmsDOS (native support for Locomotive BASIC),

systems: CP/M 2.2 and Plus.

Languages: Locomotive BASIC (in ROM), DR LOGO (supplied), others

available through CP/M.
Sound: 3 channels over 8 octaves, each independently variable.

Cost: Computer with green screen $1 595.
With colour display $1 995.
Note: display contains power supply for computer and drive

Options: Second disk drive, joystick, printer, voice synthesiser (with

stereo speakers), RS232C serial interface (with Prestel

ROM software), modem, TV Modulator, ROM Box.
Software: BASIC in ROM. Two Discs supplied with CP/M 2.2 and CP/

M Plus (with ail utilities), DR LOGO (for 2.2 and Plus), other

disc routines for copying, formatting etc.

NZDisributor: Grandstand Electronics Ltd, Auckland.

BREAKING
BARRIERS

IPOLY 2 LEARNING SYSTEM

BREAKING THE LEARNING BARRIERS— Across all levels of Education and Training

BREAKING THE TECHNOLOGY BARRIERS- Being able to create your own courseware
without specific computing skills

BREAKING THE COST BARRIERS— The combination of technical superiority and cost

efficiency, delivering maximum return to its Users

Manufactured in New Zealand and guaranteed by POLYCORP New Zealand Limited, a division of PROGENI.

For lurther information Write or Call • Kaihanne Moody Alan Depree John Gale
PO Box 302J3 PO Box S420 PO Box 13027
UDwer Hutt Auckland Chnslchurch

Ph 66601 A Ph 796977 Ph 795453
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Microcomputer technology
moves fast. The latest application

software, with its increasing

dependence on visual

communication, is outpacing the

processing and graphics facilities of

first generation 1 6-bit systems.

Nimbus from Research Machines
provides the needed breakthrough
in performance and graphics now
and for the future at an affordable

price. And at the same time,

maintains maximun flexibility and
capacity for expansion.

POWER
Nimbus is probably the most

advanced computer in its price

range. It evolves from a completely

original design concept
incorporating VLSI technology, dual

bus architecture and a separate

RM-designcd graphics processor.

Together with the use of the

80186 8MHz processor, this makes
Nimbus two to three times faster

than most competing systems.

The 8051 1 1MHz peripheral

control processor enables the most
ambitious interfacing needs to be
met.

Direct memory access allows

your disk access to ran in parallel

with other kinds of I/O and support

high speed network operation.

Dual bus architecture ensures that

graphics and internal memory
needs do not slow each
other down.

The 8087 8MHz
hardware floating

point option will

satisfy any needs
for very demanding
numerical processing

GRAPHICS
User-friendly is an over

used word, but given the choice,

most users, whether beginners or
experts, prefer to drive their

computer with graphics-oriented

facilities.

The trend towards easier to use,

quicker to learn, more attractive

application software (with mixed
graphics and text, colour, multiple

fonts, mouse and cursor control,

windowing and sprites) requires

I

bit-mapped
display and

high resolution. All

these features are

i provided by the RM-
designed graphics

processor together with

an order of magnitude
increase in speed.

MODULARITY
You can adapt your nimbus

computer to almost any purpose
today or tomorrow. The Nimbus
comes with a standard 576K of
internal memory (including a

separate 64K for graphics) which is

expandable up to a megabyte.
There arc also system ROMS,

a configuration EEROM, and—
optionally — one or two ROM
cartridges.

The flexible, easily upgradeabie

design allows users the choice
between the following Nimbus
interna] disk configurations:

• single 3.5" drive

twin 3-5" drives

•single 3-5" drive + 10 or 20 Mb
Winchester.
• without drives ( as a station on the

network).

And for even higher storage

capacity external high-speed 40 and
80 Mb. Winchester disk drives will

be available together with optional

cartridge

tape backup.
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INTERFACING
A computer's abilities are virtually

unlimited if they are supplemented
with the right professional tools.

Control modules, data logging

instruments, sound, music and
graphics devices— every kind of

technical or scientific application—
can in theory be linked to a

microcomputer. But few micros arc

designed to be able to cope with

more than a small number of these

interfaces.

Among the many totally new
ideas incorporated in Nimbus is

Piconet, a unique input-output

system which allows the computer
to drive up to thirty peripherals,

instruments or devices from a single

I/O port.

As well as Piconet, Nimbus
provides a complete array of

• languages
• graphics
• paintbrush

•CAD
• CAL

standard I/O facilities and four

general purpose internal expansion

slots. In fact there are more interface^

options with Nimbus than you are i

ever likely to need.

SOFTWARE
The MS-DOS* and MS-NET*

operating system, together with
other key design benefits ensure the

user has access to a very large range

of existing software, including the

following:

• word processing
• spreadsheet
" administration

accounts
• database
• communication • entertainment
• office productivity

A5W" externa] disk drive is

available for reading and writing files

from IBM PC and other MS-DOS*
systems.

NETWORKING
Networking is increasingly in

demand in those computer
installations where economy,
efficient organisation and improved
communications arc essential.

RM's extensive experience in

networking is now translated to

1 6-bit using MS-NET* with our
high-speed 0.8 Mbits/sec chain

interconnection. This will allow up to

64 stations spread over up to 1 200
metres to share network facilities,

printers and software.

DESIGN
Design is the key element which

allows the Nimbus user to have
so many advanced facilities at such

really low cost.

The Nimbus series is elegant

functional and modular. User

requirements have been taken into

account from the mast simple (very

quiet fan, hand-grip slots for easy

carrying) to the most far-reaching (1

megabyte memory expansion,

Piconet multiple interface system,

new graphics processor). Built-in

expansion capacity is provided to

handle most conceivable future

developments.
Nimbus, with its custom-designed

keyboard, has a small footprint

which gives a total front-to-back

system depth ofabout 56cms.
Monitors can fit easily on the Nimbus
units, which arc themselves

staekable.

Barson Computers Limited
1 NgaireAve. Epsom. Box 26287 Auckland.
Telephone 504-049.

KMNIMBUS
kland

Barson Computers Limited
I Ngafre Ave. Epsom. Box 26287 Aucklan
Telephone 504-049.

Name .

Address.

Company/University/Tech. Inst.

Position TA22S9



Spectrum

A survey of memory

A few days ago a Spectrum Plus
owner commented to me that while he
could get his computer to do all sorts of

interesting things by following the

instructions given in this column, he
didn't really understand what was hap-
pening. So I think an explanation of the

Spectrum's memory is in order.

The Spectrum has 64K of memory,
and since there are 1 024 bytes in 1 K,

there are 65536 bytes in this memory.
These can be thoug ht of as 65536 boxes
numbered from to 65535.
The first 1 6K (or the bytes numbered

to 1 6363) are ROM— Read Only Mem-
ory— and cannot be altered by the user.

These contain the operating system
written by Sinclair to control the compu-
ter.

The next 48K (the bytes numbered
16384 to 65535) are RAM — Random
Access Memory — and can be altered

by the user. Most of this memory is used
to hold program, but some of it is taken

up by information used by the ROM.
These areas can be manipulated by

the user to provide various effects.

Screen memory

The first 7K or so of RAM (the bytes

numbered 16384 to 23295) are taken up
by screen memory. This area holds a
representation of the screen picture in

memory. Whenever you print something
on the screen, a ROM routine puts it in to

this area of memory.
Every 50th of a second, this area of

memory is transferred onto the screen,
and in this way the picture is formed.
The first part of the screen memory is

called the display file. This holds a rep-

resentation of the dot pattern of the
screen. Since the screen has 192 dots
down and 256 dots across, this area
contains 192 x 256 49152 bits. Each bit

is set to 1 or 0, depending on whether
the dot is black or white.

Since there are 8 bits per byte, 6144
bytes are necessary to hold information

about every dot on the screen.

These bytes occupy addresses
16384 to 22527. Clear the screen, and
POKE any address between 1 6384 and
22527 with 1. You'll see a dot on the

screen.

Colours

The last part of the screen memory is

taken up by the attribute file, which con-
trols the screen colours. Since the Spec-
trum can have two colours per character
square, and there are 24 x 32 768
squares on the screen, there are only

768 bytes in the attribute file. Each byte
holds information about one square.
The bytes are in one iong list, but the

screen is a grid of squares. How do the

bytes represent these squares?
The order is pretty much as you would

expect. Each 32 bytes represent one

ceeice
electecnics
LTD
Your West Auckland agents for

®SANYO* BUSINESS COMPUTERS
NEW PREMISES
4 Waipareira Ave

Henderson

NEW PHONES
837-1362
837-1363

line on the screen, and the next 32 bytes
represent the next line down. So if you
POKE an address in the attribute file

(say 22550) with a random number (say

16) and then POKE another address 32
bytes along (22582) with another
number (say 125) you'll get two col-

oured squares, one below the other.

Try writing a little program which will

POKE random numbers into the whole
attribute file. You'll end up with a mul-
ticoloured flashing screen.

Other addresses

The printer buffer comes after the

attribute file in memory.
It starts at address 23296 and finishes

at address 23551 . This area is only used
when a ZX printer is connected, and
stores whatever is being printed out
before it is sent to the printer.

Since few people have 2X printers,

the printer buffer is a useful area of

empty memory which can be used for

storing short machine code routines.

The system variables start at address
23552. These are used by the ROM to

hold various bits of information used to

control the computer. For example,
address 23609 is called PIP, and con-
trols how long keys beep when you
press them, in 50fhs of a second.

Try using POKE to give PIP a large

number (say 200) and see whatthe keys
sound like.

After the system variable come the

microdrive maps, at address 23734.
This area is empty unless you have mic-

rodrives connected, and varies in size

when microdrives are being used. So all

the other areas of memory after the mic-

rodrive maps move up and down in

memory as well.

Basic

The microdrive maps are followed by
a short area of channel information, and
then the Basic program.
The Basic program is any program

written in Basic that you have typed in or

loaded, and can be any length betwen a
few bytes and about 41 K in length, since

you have about 41 K of memory availa-

ble once 7K is used by the screen mem-
ory and suchlike.

After the Basic program comes the

variables. These are the variables used
by the Basic program.

For example if you have a variable

named C and you LET C 5, then just

above your Basic program the variable

C will be stored with its present value, 5.

Every time you change the value of C,

the computer begins at the start of the
variables, and searches through mem-
ory until it finds a variable called C, and
then alters the value stored with it.
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Spectrum

Following the variables are various

bits and pieces of information used by
the computer, for example a GOSUB
stack which keeps track of where to

return to when you go into a subroutine

in a Basic program.
At the very top of memory the user

defined graphics are stored. Normally
this area of memory will contain bytes

representing the letters A to U, because
this is what the user defined graphics

look like when you turn the computer on

,

but these bytes will be altered whenever
you change the graphics.

So there it is, a survey of the 65536
bytes forming the Sinclair Spectrum
computer.
You can alter these bytes as much as

you like (using POKE) without harming
the computer in any way, so feel free to

try things out.

If you try to POKE ROM (that is,

addresses below 16384) the computer
will simply ignore you.
You might confuse the computer if

you alter some of the system variables,

so that it "locks up". If this happens, sim-
ply switch it off and on again to regain

control.

If you 're a Spectrum Plus owner, try to

borrow an old Spectrum manual if you
can get hold of one, since the old manual
contains a lot more information about
the internal workings of the Spectrum. It

just hasn't got such pretty pictures.

If you want to know about a particular

area of memory i n more detail , check out

past issues of Bits & Bytes.

If there's anything else about the

Spectrum you'd like to read about, drop
me a line at P.O. Box 4063 Christchurch.

'City Smasher'

Here's 'City Smasher' for the ZX
Spectrum.
The program itself is original but the

idea is not.

Instructions are included in the prog-

ram and the graphics included in lines

9000-9070; these lines may be entered
first so that the graphics may be entered
as such in the main programme.

ib go sub sees
jo go sub 7aee
500 LET <l=0: LET p«a: LET h«17*:
!-ET b = lS: LET * »1 ,- LET y -O . LET
£ =0
5SO LET Hi£ B
lead >=sn g =e to as
1010 FOR f •

-

STEP -1
1Q20 PRINT BT F,g; INK 1; "ffl"
1O30 MEXT f
loifl ME XT 9

-21 TO INT [RND*ia> *&

iosa print RT x,g; INK e;
10?0_LET y=v*l; IF M"~"=26 THEN PR I
NT BT * ,t;"~ " : LET u =C : LET X
x+1; If x=22 THEN GO TO 2000
1BV1 IF BTTR IX ,g+2J -5? THEN GO
TO BB0O
IB 75 ir INKEY'&' ANO li^tl TMM BO-TO-1BB1- -'

1CSO IF INKEY»="S" THEN LET Kin
LET Ml-U; PRINT BT XI, ul; INK

2; "•: LET •1*»1: BEEP „S>»S,XI*1
5
lOOl IF «i*-l THEN PRINT RT Xl,y
1SJS5 IF «it=l THEN LET X 1 "X 1 tl :

IF Xl=21 THEN LET »iS>B: PRINT B
T Jtl.Ulj
1BB6 IF BiS=l THEN PRINT RT X 1 , g
1; INK 2; "•: IF RTTR Ixltl.uU °
S7 THEN LET S =S * 1
1090 IF INKEY*="B" BND b)B THEN
FOR 0=1 TO 29 -y . PRINT BT x,«+o+
l; INK 3;" -": BEEP ,01,0 -30: NE
XT O; LET fc.ab-1: PRINT BT x,31;"

nee PRINT RT 0, B; "SCORE ";s;ht
a,is;"f»HMO ";b;" ";RT e,2S; "L "j

330a SO TO 10BB
2Q90 FOR 9-B TO 25
3100 FOR f =21 TO INT <RND*1S> tft
STEP -1 „_„
2110 PRINT RT l,9< INK 1, "B
2130 NEXT I

S130 NEXT 9
.T2O0 LET X=l

LET -S +P !

SB
5B00 CLS
5S10 FOR f -1 TO IBB
50E0 BORDER INT <RND*B)
5030 BEEP .Ol.f-BB
50i0 NEXT 1

SOSB FOR H «1 TO 5
5B51 print bt «.+c,6; h* U J ; ":

k]
5052 NEXT I

SBSS FOR d»l TO 5
506 IF SihH) THEN LET hil!a

L ET P =P * 1 : L ET 'J =0
LET bib«J, GO TO 1<4

GO TO 6000
5BS1 NEXT t
50-70 PRINT RT IB, 0; "PAD LUCK, BE
TTER LUCK NEXT TIME"
5BBB PRINT RT 21,S; FLRSH 1; S>ftP
ER 6; INK 0; "Press any leu l"> si
Jft": PAUSE O: PRUSE O: LET pali
LET b=15: LET S=B: LET x=l: LET
Ungi CLS i GO TO 100B

6000 PRINT AT IS, B; "YOU HHUE^BEB
TEN ";h»<Jl>
6B10 INPUT "your n»h« please ";h
ttki020 LET SB.B: CLS : GO TO 5050
7000 CLS
7B1B PRINT "CITY SHRSHER"
7B2B PRINT -"USE KEYS 5 t. B TO P
OMB BND FIRE"
7030 PRINT '

" RESPECTIULY , ONCE T
HE CITY IS "

70*0 PRINT "DESTROYED YOU UILL
RECIEUE 2 "

705P PHINT ' "MORE SHELLS , BND R
ECEiyE THE "

7BOB PRINT '"PBTTTEHN YOU RRE ON
R3 R BONUS"
7070 PRINT BT 21,B;"PRESS RNY KE
Y" : PRU5E B: CLS i RETURN
9000 FOR I -USR "

S " TO USB " t " +7
9B1B RERO a. POKE f,a
5020 NEXT r
9030 DBTR 0,a ,32, SB, a , 32 , O , a
9040 BBTB e, 3, a, 15, a. 0, a.

a

9050 DBTR £55, 153, a, SSS, a, 153,1

,

255
B0B0 DBTR 4.S , 112 , 120 , 127 , a , a , S3 ,
B
3070 DRTR 0,a ,2*0,252,254., » , 2B2

,

9B75 DIM h*I5.1B): DIM hIS)
90O0 FOR g«l TO S
9090 READ h * t g ) ; RERD h[gj
9100 NEXT gSUB RETURN
9120 DBTH "UNCLE BULGRIREB" , 10BB
B, "NRUSMTY TED ",2000, "FROSTY BOY
",1200, "TRRCOON" ,800, "HINER WILL
Y f',400
9998 ERBSE "

»

;

Xi

"

t 1 t
V
" : CRT 1

:

SRUE *"•'; 1; " C I lg" LINE 1: UERIF
Y *" "; l: "C J tu ".- CAT X: STOP
9B3S SRUE "Cilu" LINE 1: UERIFY .

"among the best

Apple software

available" -

_ Sits and Bytes

**- Graphics Editor

SpellingChecker
- Twister Plot Story Teller- and
more (for 64 K Apple), See reviews

in August and September issues

of Bits and Bytes, Get an

order form from your Apple dealer

or write to Box 6186, Dunedin.

otakou software

PRENTICE-HALL B00KWARE

November Selection
FRAMEWORK—
An Introduction by Bill Harrison
This book is designed to show
users how to take full advantage of

the capabilities of Framework
written with the novice computer
user in mind. $39.90

FRAMEWORK MADE EASIER
by Mclntyre/Granoff/Bishop
This handbook picks up where the

users manual leaves off: Now you
can maximise the synergistic

benefit of having FRAMEWORK'S
spreadsheet, wordprocessing data
management, telecommuni-
cations and graphics functions
working together foryou. $37.40

FRAMEWORK—
A Programmers Reference
This book shows you how to solve

information problems at all levels

ofcomplexity. $62.40

UNDERSTANDING AND
USING MULTIPLAN by Krumm
Complete self-study approach to

using multiplan, one of the most
powerful spreadsheets available.

It explains the logic behind
multiplan— the way it works and
why. $42.40

PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE TO
MS DOS FOR THE IBM PC
by D.N. Jump
This book breaks through the

complex technical descriptions of
how microsoft MS-DOS operates
and clearly explains and illustrates

each concept as it is introduced.
$39.90

ILLUSTRATED MS-DOS-
WORDSTAR HANDBOOK—
with Mailmerge and spellstar
operations, by R.A. Stultz
The author translates jargon into

plain English and includes a
description of each function its

application and a typical operation
providing exact key strokes.

$37.40

UNIX AND XENIX
A step by step guide
by Topham/Van Troung
Written for those using 16 bit

microcomputers, this text

systematically covers the
commands you'll need to know to

operate in UNIX/XENIX.
$54.90

Order through your local bookseller, computer
shop or Bits and Bytes. Wholesale terms

available to trade outlets,

DISTRIBUTED BY
WHITEHALL BOOKS LIMITED
P.O. Box 38-694, PETONE.
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Olivetti

Fpee

Look at what you get

• 256K RAM
• 8086 CPU
•8MHz clock

PLUS

• IBM style keyboard
• Hi-Res green monitor
• Single 360K disk drive

tO MEGABYTE
HARD DISK DRIVE

• Parallel port

• Serial port

With the sheer speed of trie Olivetti M24 and the power and
performance of Open Access you'll make childs play of:

• Spreadsheets — 300 rows x 216 columns, 648,000 cell entries!
• Information management — relational database
• Wordprocessing — with graphics in text
« Communications — talk to the world or thecomputer on the

next desk
• Time management — appointments, reminders

phone nos, note pad,
3-D graphics

SUGGESTED RETAIL

$
Cat X-5219 Ntfl^jLi

Dick Smith Electronics

•AUCKLAND
Downtown
Newmarket
Pa pa toetoe
Avondale

• HAMILTON
'WELLINGTON
•LOWER HUTT
•CHRISTCHURCH
• DUNEDIN

Cnr Fort & Commerce Sts. Ph: 38 9974
98 Carlton Gore Rd, Ph: 54 7744
26 East Tamaki Rd, Ph: 278 2355
1795 Great North Rd, Ph: 86 6696
4S0 Anglesea St. Ph: 39 4490
154 Featherstone St, Ph: 73 9858
440 Cuba 51, Aiicetown Ph: 66 2022
Cnr Victoria St & Bealey Ave., Ph: SO 405
Cnr Manse & Stafford Sts, Ph: 74 1096

DSXpress Mailorders -

Dick Smith Electronics

Private Bag, Newmarket,

(09)53 9924

a WIQ'B'

1 IrVanr to know more about the Olivetti M?4'
| Send for your FREE information pack It's obligation

|
free no salesman wilt off.

I Name

Address

lucicomc rice

I Drop into any Dick Smith Electronics store or send

I

to DSKpress,Pri»ale Bag Newmarket. Auckland.
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Atari

Tramiel on:

Where's Atari heading?
Atari boss Jack Tramiel claims his

bosses are "the people for whom I work
to produce products for"... meaning you
and me.
That was why, he says, he took time

out from the Summer Consumer Elec-

tronics Show at Chicago to "report" to a
local user group on product develop-

ment plans.

Excerpts of the report, reprinted in the

October newsletter of Auckland's Tari-

land Computer Club, are presented
below as direct quotes from Tramiel.

On why Atari produced the 260STD
(as well asthe520ST):
"We feel that there are different

buyers in this marketplace...people who
like to buy from K-Mart and people who
like to buy from specialty stores, so we
went ahead and designed two different

kind of machines.
"There is the total system like the 520

which will be sold to specialty stores and
a system like the 260 where the mass
merchandiser, if he wants to, can buy it.

It was strictly to be able to produce the

volume and to satisfy our customers.
On future products:
"We will definitely have new

machines constantly. Our aim is to con-

tinuously improve the product line. We
intend to show at Comdex this year an
even higher graphic machine.
"We intend to keep the ST as the

basic machine. What we will do is we
intend to have an expansion box. In that

expansion box we intend to put quite a
few boards. One of those boards will be
a 32-bit board. Not a machine, but just a
board. It will turn the ST, which you own
today, into a 32-bit machine if you want
to.

On stored memory capacity:

"We will be expanding our drive

capacity. We will have a 3.5" disk drive

with a half-megabyte and one megabyte
in the future. We have a number of diffe-

rent printers, including a daisy wheel
printer.

On 3 Va-inch discs:

"No {5
1/4-inch discs, Atari's with)

3V2-inch discs. We want to keep all

those products alive and build on the

software.

On 8-blt machinery:
"The whole idea as far as the eight-bit

line is concerned is to keep that product

alive and expand it. As far as beginners,

as far as education, as far as people who
don't have much money, the eight-bit

line is a fantastic produce. We will con-
tinue producing it and expanding it.

I'm hoping in 1986 or even the end of

this year to have a 256K eight-bit

machine with a built-in drive.

On the ideal Atari computer:
"It would not be on the table. My ideal

Atari computer of the future is to have a
television with a remote keyboard to be
your computer.
On US Market availability of STs:
"The 520ST system (51 2K RAM, half-

megabyte 3.5" disk drive, & high resolu-

tion monochrome monitor) will be sold in

July retails for $799.
"The 260ST will be available in

October or end of September and we'll

have 2 machines.. .one will be $395 with-

out the drive and $495 with the drive.

And a message for Atari users:
"The message I have for them is a

very simple one. I appreciate all the pati-

ence they have had over the years. Now
we are here, we are producing the best
products and I hope they will be as proud
of us as we are of them."

Monkey business
After conquering the original Donkey

Kong we now turn to meet Donkey Kong
Jnr.

It's a role reversal from Donkey Kong,
because in this game our 'hero', Mario,

has to hold Donkey Kong captive at the

top of the screen while Jnr tries to set his

dad free.

Mario unleashes snap-dragons and
birds that drop lethal eggs but perhaps
his best aids are the difficult scenarios
that you have to climb through to reach
father.

There are four scenes: the first scene
is a mess of vines and platforms, the

second is of chains to unlock, the third a
moving tangle of platforms and vines

and birds, and the fourth. . . I haven't got

through to this final level (yet).

By Michael Fletcher

If you are successful in climbing the

vines, while avoiding the snap dragons,

you will reach the top of the screen
where Mario is holding Donkey Kong—
but before you can pull the chain that will

release Papa Kong, Mario pushes the

cage to the next level.

The graphics for Donkey Kong Jnr are

very close to the arcade version.

After repetitive plays this game
remains interesting, but I can see it

becoming tedious, as Donkey Kong did.

That's a fault of all muiti level games:
after you have mastered them they are

stuck at the back of your software collec-

tion and are never played again.

Donkey Kong Jnr is a 16K cartridge,

manufactured by Atari, and costing

$69.95.

Jack for NZ?
I talked to Jack Tramiel briefly

at the PCW Show, to invite him
to be keynote speaker at the Mic-

rocomputer Industry Dinner to be
held again in conjuction with the PC
86 exhibition in Auckland in May next
year (Adam Osborne was keynote
speaker at this year's inaugural din-

ner and exhibition).

He seemed genuinely delighted at

the invitation and promised to make
every effort to attend,

LOOKING
FOR?

SENSATIONAL SOFTWARE
MODEMS

SPEECH SYNTHESISERS
LIGHTPENS
DISKDRIVES
PRINTERS

NOW AVAILABLE
AT GREAT PRICES FROM
SOFTWARE SUPPLIES INC.

LATEST SOFTWARE RELEASES
US GOLD, TASMAN, GILSOFT, HkSOFT

Super Zfixson Cm, Atari $39.95

BlueMb 2001 C64, Atari $39.95

HaW Moscow Amstrad, Spectrum, CS4 S39.95
Bosch-Bead Electron, Spectrum $38.00
Bounty Bob Spectrum, Atari £36-00
HI- Soft C Amstrad, Spectrum $140.00
The QUILL Spectrum. C64,Airurtr»d $50.00462.00
Tne Illustrator Spectrum, Amstrad $50.00462.00
Tasword464D Spectrum. Amstrad $64.95
EASI-GST Amstrad S 120.00

PLUS 100 s Mors lor:

AMSTRAD, SPECTRUM, BBC. Ql_ ATARI,
ELECTRON, C1 6, C64 Owners.

MODEMS
PRISM VTXSOO SPECTRUM
SKYCOM AMSTRAD
MODEM 1 000 COMMODORE
MODEM 2000 BBC , APRICOT
MODEM ATARI

PERIPHERALS
LIGHT PEN SPECTRUM.

AMSTRAD
SPEECH SYNTHESISER AMSTRAD.

COMMODORE,
SPECTRUM

PRINTER l/FACES SPECTRUM.
AMSTRAD

DISK INTERFACES SPECTRUM
KEYBOARDS SPECTRUM

FULL CATALOGUE AVAILABLE BY
SENDING S.A.E. TO:

SOFTWARE SUPPLIES (NZ),
P.O. Box 865, Christchurch

ATTENTION DEALERS
ARE YOU GETTING -
GOOD SERVICE,
THE BEST PRICES,
HIGH MARGINS FOR
YOUR SOFTWARE AND
PERIPHERALS. TRY US
NOW. FULL CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE TRADE AND

RETAIL.
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Book Review

Getting the Most from your
Sinclair Spectrum
By Anne Sparrowhawke.

This appeals to older {say parents)
rather than younger people.

At first glance its style may be off-put-

ting because it's wordy.
But here lies its strength. The text

gives a blow by blow account, as if you
had a personal tutor beside you.

The first five chapters are about
BASIC programming for the novice,

then follows a chapter on machine level

workings, and the use of colour,

graphics and sound is explained.

Hardware add-ons are covered as are

the types of software available.

A chapter on troubleshooting is more
useful than the ZX manual's cryptic

comments.
Similarly newcomers find little help

from the ZX manual in getting to grips

with BASIC. Hence the need for a really

helpful book, and after reading this the

subtleties of the manuals will be more
apparent and appreciated.

J.F. Lamb

Apple Basic for Business
Alan J. Parker/ John F. Stewart

Reston $39.90

Although it contains a rather strange

mixture of topics which range from the

impact of computers on society to the
use of Visicalc, this book succeeds well

in introducing elementary data-proces-

sing skills to the Applesoft programmer.
Sequential and random access file-

handling is clearly explained as a suite

of simple business programs is

developed and refined.

It is quite possible to write powerful

business programs in Applesoft and this

book provides an excellent launching
pad for more sophisticated program-
ming ventures.

-Mike Wall

Better programming for

your Commodore 64
By Henry Mullish and Dov Kruger.
Fontana $17.95 269 pages.
Reviewed by W.F. Engel

The authors are computer scientists,

which explains the tutorial style.

They give exercises to explain arith-

metic operations, then go over to

mathmatical expressions of algebra in

computerese. The chapters each con-
clude with numbered questions and pro-

jects and a little program to write

There are clear explanations of string

manipulation, variables, how left, middle
and right functions work, and at last I can
understand structured programming.

For handling large masses of data is

instruction on dimensioning arrays -

working with loops and nesting loops,

and the conversion of ASCii characters
and numbers.

The book deals with sound in an
elementary way.

The final chapter gives pointers on
debugging and hidden basic com-
mands.

W.F. Engel

A Dictionary of Computer
Terms
By Laura Darcy and Louise Boston.
Fontana, $12.95, 282 pages.

With some trepidation I selected this

book to review. Being a novice user, I

imagined the book would help elucidate
the complex labyrinth of computer man-
ual jargon, and I wasn't surprised to dis-

cover one could browse easily through
this, and not assimilate anything.

The challenge is to manipulate the dry

logic of its contents. To this end it does
offer a pleasant page layout, easy to

read with each reference word in bold
type and the explanations slightly inde-

nted, in non-squint type.

K.T. Jeltsen

PITMAN NEW ZEALAND

SAMS.

THE BEST BOOK OF:
FRAMEWORK

This introductory book
shows you how to use

AshtonTate's Framework
software to its fullest poten-

tial. Covers word processing,

spreadsheets, data base
management, programming,

and graphics. Advanced
users can learn how to

create automatic or custom

operations that might

otherwise require significant time at the

keyboard. For anyone who writes, works with

numbers, or needs rapid access to store infor-

mation. Allan Simpson.

$45.00

BEST BOOK OF: SYMPHONY
Symphony is a complete set

of integrated application

programs and therefore can

be overwhelming to the

first-time user This book
takes a feature-by-feature

approach to explaining and

demonstrating the full

capabilities of the package.

Alan Simpson. 256 pages

$59.95

THE BEST BOOK OF: dBASE ll/lll

dBase 1 1 ""and dBase lit"

have long been recognized

as comprehensive data base

management packages. But,

they have also gained a

reputation for being difficult

to use. This book simplifies

a very complicated product

and allows you to get

greater utility from this

software. Ken Knechl. $49.95)

PITMAN PUBLISHING NEW ZEALAND
PO BOX 38-688

PETONE
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The BITS 6 BVTES Computer
Booh Club

Our new
selection

Kids and the Apple Edward H. Carlson

Written for 10-1* year-olds hut suitable for anyone
interested in BASIC programming. Everything explained

in nontechnical terms, with many Hfustrarions and
examples, and notes before each Eesson. Covers error

messages, debugging technietues,, programming
shortcuts, saving origams to disk.

Compute Our price $35.60. Save $2.90

5 ClivePngmore

Beginners*

BASIC
Writing rntmpil^progliuw'.

Beginners' BASIC Give Prigmore
Teech-ycurself step-by-stop guide to programming
which can bo used with tha 1X81. Spectrum. QL,
VlC-20, Commodore 64. Oric 1, Dragon 32 and 64,

Apple He, TRS-80, BBC, Electron, Lynx, Tl 99/4A, end
Atari 400, 60OXL and BOO, Contains many worked
examples and exercises, and can be used without a

computer.

Winward Our price $39.95. Save $3.20

Microcomputers in Real Estate: The New
Sales Advantage James E.A. Lumley
Oown-!o-i?a(th. readable explanation of what a computer
can do for a business. Working salesman reviews search,
mo r tg age analys is, aceGun ting - sales management

,

property management, investment analysis and word
processing. Plus plenty o! tips on when and how to
computer ise.

Prentica Hail Our price $45,75. Save $3.70

BEGINNERS'

[§a§D(S

Beginners' BASIC Peter Lear

Superbly presented introduction to BASIC Covers the

essential material and lets you have plenty of fun in the

process. Brilliant illusttation and layout make it extremely

readable and easy to follow.

Wirigard-Hayes Our price S7 L95< Save 70 cents

The Second Book of Machine Language
Richard Mansfield

Written lor programming with Commodore 74, VIC 20,

Atari, Apple and FET/CBM computers, this book contains
the powerful LADS machine language assembler. As well

as being a sophisticated program, the book is a tutorial

on how large, complex machine language programs can
be constructed out of manageable subprograms.
Extensive documentation provided.

Compute Our price $36.95. Save $3*00

Pascal: A Considerate Approach David Price

Clear explanations of programming techniques,
combined with many short, sample programs. Emphasis
is on considerate programming, and approach to writing
programs which ere easy to read and modify. More
problems and exercises in this revised edition. Covers
data types, input and output, functions and procedures,
testing and debugging, file handling.

Prentice Hall Our price $37.15. Save $3.35

Commodore €4 Logo Primer Gary G. Bitter

& Nancy Ralph Watson
Divided into three distinct sections — a gradual

development of Logo with no other prerequisites except
access to a Commodore computer with Commodore
Logo; Quick-Start Logo for the person who has some
familiarity with the language; and a broad overview of

Logo, including its historical development along with

useful applications. Together, they flive comprehensive
covet useful for both the advanced and novice user,

Resion Our price $37,35. Save $3.00

Design of User-Friendly Programs for Small
Computers Henry Simpson
Systematic approach to designing developing user-

friendly programs that are easy to Jearn, easy to use and
unlikely to cause operator errors. Practical, proven
guidelines and principles. Tells how to display

information, test operator inputs and provide methods of

"friendly" program control. Also locks at selecting

hardware, writing using documentation and help
screens, testing and debugging programs, and
influencing users to accept them.

Onoorne/McGraw -Hill Our price $48.80.
Save $3.95

Commodore 64 Computer Graphic? Toolbox
Russell L. Schnapp St Irvin G, Stafford

Shows how to create cartoon characters, maps,
calendars, geometrical forms, game boards and game
pieces on the CG4. Series of working programs charts

your progress and a turtle graphics program and two
editors provide the tools for drawing pictures and
demonstrating the features of advanced graphics

systems. Assumes no special mathematical or

programming background, and you learn by doing.

Prentice-Hail Our price $32.90. Save $2.70

Sinclair

The club: how it

works and what
you get.

All you have lo do to join the club

is buy a book. Just pick out the

books you wsnt, fill in the coupon
in the middle of the magazine, and
postttinFREEPOST.
We offer savings on the cash

price you pay for each book
Please allow three to four weeks

for orders to be processed and the

book distributors to get the books
to you.

The Sinclair QL Companion Boris Allan

Covers Sinclair SuperBAStC, principles Of Structured
programming, use of sound and graphics, and hardware
facilities. For machine code programmes, there are

sections on programming the QL's Motorola GB009
microprocessor and en overview of the Intel 8049
support chip used to handle peripheral devices such as
the keyboard. Intended lor comparison between
techniques for programming the Gl_ and other popular

models.

Pitman Our price $1S + 14. Save $1.05

Using Graphics on the Sinclair QL
Garry Marshall

Introduces beginners and experienced programmers to

ways of creating graphics, presents graphics programs
and explains how they work. Covers creation of business

graphics with QL Easel and writing programs in

SuperBAStC for games, simulations and general

presentations of information,

Hutchinson Our price $27-75. Save $2.20

Database Management of the Sinclair QL
Mike O'Reilly

Introduction to Archive, the database management
program provided with the QL. Explains basic concepts
and technology, and guides beginners through all stages

to create and maintain database. Emphasis on pratical

applications with particular stress on design of user-

friendly systems.

Huichmson Our price $27.75 Save $2.20

Machine Code Programming in the Sinclair

QL Martin Gandoff
Offers an insight into machine code instructions which
activate the Motorola 68008. Shows how to write

programs and subroutines using QD05 and how, through
knowledge of QL machine code and how to make QDOS
save program writing lime, you can improve existing

programs and fully use tha QL's processing power,

Hutchinson Our price $27.75. Save $2.20

Making the Most of the Sinclair QL:
Super BASEC & its

Applications Dick Meadows
Practical guide to programming for the nawcome-r and
experienced user. More Than 1 00 programs for direct use
and modification. Reviews essential QL commands and
SuperSASJC constructs used foi writing programs-
Practical programs then cover wide variety of topics.

Hutchinson Our price $27.75. Save $2.20

8ASIC Basics for the Time* Sinclair

1500/1000 Michael P. & Simon J, Bamett
Family introduction to BASIC filled with information for

managing household finances, using the machine as an
electronic message board, as a calculator to solve

complicated mathematical functions and many other

applications

Reston Our price $21,95, Save $1.75

Buy
now!
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IBM PC Programming
Richard Haskell & Glenn A, Jackson
Hands-on step -by -step approach for beginners and
advanced programmers. Uses actual photographs taken
from the computer screen in graphic examples to develop
many fundamental programming concepts. Includes
information on string varr-aWes and functions, IBM PC
DOS: numerical variables and arithmetic; expressions;
sound effects; medium resolution graphics; loops and
subroutines; bar graphs; animated graphics.

Prentice-Hall Our price $27.10. Save $2.20

The IBM Connection James W Coffron
From the author of the popular Apple Connection, VIC -20
Connection and 280 Applications, this book shows how
easy it is to use your computer with common household
devices. Explains techniques for setting up your IBM to

control a home security system, home temperature and
control system, voice syn[hosi?er to make your computer
talk, as well as other home appliances.

Svbex Our price $55.45, Save $4.50

Data File Programming on your IBM PC
Alan Simpson

Presents the techniques for writing EASiCI programs for

mailing list systems, grade books, library referencing
system, graphic displays. Covers adding files, searching,
sorting, editing and priming formatted reports.

Syba* Our price $55.45, Save $4.50

Your IBM Made Easy Jonathan Sachs
Covers iho fundamentals and details major features of

the system, including coverage of DOS 2.0 and the PC
XT. Step-by-step operating instructions, and a guide to

resources — what you need to know about dealers,
software, services and accessories. Reference guide to
operations and troubleshooting for common problems.

Osborne/McG raw- Hill Our price $29.55.
Save $2.40

Science & Engineering Programs for the IBM
PC Cass Lewart
Presents 19 programs designed to make optimum use of
scientific and engineering applications. Thorough
documentation, sample runs, formulae, illustrations and
listings. Includes programs for plotting and
interpretation, numerical function evaluation, modulation
schemes, system reliability evaluation, base-to-base
conversion. All programs in IBM PC BASIC and
compatible with BASIC versions of I 10 and 2.0.

Prentice-Hail Our price $28.85, Save $2.30

Computer Graphics for the IBM Personal
Computer Donald Hearn & M. Pauline Baker
Discusses basic concepts and techniques of graphics and
explores IBM PC's capabilities for these applications.
Examines methods for creating two and three-
dimensional pictures and graphs, and shows how to

manipulate and animate displays. Also analyses make-up
of PC and its graphic features.

Prentice-Hall Our price $41.70. Save $3.40

Your IBM PC Made Easy (includes IBM PC
{DOS 2.0) and PC XT) Jonathan Sachs
Covers the fundamentals and details the major
features-Step-by-step operating instructions and a guide
to resources telling you what you need to know about
dealers, hardware, software, services and accessories.
There's also a reference guide for operations and
troubleshooting common problems.

McGraw-Hill Our price $29. 55. Save $2,40

Animation, Games and Sound for the IBM
PC Tony Fabbrl
Learn by having fun through brief discussions and
programs at first, and ready-to use examples to help you
create new games and practical explanations. You learn
programming skills in the process.

Prentice Hail Our price $54.10. Save $4.40

Easy Writer for the IBM Personal Computer
Don Cassel

Designed to help you learn Easy Writer and evaluate its

capabilities before buying. Your system needs 64K RAM,
a single floppy disk drive, a monochrome 80-column
monitor and a printer.

Prentice-Hail Our price $35.95. Save $2.90

Software Construction Set for the IBM PC &
PC Jr Eric Anderson
Complete package of software Tools to help in designing
programs. Contains techniques, advice and individual

routines lo help you build custom-made programs.
References for information storage and retrieval, data
searches, sorts, window building, using disk files, display
charts and graphs.

Havden Our price $51.75. Save $4.20

WordStar on the IBM PC Richard Curtis

Complete guidebook written in clearly understood style.

Assumes no prior knowledge of WordStar or the IBM-PC,
Includes all enchancements the IBM-PC brings to

WordStar along with add-ons such as MailMorge,
Spellstar, Starlndex and CorrectStar.

McGraw-Hill Our price $30.50. Save $2.45

Handbook for Your IBM PC (includes XT
version)

Louis E. Frertzel & Louis E. Frenzel, Jr.

Experienced users will find it a handy reference, with a

concise summary of key operational information and as a

source book of information about non-IBM accessories.

Beginners will find it step-by -guide to using the computer
and a source for "what to do and how to do it

1
'.

Sams Our price $35.15, save $2.85

Software Solutions for the IBM PC: A
Practical Guide to dBASE II, Lotus 1-2-3.

VisiCalc, Wordstar & More
Thomas H. WiHmott

Sets out to answer the question: what can a
microcomputer software system do for my business?..,

and how do I get started? Conversational style explains

how to steamline office procedures and solve business
problems using leading software programs. Also
converts fundamentals of PC DOS IBM hardware
components, BASIC language and the strengths and
limitations of canned software products. Exercises and
sample programs throughout.

Prentice-Hall Our price $32.95. Save $2.65

Science Computer Programs tor Kids &
Other People (Apple II version}

Tom Speitel. Mike Rook, Khan PannelL

Cornelia Anquay & Danny Speitel

Introduction to scientific concepts through graphics-

orientated BASIC programs. Original, fun representation

covering topics such as elementary electronics
,
physics,

biology, weather and astronomy, and space. Each
program is interactive, educational and easy to

understand.

Prentice-Hall Our price $21.20. Save $1.70

Here Come the Clones; The Complete Guide
to IBM PC Compatible Computers.

Melody Newrock

Explains which compatibles run what and which are

hardware compatible, where the differences in design are

critical, how the clones compare in overall performance,
why some are and some are not real bargains, and where
theiF hidden costs lie.

Osborne; McGraw-Hill Our price $46.95.
Save $4.00

Atari

Assembly Lenguage Programming lor the
Atari Computers Mark Chasin
Routines follow the rufos established for assembly
language programmers and will work with any Atari

computer. Examples given in both assembly language
and, where possible. BASIC incorporating assembly
language routines to perform tasks in BASIC.
Osborne/McGraw-Hill Our price $41.60.

Save $3.35

How to Excel on Your Atari 600XL & 600XL
Timothy 0. Knight

Chapters on programming, graphics . sound and musrc in

straightforward terms. All key terms defined, and many
accompanied by illustrations. Suggests many uses for

business and fun.

Osborne& McGraw-Hill Our price $25,85.
Save $1.90

Handbook for Procedures & Functions for

the BBC Micro Audrey & Owen Bishop
Variety of procedures and functions that can be used
with programs of all types. Description of what each
does, followed by a listing and explanation of how it

works. Example of a calling program showing how to
incorparate each procedure or function Into your
programs.

Granada Our price $25.90. Save $2.05

Exploring Music With the BBC Micro &
Electron Kevin Jones
Explores creative ways of using the computers to make
music. Shows how to generate sounds, and to combine
sound characteristics and rhythms. Covers wide range of
styles — pop, folk, classical and modern. Examines many
musical ideas and techniques,

Pitman Our price $36.00. Save $2.95

Getting the Most From Your BBC Micro
Give Williamson

Introduction intended to complement the User Guide
supplied with the machine, Contains many hints and tips
on programming and general use. Explores many possible
uses and the computer's potential for expansion to suit
individual needs. Some features and accessories,
undocumented in the User Guide, are investigated, with
specific advice on connecting printers, TV monitors and
disk drives.

Penguin Our price $13.80. Save $1.15

BBC Micro: Music Masterclass Ian Ritchie
Professional musician starts with the essentials of
programming sound and music, harnesses bytes and
beat to show the way to the harmony of clefs and chips
of efectronic music, 86C can be a drum machine or
synthesiser. Instrument or Interface, component or
composer, introduces music notation and theory of
chords and harmony.

Pan Our price $27.70. Save $2.25

21 Games for the Acorn BBC Micro
Mike James, S.M. Gee and Kay Ewbank

Collection of games programs specifically written to
exploit the SBC's sound, colour and graphics capabilities,

and learn BASIC programming skills as you go. Each
game comes with en explanation of how its program
works, along with tips on how to modify or personalise it

to create variations.

Prentice-Hall Our price $37,15. Save $3.00

The BBC Micro Gamema star

Kay Ewbank, Mike James & S.M. Gee
Shows you how to devleop your own games as you learn

the techniques of the professional games programmers.
You also pick up the skill of solving programming
problems as they arise. Programs are structured so that
each procedure, or module, performs a distinct task
allowing variations on the "core'

r

program to be written
by substituting new modules. Also advice on how to
customise your programs.

Granada Our price $20,30. Save $1.65

Cracking the Code of the BBC Micro
Benni Notarlenni

Practical guide to machine coda programming introduces
you to the 6502 hardware and instruction set, then
teaches you to combine the separate elements of
machine code into the fast code of commercial
programs. You learn creation, manipulation and the
animation techniques for arcade graphics, there ft a set
of arithmetic routines for calculation within machine
code programs, and appendices on the instruction set,

BASIC 1 differences and fixes, and OSWQRD calls.

Pan Our price $24.95. save $2.00

Games for the Acorn BBC Micro
Mike James, S.M. Gee and Kay Ewbank

Collection of games programs specifically written to

exploit the BBC's sound colour and graphics capabilities,
and learn BASIC programming skills as you go. Each
game comes with an explanation of how its program
works, along with tips on how to modify or personafise it

to create variations.

Prentice Han Our price $37,15. Save $3.00

Software

The Complete Guide to Software Testing
WiKiam Hetzel

Explains how software can be tested and how testing
shoufd be managed within a project or organisation.
Aimed mainly at the software practitioner, it covers
concepts of testing, tasting techniques, melhodologies,
and management perspectives. Each chapter contains
examples and checklists to help the reader understand
and adapt material to personal needs. Case studies based
on the author's experience.

Collins Our price $65.60. Save $5.35

Whole Earth Software Catalog
Stewart Brand

A comparative guide and recommendations on software,
hardware, magazines, books, end accessories, suppliers
and online services fpr personal computers. Lots of tips

on buying and shopping around, and warnings on what to
beware of.

Corgi Our price $27.70. Save $2.25

pfs Software Mede Easy Carl Townsend
Step-by-step tutorial to the pfs series — pfs Write, pfs

File, pfs Report, pfs Access and pfs Graph- Programs will

work on the IBM PC and XT. Apple lie lie and Ml, and the
Tl Professional - and you will need at least one disk
drive, preferably two, or a hard disk system. Book
includes tips for in terg rating programs and working with
advanced applications,

Osborne /McGraw-Hill Our price $41.60.
Save $3.35
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Business

Multiplan Home & Office Companion
Elna Tymes & Peter Antonlak

Collection of models covering a broad Spectrum of
business and personal applications, personal finance,
household management Ready-to-use mode) described
and accompanied by the listing needed to create the
model and sampfe data with your own. As you become
familiar with Multiplan, the modelling techniques help
you to cisate customised models.

Osborno/McGraw-Hiii Our price $36.95. Save
$3.00

Lotus 1-2-3 Simplified David Bolcan
Designed for ell levels, it starts with installing and using
Lotus 1-2-3, then moves through designing and using
spreadsheets; formatting spreadsheets and making them
aesthetically pleasing; generating printouts; working
with oversized spreadsheets; graphics functions, data
management; advanced spreadsheet applications and
programming with macros. Attractive presentation
includes many diagrams and graphs.

TAB: Our price $31.70. Save $2.55

Guide to using Lotus 1-2-3 Edward M. Baras
Detailed comprehensive guide to help you make full

sense of Lotus 1-2-3's integration of spreadsheet,
database and graphic functions. Includes step-by-step
instruction on implementing practical application models
for financial forecasting consolidating business
statements,, simulating dynamic processes, electronic
forms management. Equally useful to beginners and
experienced users.

Osborne /McGraw-Hill Our price $38.80. Save
$3,15

Business Program Portfolio for your Apple
lie; An Integrated Office System

George H. Hildebrand
Collection of 61 BASIC programs covering such office
tasks as interest calculation, financial analysis,
depreciation, property management and reel estate, cash
receipis and disbursements, joh cost, payroll. All
programs documented for implementation and
modification. There Js also a guide to printing out
business forms, creating a menu system, and securing
business records with password programs.

Hayden Our price $51.75. Save $4.20

On Line Computing for Small Businesses -

Silver's Wall Maurice A. Stiver,

John Jeacocke & Ray Wetland
Sets out to provide managers of small businesses with a
clear, concise but non-technical instruction in the use cl
on-line computing based on the pratlcal experience of the
authors. No prior knowledge of computing assumed and
only essential technics I definitions ere included.

Pitman Our price $9.70. Save 70 cents

The ABCs of 1-2-3

Chris Gilbert & Laurie Williams
Hands-on approach using detailed step-by-step

instructions. Lessons involve tackling projects such as
building a worksheet, displaying the worksheet as a

graph, building a database, simplifying several operations
using micros, performing calculations and printing graphs
and reports. Remains a handy reference once you are

familiar with 1-2-3.

Sybex Our price $37,85. Save $3.05

Taking cere of Business wrth your
Commodore 64 David P. Dautenhahn
More then 100 brief BASIC and financial programs, each
documented with a short explanation of what the
computer will do and a EAS1C listing. A real-life scenario
follows, with a sample run and more instructions on how
to combine two or more applications, Programs include:
interest, depreciation, retailing, real estate, loan analysis,
savings, lease analysis, time value for money, stocks anci

bonds analysis, sinking fund analysis, forecasting
inventory needs, payroll, insurance, metric conversion.

Hayden Our price $35,60, Save $2.90

1-2-3 Run: 41 ready-to-use Ltous 1-2-3
Models Robert & Lauren Flast
Collection of models that run on Lotus 1-2-3. Each model
presented with a step-by-step description, complete
listing, an illustration with sample data (you simply
replace this with your own;, and where applicable,
instructions to produce bar and line chans. Designed to
simply work, the models include applications for sales,

accounting, real estate and the classroom.

Osborne/McGraw Hill Our price $38.30.
Save S3. 15

Database for Fun and Profit Nigel Freestone
For users warning to do their own programming. Provides
straight forward introduction to data processing, with
explanations of routines in BASIC. Examples of system
designs for home and business, which can combine and

expand. Systems lor names and addresses, catalogue
index; diary: stock control; bank accountmudgeting;
debtois list/sa la/purchase ledger: payroll.

Granada Our price $18,45. Save $1.50

equipment you already own.
Prentice-Hall Our price $41.50. Save $ 3.351

Electron
Commodore 64

Getting the Most From Your Acorn Electron
Olive Williamson

Comprehensive Introduction to the Electron, exploring its

potential and possibilities to suit each owner's needs.
Intended to complement the user guide, and contains
many tips on programming, software and the general use
of the computer. Some features and accessories not
documented in the user guide are investigated.

Penguin Our price $14.75. Save $1.20

The Electron Gamemaster
Kay Ewbank, Mike James & S,M. Gee

Programs structured so that each procedure, or module,
performs a distinct task, allowing variations on the
"core" program to be substituted. You also learn how to
customise your own programs, improving your
programming skills along the way.

Granada Our price $20,30. Save $1.65

Adventure Games for the Electron
A.J. Bradbury

Numerous examples and ready-to-run program modules
in a book which lets you in on the secrets of professional
games programming. Takes you through the whole
process of writing an adventure, wrth a chapter on the
type of instructions you are most likely to need. All

programs in MODE G unless otherwise stated-

Granada Our price $25.85. Save $2.10

Apple
Getting Started With ProDos

B.M Peake & D. Rorke
Aimed at Apple II and lie users, this is needed for
someone familiar with the existing Apple DOS 3 3
systems. Comprehensive guide to ProDos, with
exercises for practice. Reference section goes over
commands and comments on their use, and there is a
discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of the
system. A list for further references is includod-

Biuowater Press Our price $6.45. Save 50 cents

Applesoft BASIC: A Teach-Yourself
Introduction B.M. Peake
Second edition revised to cover the Apple II Plus and lie.

A manual for New Zealanders to learn BASIC with the
Apple instead of picking information from two or three
sources includes model answers. Enquiries for class sels
welcome.

Mcindoe Our price $12,90. Save $1.05

Fun, Games & Graphics for the Apple II. Me
& lie. Paul Garrison
Collection of more than 7S ready-to-run programs which
you can use, study, modify, combine and experiment
with. Complete listings written in standard Applesoft
8ASIC and CP M Supported BASIC-GO. and
explanations. More than 20 financial and record keeping
programs, and a wealth of graphics and education
programs, a word processing organ and some small-scale
database programs.

TAB Our price $39.75, Save S3. 20

Ken Uston's Illustrated Guide to the Apple
lie

No-nonsense illustrations which allow the reader to
master any application without reading the whole book.
Self defined chapters deal with buying a computer,
which Apple lie components to buy, how to create a
database, word process and perform spreadsheet
calculations, how to tap into electronic information
services, how to do fundamental BASIC programming,
video games.

Prentice-Hell Our price $35.95. Save $2.95

Applied Apple Graphics Pip Forer

Step-by-step innoduction to graphics and their

applications using BASIC. Suitable for Apple i\
.
He and II-

Plus. Covets hardware and software enhancements as

solutions to graphic problems, in particular, reviewing

the software utilities that can make BASIC programming
pointless in some cases. Special disk, with 30 programs
and 24 other files, is needed to understand many parts of

the book.

Prentice-hall Our price $66.75 {includes disk)

Save $5.40

The Apple House John Blankenship
Explains how to compose your Apple to control your
house security,, lights, heat, telephone etc. This system
allows the house to accept verbal commands nn^
respond with its own voice. Shows how to build some
items from scratch, and how to use some of the

Cracking the Code on the Commodore 64
John P. Gibbons

Introduction to 6510 instruction set and how to combine
the elements of machine code into commercial-style
speed. Full machine code monitor with 14 commands
gives you the tools to interface with the 84's
architecture. Learn good programming practice and trade
tricks while using the sprite, sound and hi-res graphics,
and get to grips with the interrupt handling for multiple
sprites and smooth screen scrolls.

Pan Our price $24,95. Save $2,00

Getting the Most From Your Commodore 64
Simon Potter

Uses diagrams, colour photographs* programs and
examples to introduce you to the machine. Moves from
starting through writing programs to graphics and sound,
printers, disks, and extras and troubleshooting.

Penguin Our price $12.90. Save$1,05

First Steps in Machine Code on Your C64
Ross Symons

Clear concise explanation of machine code —
introduction to the disassembler and its use: instructions
for the 6510 chip with the aid of a demonstration
program; discussion of the kernel operating system and
its applications such as printing, input/output devices
and scanning the keyboard , Two complete machine code
games show you how to create your own high speed,
animated arcade-like games.

Corgi Our price $12.00. Save 95 cents

Data handling on the Commodore 64 Made
easy

James Gatenby
data processing — sorting raw facts to produce useful
information — can be just as rewarding as playing
games, Explains how to use the Commodore 64 to
process information for the home and small business.
Uses straightforward examples to demonstrate storage
of large quantities of data, attractive and readable on-
screen display, and searching and print-outs.

Granada Our price $20,30, Save $1 .65

Commodore 64: Basic Programs in Minutes
Stanley R. Trost

Collection of versatile, ready-to-enter programs for more
than 65 home and business tasks on the Commodore 64.
Programs for home finances, business calculations, rea
estate, data analysis record keeping and education. No
knowledge of BASIC programming needed to use
programs which can be entered and ready to run in less
than 10 minutes.

Sybex Our price $37.30. Save $3.05

The Commodore 64 Experience
Mike Dean Klein

The many and varied uses of a home computer ,.

programs for the home Irecipos, shopping, phone books,
kitchen metrics, budgeting!; education programs {maths,
geography, spelling, languages, graphics); entertainment
programs, business programs (appointments, cash flow,
interest, cheque books, inventory): utility programs
(sprite creation, charater design, memory loader, saver
and clear, disk menu ideas). All programs can be
modified.

Reston Our price $31.80. Save $2.60

The BASIC Explorer for the Commodore 64
Lee Barman & Ken Leonard

Combination of suspense novel and instructions! text, it

teaches introductory programming in BASIC. Elements of
Commodore 64 BASIC and the thought processes that
go into designing a computer program to solve a problem
ere introduced through the adventures of three modern-
day explorers.

Osbome/McGra w-H i 1

1

$2.40
Our price $29.95, Save

Commodore 64 Machine Language Tutorial

Paul Blair

Gets to grips with the intricacies of machine language
programming, helping to overcome the demanding
exacting and sometimes exasperating requirements. But
mester it and tasks such as soning p searching and some
graphics become much quicker. Judicious use of

machine language elso allows you to use larger and more
complex programs. Demonstration program provided,

with examples of short machine language routines.

Holt Saunders Our price: Booh & disk $53.20.
Save $4,30 Book & cassette

$50.85. Save $4 10
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Language/programming

Structured Programs in BASIC Peter Bishop

Opens with a discussion of program structure and

design. The rest to the book comprises example
programs, with The complete program design process

(from initial specification to final listing} carried out.

Excellent source of programming techniques,

algorhythms, program modules, ready-to-run programs
end ideas.

Nelson Our price $25.65, Save $2.10

MS-DOS User's Guide
Paul Hoffman & Tamara Nicotoff

Sets out to fair mill-arise vou with MS-DOS in all versions

- IBM PC-DOS, and Versions 1.0. M, 1.25, 2.0 and
2.1 1 . Covers each computer running MS-DOS. gives the

versions it runs and lists any improvements the

manufacturer has made to the system. Complete
information on software that runs under MS-DOS and

products available to enhance the system.

Osbome/McGraw -Hill Our Price $41.61. Save
$335

The MBASIC Handbook Walter A. Ettlirt

& Gregory Solberg

Concise, graduated tutorial to help you build

programming skills for use in business, education and
personal applications. Covers MBASIC toolsj describes

statements, functions, commands and sequential and
random access files: debugging and documenting
programs. Includes five fully documented business

programs which can bo customised.

Osborne^ McGraw-Hill Our price $40,75* Save
$3.30

The Second Book of Machine Language
Richard Mansfield

Written for programming with Commodore 64. VIC-20 r

Atari Apple and PET/CBM computers, this book contains

the powerful LADS machine language assembler. As well

as being a sophisticated program, the book is a tutorial

on how large, cample* machine language programs can

be constructed out of manageable subprograms.

Extensive documentation provided.

Compute Our price $36.95. Save S3. 00

The CP/M-86 User's Guide Jonathan Sachs
Comprehensive guide covering everything from

Concurrent DOS CPyM-86 and Concurrent CP>M-86 to

MP/M-86. Thorough explanation of commands, menu
systems and files, then coverage of more advanced

features such as DR Talk, DR EDIX or DR/Net. Advice on
troubleshooting, full index and bibliography, and three

machine-specific appendixes on the IBM PC and XT, DEC
Rainbow and CompuPro.

O&bomey McGraw-Hill Our price $41,60, Save
$3.35

Adventures With Your Computer
L.Rade & R.D. Nelson

Easily followed activities include 16 chapters pi

adventure followed by 16 commentaries, providing

solutions and guidance on how to program these

solutions in BASIC Avoids getting machine-specific or

getting involved in dialects of BASIC Programs usually

given in a flow-diagram form, using minimal BASIC.

Penguin Our price $9,20. Save 75 cents

Games
Arcade Games for Your VlC-20 Brett Hale
A 15-year-old whi* kid from Victoria, Australia has put
together a collection of 20 arcade games for the
unexpanded VlC-20. All programs listed twice — once
for a straightforward keyboard play, and once for use
with a joystick. All games extensively play tested -

Selection includes Galaxy Robbers, Yackman r Sub
Attack, Fantasy, Pin-ball, '"di 2000, Lea per and Bullet

Heads.

Corgi Our price $10,10. Save 95 cents

More Arcade Games for Your
Commodore 64 Brett Hale
Collection of Arcade games by Australian whizz kid.

15-year-old Brett Hale. Games aro in BASIC and can be
modified to your wants. And they a'B listed twice — for

keyboard and joystick use. Includes Speedy Boulders,
Encircle, Yackman, and Barrell Jumper.

Corgi Our price $10.15, Save 30 cents

Arcade Games for Your Commodore
Brett Hale

Fifteen-year-old Victorian whizz kid, Brett Hale has put
together a collection pi 12 extensively play-tested
arcade games which are In BASIC and can be modified.
Each is listed twice - for keyboard and joystick. Includes
Tick, City Terror, Bricklayer and Surface Lander.

Corgi Our price $10,15. Save 80 cents

Virgin Computer Games Series

Edited by Tim Hartnell

Each book contains a selection of more than 20 games
which allow you to hine programming skills as wall as

have plenty of fun. Contains brief dictionary of computer
terms, bibliography and hints on how to improve and
extend some of the programs.

Commodore 64 edition $11.05. save 90
cents Spectrum, 2X 81 , TRS-80, VIC 20,
Oric Dragon, Atari, BBC editions $8.30.
Save 75 cents Atari 600XL edition $14 75
Save $1,20

Tim HartneN's Giant Book of Computer
Games
More than 40 games compatible with Microsoft BASIC
able to run on most micros, including BBC. VIC 20, Oric,

Apple II and lie. Commodore 64, Dragon 32, Tandy
Color, IBM PC, Laser. TRS-B0, PET, MZ80K and
Spectrum. Range covers board, dice, space, brain and
adventure games, simulations, artificial intelligence, and
some just for fun.

Collins Our price $13.80. Save $1.15

40 Educational Games for the VlC-20
Vlnce Apps

Programs designed to help younger family members
handle the VlC-20 and increase their general knowledge.
Uses variety of games aids such as the heat clock, stop

the hangman, race the buzzer. Subjects Include

geography, languages, mathmatics and science. Hints

included to show how programs can be changed as skills

improve,

Granada Our price $20.30. Save $1.65

Fantastic Games {Commodore 64 & VlC-20
editions)

Introduction provides instructions on running the games
and the hook ends with a section on how games are

made. In between are Speedboat, Logger, Haze Maze.
Getaway, Sub Attack and Snail's Trails.

Wmgard Hayes Our price $7,95, Save 70 cents

Space Adventures (Commodore 64 &
VlC-20 editions)

Introduction provides instructions on running the games
and the book ends with a section on how games are

made. In between are Moonshuttle, Meter Shower.
Protector, Alien Attack. Red Alert and Invasion — with a

couple of sections explaining data and read slatemonts.

wingard-Hayes Our price $7.95. Save 70 cents

Compute's Second Book of Commodore 64
Games
Sixteen new worlds to explore,,, from photographing the
Loch Mess monster to running a presidential

campaign.., to test your strategy, skill and knowledge. AH
ready to type in and play. Also articles on writing text

adventure games and designing video games, and
special-purpose programs to guarantee error-free

program entry.

Compute Our price $35.60. Save $2.90

Tim HartneN's Giant Book of Spectrum
Games
More than SO programs covering just about every sort of

game imaginable - arcade action, mind benders, chance
and skill, adventure, space, board and card, fun,

simulations. And there are utility and demonstration

programs, games to convert notes on error trapping and

a glossary,

Collins Our price $13.85* Save $1,10

Spectrum

Cracking the Code on the Sinclair ZX
Spectrum

John Wilson
Practical machine code programming guide allowing the
user to harness the full power of the Spectrum's
hardware and escape the confines of BASIC. Vou are

introduced to ZSO instruction set and learn to combine
the various elements of machine code in commercial-like
programs. Annotated example programs allow you to

enter and use fesi screen handling routines and sorts in

your own programs, debug them with the trace facility,

and run them with the on-screen clock- Covers ROM
routines, interrupt handling and programming principals.

Pan Our price $24.95. Save $2,00

Adventures for Your ZX Spectrum
Clive Gifford

Six ready-to-run adventure games — Crashl Pearl Diver.
The Ring of Power, The Seven Keys ol Tarkus. School's
Out and Everyday Adventure - plus advice on writing
your own adventures on a glossary and bibliography.

Virgin Our price $13.85. Save $1.10

An Expert Guide to Spectrum Mike James
Practical introduction to the Spectrum's advanced
hardware and software features. Aimed at the user
seeking a deeper understanding of the machine and its

capabilities. Starts with an inside view of the micro, then
moves to a connoisseur's guide to 2JC BASIC and an
introduction to the machine operating system. Covers ZX
video tape system, RS232 interface, microdrive and
advanced programming techniques. Complete program
listings and projects for further exploration.

Granada Our price $23.10. Save 1.85

The Sinclair User Book of Games and
Programs for the Spectrum
Sixty games and programs from the Spectrum magazine.
Sinclair User: protect your castle from invading soldiers

in Siege; test your three dimensional sense Labyrinth:
improve your geography in Mapwork. face Mr Spec Trum
on Wimbledon's centre court, run your own cricket test

at Lords, jump a clear round in Olympia, play noughts and
crosses against the computer, sink a submarine in Depth
Charge, tackle a crash typing course in Touch Type.

Penguin Out price $12.90. save $1.05

Practical Spectrum Machine Code
Programming Steve Webb
Designed for programmers who want to write laster and
better programs than they can in BASIC Assumes you
have no knowledge of machine code and works through
the details to the point where you are linking routines and
using routines with BASIC programs. Questions
throughout to test progress.

Virgin Our price $18.05. Save $1.45

The Spectrum Add-On Guide Allen Scott
Non Technical language used to explain what various
peripherals do, how they ork and how you can use Ihem
in programs ... games, programming, business word
processing or whatever. Detailed program listings for

"best buy" in each section, and a complete adventure
game thai can use up to seven add-ons. including two
network Spectrums.

Granada Our price $20.35. Save $1.60

Spectravideo

Games For Your Spec t avideo
Damon Pidinger & Danny Olesh

More than 25 programs including Minefield, Road Race.

Star Strike, Towers of Doom and High Fighter. PJus a

series of graphic demonstrations and a chapter on
making effective use of the Spectravideo's sound.

Virgin Our price $12.90. Save $1.05

Keyboarding

Keyboarding for Information Processing
Robert Hanson

Enables a person to develop basic touch keyboarding skill

in a minimum time. The person who completes the book
will be able to key in alphabetic, numeric and symbol
information, input numbers on a separate 10-key pad;
keyboard information quickty and accurately: understand
some of the basic vocabulary used in keyboarding. Can
be used for classroom or individual, self-instruction,

Osborne/McGraw-Hill Our price $12.30.
Save $1,00

Quick Keyboarding Vonnie Alexander
Sub-titled "Component Keyboarding in 6 hours", this

book hy New Zealander Vonnie Alexander has a unique

method for teach-yourself competent keyboarding. A
wall chart of finger positions is included.

Methuen Our price $7.35. Save 60 cents

General

Graphics Compendiums — editions for

Spectrum & Commodore 64 David Durang
Useful graphics designs and programs, including large
library of predefined graphics characters, easy-to-use
programs for designing and loading of your own
graphics, special sections on graphic effects and
animation techniques. Plus a selection of graphics
games.

Pitman Our price $18.45. Save $1.50

Computer Bits and Pieces Geoff Simons
This compendium of curiosities is an informative,

amusing and entertaining - and somewhat disturbing -

account of the wide-ranging activities of

computers... their uses in science and research,

creativity, transport, industry, offices and
administration, medicine and health, monitoring the

environment, education and training, games and

entertainment, the homo, and the future.

Penguin Our price $ 1 1 .95. Save $ 1 .00
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Book Review

The Companion to the Electron
By Jeremiah Jones and Geof Wheel-

wright, Pan Books, Collins. $21.95, 285
pages.

This book is thicker than the usual

computer texts, with no pretty pictures,

relatively few diagrams, but a com-
prehensive index of about 500 entries.

It is punctuated with 1 05 demonstra-
tion programs, each with an introduction

and following comentary, and in some
cases line-by-line explanation.

To quote the authors: "We have
assessed the strengths and weaknes-
ses of the 'Acorn Electron User Guide'

and concentrate on those areas in which
the manual fails to provide users with

adequate support".

In view of the above, it may be surpris-

ing to find 1 1 pages devoted to BBC
Basic Key Words, but this also includes

50 full programs.
For example OPENUP and the sub-

sequent discussion on "file handling on
tape" covers 1 1 -pages with an 8-page
program showing how it's done.
Each Basic key word entry concludes

with the appropriate token number and
the final chapter contains a disassem-

bler program making use of the token

numbers.
A disappointing omission is a numeric

list of token numbers; so having found
the token number the reader will have to

hunt through the Basic keywords to find

the related key word.
A chapter on character generation

deals with the binary-hex relationship,

simple character creation, characters in

motion, mirror characters, inverse
characters, and double characters -

each supported by a program to

demonstrate the effect.

Finally four chapters deal with

machine code and assembly language,
the assembler, operating system, and a
disassembler program.

All the programs appear to be photo-
copies from a very average computer
printer - and they are not nice to read.

Otherwise the programs run without
trouble and were instructive.

Unlike the programs, the text is easy
to read.

This is a fine instruction manual cov-
ering that area of programming between
Basic and the "heavy stuff" written for

professional programmers.
-Ken Meredith

Ladybird Computer Series

These four booklets are written by
members of the Loughborough Primary

BIND6RS!
for BITS & BYTES

We now have available

binders to hold your copies of BITS & BYTES.

We have opted for the same type of binder
used last year (pictured) as these provide

high auality protection in an attractive finish.

These are available in two styles.

STYLE 1: With the words "BITS & BYTES, VOL 3,

September 1984-August 1985".

(For those who have a complete volume.)

STYLE 2: With the words "BITS & BYTES" only.
(For recent subscribers or those with a mixture of volumes)

Each Binder holds 11 magazines

Order now as stocks are limited!!

Please use the bookclub orderform in the
centre of the magazine and be sure to
note which style of wording you require.

Microproject and cover BBC and Spec-
trum computers.
The publisher, Ladybird, has co-opted

educators and the result is a set of

clearly-written books unusually free

from the apparently obligatory detail

often a part of computer writing.

They are also free of jargon, and do
appeal to the younger reader.

They introduce the novice to the com-
puter and several small programs
demonstrate sound and graphics func-

tions.

Well presented with cartoons and col-

our, they attract and hold the interest of

younger readers but are useful to all age
groups.

-RJ Clement

Classifieds

Cat computer for sale, runs most apple
software. Great for home or business. With
disk drive and T.V. modulator. $9°5 P
Famularo, 142 South Rd, Masterton.

WANTED: back issues of Dr. Dobbs Journal
(virtually any), and early issues of Byte.

Please send a list of what you have, and what
you'll sell them for, to (jordon Findlay, 87
Somerfield Street, Christen urch, 2.

$17.95 EACH

Cost: $17.95 per binder
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Classifieds

Bank Street Writer (Apple I28K version)

for sale. Original disks and documentation,

$90. Please contact Otairi School, RD 2,

Huntcrville (or ph 28522 Huntervilte).

Print Shop (Apple) for sale. Original disks and
documentation, $65. Please contact Otairi

School, RD 2, Huntcrville (or ph 28522
Huntcrville).

For Sale; Paper Trimmers. New. Nylon
rollers and replaceable blade in a steel track

with Perspex base to view cut. Cuts 12in.

deep by any width. $30 post free. Tom Ragg,
123 North St, Feilding, Phone 35104.

Spectrum owners for a full-size Print-out of

your program listing, send a cassette and
S6.00 to "Listings" 7 Kaitawa St.. Haywards
viaTrentham, Prompt service guaranteed.

For Sale Franklin Ace 1000 64K (Apple
compatible) 5'/4 inch floppy disk drive.

Amber screen monitor all for $2000 ono, Ph
58-775 Temuka or write 5 McNeilly, 4RD,
Timaru.

For Sale 48K Spectrum, ZX Printer,

datasette etc. $300 ono. (or will sell

separately). Ph. Nelson (054)86351 (collect).

Apple compatible computer for sale

48K ram + 16K ramard - Total 64K ram
2 disk drives + Controller, Manuals
300/1200 band Modem Autoanswer/Autodial
For only $2050, B/W Monitor $1 50

Phone (3) 384-364

Ik ZX81 Power supply. Programs in

magazines (10), Ideal Xmas gift for beginner
$80!!!

Write: Robert Oliver. Hanning Road, Clyde.

DOUBLE SIDE
YOUR SS DISKS
with this kit from M.C.P.

3
Send $7.95 to:

15 Wilfrid St,

Christchurch 4. c
AMSTRAD and SEGA

from

% ffome Hail £feop

PO Box 134, 40 Harris Street, Waimate.

Send three 2Scen\ stamps (or catalogue.

APPLE He
Extended 80 col. text card

(30 col, + 1>4K additional memory)

ONLY
$110

Nice print card with card

for all APPLES

$150

From: CHASTRONICS
Box 22062
Chrlstchurch Ph. 65-360

COMPUTER BOOKS
From Reed Methuen

UNDERSTANDING dBASE 111
Alan Simpson $79.95
Here are useful tips on memo
fields, quick lookups, complex
sorts, record numbers in reports,

customer configuration, and
custom screens with dFormat.

THE SPECTRUM ADVENTURER
Mike Garrard S1S.9S
100% solutions to.- Snowball,
Twin Kingdom Valley, Urban
Upstart and Valhalla.

Here are all the solutions to every

problem you will encounter,

written in such a way as not to

divulge the other secrets of the

game. A complete map is

provided for each of the

adventures.

A POCKET HANDBOOK FOR
THE COMMODORE 64
Gerrard & Doyle $11.95
This book contains all the vital

information you will need when
using your 64. Conveniently sized

this book is easy to use.

33 ADULT COMPUTER GAMES
IN BASIC FOR THE IBM PC,
APPLE Il/IIe & TRS-80
David Chance S44.50
33 exciting action-packed games
and puzzles designed especially

for adults interests and abilities.

Quick thinking and plenty of

imagination are needed, along
with other willing players.

WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU GET
YOUR HANDS ON A
MICROCOMPUTER
Charles Holtzman $37.50
Here's a fun-to-read and
informative introduction to

computer programming that's

suitable for every age group.

Written in a lively, easy to follow

format, it makes it easy to grasp

fundamental programming
concepts.

EXECUTIVE PLANNING WITH
BASIC.
X.T. Bui $59.95
This is a collection of interactive,

business-oriented programs in

Basic. Designed to serve both as a

teaching text and as a reference

work for professionals in the field

this book will aid in better

decision making and improved
general performance.

Advertisers

Amstgrad/Grandstand
AVM
AWA

2,3,60
55
22

Barson Computers 64,65

CDL Front cover
Chaston Trading 76
Commodore Computer 56
Commodore Computer 58
Compumedia (Maxell) 77
Computer Game Rentals 46
Computer for people 35
Control 18

Cudby & Mead 12

Data Stream
Dick Smith
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68
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FBN Software
Fountain

49
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Home Mail
80
76

IBM
Innovative Computers
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J R Moon
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76
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51
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Meico Sales
Micro Software Hire Club
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Monaco/Atari
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50
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NZ Computer Games
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78
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Office Electronics
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66
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70
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There really is a
difference in disc pack and

diskette brands.
It's in the way they are

made.
Because the computer

industry cannot afford

variation in quality of disc

packs and diskettes,

Nashua looked for, and found
a way to ensure absolute
consistency.

Here's how we do it.

Quality Circles.

At Nashua we've found
the best way to attain this

'consistency' is to ensure
that at each stage of

production our disc packs

and diskettes*"
-

" are

statistically checked to

make sure the quality is

'built-in' every step of

the way.

Rather than long
production lines, we have
'Quality Circles' - small
groups of people whosejob
it is to make sure that each
Nashua disc packand
diskette is right in the first

place.

The result is a product
with such consistency that

it is chosen by those people
who can't afford mistakes.

NASHUA DISKS LTD
3, Osterley Way
Manukau City
278 4299

Christchurch/Dunedin
Whitcoulls Ltd.

fi Nashua
There really is a difference.

Kuwaiti & Skinner 407NA
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maxell

MF1-D
YEAR

GUARANTEE

Maxell ofJapan
The 3W microdisk
that gives Macintosh
more to chew on
and helps the

HP"Touchscreen PC
tap your deepest
memories.

Whether you're in search of primeval wisdom, or

polishing up financial projections, Maxell makes a
microdisk that sets new standards of excellence.

In fact there's a Maxell disk for virtually every

computer made. Maxell floppys are industry leaders in

error-free performance.

Each comes with a 10 year guarantee.

And each microdisk is perfectly compatible with your

3W drive.

maxell.
ANEW STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

From your computer dealer or contact

COMPUMEDIA SYSTEMS LTD
Auckland: P.O. Box 3273, Tel. (09) 444-6085. Tk 60835
Wellington; P.O. Box 11091. Tel. (04) 851-548. Tlx 31415



Compatible Kaypro.
Soeasy toget along with

A!im>K7

KAYPR0 16
Compatibility. It's half the

secret of business success. Getting

along with people, getting on with

the job. Kaypro 1 6 gets right into it.

using a powerful 1 6 bit CPU to njn

the vast IBM software library.

Which is more than enough to get

on with for most people.

The rugged Kaypro 16
features a 10MB hard disk drive,

storing nearly 5000 pages of text,

plus a fully compatible 360K floppy

disk drive. So you've got a back-up
for the hard disk or a way to run

additional software.

The Kaypro 1 6 also features a
detachable keyboard with numeric
keypad for easy entry of statistical

data.

Kaypro 1 6 is ready now.
Complete with business and
personal software packages
already on hard disk. All for only

$8749. Getting on with the price is

easy too!

KAYPR0 10
Powerful 8 Bit business

computer with 64K RAM running

CP/M. With 10MB hard disk drive

and 400K floppy. Priced at $6395
including free software,

KAYPRO 2X
Specifications as for Kaypro

1 but using dual 400K floppy disk

drives. Priced at $4560 including

free software.

ALL KAYPRO PRODUCTS ARE BACKED BY OUR NATIONWIDE DEALER AND SERVICE NETWORK.
HITEC MICRO LTD
91 CuslofhsSlE
Auckland
Phono (091399- 1 BJ

BHIDGEMAN
COMPUTING LTD
PO. Bo. 3105
New Plymouth
Phone (087)85-770

COMPUTER
CONNECT ON
t& Dalion Sireei

Phone (070)51-965

COMPUTERS FOP,

PEOPLE
35 Taranaki Sireei

Wellington

PWywlCkW 7-668

KNIGHT SYSTEMS
LTD
510 Grey Sires
Haminon
Phone I07IJ90666

POWEflCORP
CENTRES LTD
P O Bo- 365
TBUranftg

Phone 67981 009

PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEERING LTD
PO Boi19
Rarotonga

ABACUS VANMELLAERTS
THEMICHOSMOP COMPUTERS
Shades Arcade Boi 632
P Box 3*6 PaJmerston Nortn

Chrislcriijrch PhDne(063)2SB.662
Phone (03) 794-139


